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The tremendous progression of smart textiles has occurred as a result of the
advancement of technologies such as electronics, smart materials, and wearable technologies. While a large body of research focuses on sensing aspects,
there are research gaps in the exploration of the actuation dimension of smart
e-textiles. This Ph.D. research introduces a novel concept of Augmented Cloth
Displays, which I defined as “output interfaces that can seamlessly be integrated
with clothing to modify its properties in order to provide feedback to extend user
capabilities." To identify the potential research gaps, I first conducted an extensive literature review of existing work related to augmented cloth displays.
To address some of the limitations I present two novel techniques of enabling
actuation in e-textiles and explorations of two application scenarios for each
technique. In the first technique, I introduce a wearable forearm augmentation
that enables natural touch sensation by applying shear forces onto the skin. As
a potential application of the first technique, I explore a multi-sensory setup
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that provides a unique digital art-jamming experience. The second technique
is an easily customisable and versatile fabrication technique to realise actuation
in on-textile interfaces. Using the second technique, I investigate a toolkit that
enables XR developers to realise cloth deformation with XR applications. The
original contributions of my work are as follows:
1. A comprehensive literature review of augmented cloth displays.
2. The design and development of two novel techniques of enabling augmented cloth displays.
3. The design and development of two applications exploring the use of augmented cloth displays.
4. Empirical findings gathered from a series of user studies and technical evaluations.
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1
Introduction

Clothing is considered the most common interface between the human skin
and the external environment as humans spend their entire life wearing clothes
(from birth) (Carpi, Pucciani, and De Rossi, 2007). Besides protecting our bodies
from external factors, nowadays, e-textiles have been developed with state-ofthe-art technologies to embed more functionalities beyond the traditional use of
clothing. While having significant accessibility, these interfaces augment humans
by employing diverse sensing and output capabilities to enable multiple interaction possibilities. Although less attention is directed towards the actuation capabilities in clothing, with the advancements in smart materials and miniaturised
electronics, actuation in smart clothing has become a prominent research arena
within the past decade. Previous research (Rivera et al., 2017; Forman et al.,
2019; Sun et al., 2020), patents (Heubel, Steger, and Bakircioglu, 2013; Li et
al., 2020; Galloway et al., 2019), and commercial products (Teslasuit, 2019;
bHaptics, 2019; Myovolt, 2021) showcase the interest of the Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) community in clothing-based displays that provide feedback
to the user.
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1.1

Background

In HCI, we can find various types of interfaces that provide feedback to the user:
visual (Kiss et al., 2019), taste (Miyashita, 2020), smell (Brooks, Nagels, and
Lopes, 2020), auditory (Li, Baudisch, and Hinckley, 2008), and tactile (Brewster, Chohan, and Brown, 2007). These multi-sensory interfaces are aimed at
providing sensory enhancement, sensory substitution, and new additional sensations (Huber et al., 2018; Leigh et al., 2017). However, most of these early
output interfaces are not ready to be integrated with users’ body due to utilisation of cumbersome form factors not supporting wearability. There is room to explore the ‘seamless integration’ aspect with the concepts in emerging paradigms
such as Human-Computer Integration (HInt) (Mueller et al., 2020) and Assistive
Augmentation (AA) (Huber et al., 2018).
The Human-Computer Integration is a growing area which highlights the importance of the partnership between the human and the computer (Farooq and
Grudin, 2016). It evolves from several key milestones: Joseph Licklider’s ManComputer Symbiosis (Licklider, 1960), Douglas Englebart’s Augmenting Human
Intellect (Engelbart, 2001), Mark Weiser’s Calm Technology (Weiser, 1991), and
Thad Starner’s Wearable Computing (Starner et al., 1997). Similarly, Assistive Augmentation highlights the importance of designing assistive technologies, user interfaces, and interactions that are tightly integrated with the user’s
body, mind, and behaviour (Huber et al., 2018). The symbiotic relationship between the user and the digital systems, demanding less user attention, providing
new capabilities, and designing on/in-body user interfaces are some of the key
considerations proposed to enable a seamless interaction between the user and
the digital technologies. User interfaces aligned with those norms could enable
closely coupled systems with the user and technology (Mueller et al., 2020).
With the emergence of a new wave of technologies, including smart materials,
and miniaturised embedded systems, smart manufacturing capabilities provide
a great opportunity to explore the ways of realising output interfaces that are
closely integrated with the user’s body via wearable smart clothing.
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1.2

Research Vision

Inspired by possibilities outlined in Human-Computer Integration (Mueller et
al., 2020) and Assistive Augmentation (Huber et al., 2018), this research envisions novel clothing-based displays that can enable novel feedback possibilities.
Within this thesis, this trend is denoted as Augmented Cloth Displays (ACD)s. I
call them ‘displays’ in line with several output displays introduced in prior work,
such as haptic displays (Bau, Petrevski, and Mackay, 2009), sound displays (Cho
et al., 2021), taste displays (Miyashita, 2020), and olfactory displays (Yamada
et al., 2006). I define ACDs as “output interfaces that can seamlessly be integrated
with clothing to modify its properties in order to provide feedback to extend user capabilities." The properties of the clothing could be temperature (Foo et al., 2017),
colour (Berglund et al., 2018; Wakita and Shibutani, 2006), shape (Hamdan et
al., 2019a), or tension (Foo et al., 2019a). Compared to other conventional output interfaces, ACDs can be envisioned to become part of our day-to-day life due
to their unique combination of features, such as greater accessibility, unobtrusive
nature, and the ability to enable new capabilities.

1.3

Aims and Scope

Previous research investigated diverse application scenarios to seamlessly augment the various perceptual abilities of the users (Persson et al., 2018; Nabil
et al., 2019) via augmented clothing. With an extensive literature review of existing work related to ACDs, I have recognised several gaps and opportunities.
These include exploring smart material based ACDs, lowering the technical barrier to create ACDs, investigating the ways of integrating actuation mechanisms
in a controllable manner, and exploring the use of ACDs in eXtended Reality
(XR) applications. I further discuss this in Section 2.7.
As I elaborate in Section 2, I aim to investigate new opportunities provided by
state-of-the-art smart materials such as Shape-Memory Alloys (SMAs) in creating ACDs. The ACDs developed in this thesis leverage SMAs to seamlessly integrate the actuation mechanism with clothing. As the first approach, I explore
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a novel ACD that can enable new perceptual capabilities such as the sense of
touch for the users. In this case, I chose the forearm for further investigations
as it has been widely recognised as more useful in social interactions (Culbertson et al., 2018; Hertenstein et al., 2006; Huisman et al., 2013). However,
the development processes of ACDs with smart materials would require specific
expert knowledge, and the developers need to go through several fabrication
processes (Rivera et al., 2020; Albaugh, Hudson, and Yao, 2019a). In order to
make these development processes accessible for non-expert users, prototyping
methods must assist non-expert users in creating ACDs. I aim to develop prototyping methods that make the creation of ACDs accessible for non-experts. Also,
integrating techniques of actuation in clothing in a controllable way is something
I intend to investigate. Finally, I choose to study the potential of novel ACDs in
XR related application scenarios.
Below, I summarise the research questions investigated in this thesis:
[RQ1a] How can we design an Augmented Cloth Display (ACD) on a forearm
that can recreate the perception of touch? [Technique 1]
[RQ1b] How can we apply an ACD on a forearm for an art-jamming application?
[Use case of Technique 1]
[RQ2a] How can we design an easily customisable and versatile fabrication technique to prototype ACDs on clothing? [Technique 2]
[RQ2b] How can we integrate cloth actuation mechanisms into a toolkit that
enables XR developers to use ACDs with XR? [Use case of Technique 2]
As typical in HCI, these research questions are addressed following a usercentred design approach. Prior to the implementation stage of different
approaches, perceptual evaluations, interviews, and surveys were conducted to
understand the user’s perspective. After identifying the user needs, prototyping
of the proof-of-concept implementations was carried out by following an iterative design approach. With the proof-of-concept implementations, insights and
findings were gathered using the user evaluations informed by semi-structured
questionnaires, interviews, and think-aloud sessions.
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1.4

Thesis Structure

This thesis incorporates seven chapters organised in three groups, as shown in
Figure 1.1. The first part presents the background of the overall thesis, which includes the introduction and related work chapters. The literature review chapter
consists of the prior work that this thesis builds upon, with a detailed review of
related work that identifies taxonomy, challenges, and opportunities for ACDs.
The following four subsequent chapters are dedicated to the investigations to
answer the above-mentioned research questions. Chapters 3 and 5 include the
details about the development of two novel ACDs to answer RQ1a and RQ2a,
while Chapters 4 and 6 present the exploration of two use case scenarios to answer RQ1b and RQ2b. The final chapter concludes this thesis with a discussion
of the summary of contributions, responses to research questions, and future
directions.
Chapter 1: This chapter presents the background of the thesis including the
motivation and my research vision of Augmented Cloth Displays (ACDs). The
specific aims including four research questions that are investigated in the subsequent chapters are outlined. The introduction is concluded with a summary of
the contributions and publications related to the thesis.
Chapter 2: This chapter includes a presentation of a comprehensive literature
review on ACDs. I present a classification that reviews the body of work on ACDs
by incorporating 132 publications and 16 consumer products related to ACDs.
This classification includes several classes of ACDs, such as feedback modalities,
body locations, actuation technologies, integration mechanisms, and applications. Based on the classification, I recognised challenges and opportunities for
ACDs that I investigated in this thesis.
Chapter 3: In this chapter, a novel ACD is presented, which is named ‘PhantomTouch’,—a wearable forearm augmentation that enables the recreation of
natural touch sensation by applying shear forces onto the skin. This lightweight
and stretchable plasters matrix can be applied onto the user’s skin to generate
shear forces along the skin surface using SMAs. This chapter includes the details
of a series of user studies that were conducted to investigate the perceptibility of
different sizes, spacing, and attachment mechanisms of plasters on the forearm.
In a user study, participants rated the recreated touch sensations as being fairly
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similar to a natural touch. Also, users could correctly distinguish the touch gestures generated by PhantomTouch with higher accuracy. The end of this chapter
concludes with insights, limitations, and future work related to this chapter.
Chapter 4: This chapter presents an exploration of a potential use case that
uses the ACD proposed in Chapter 3. This system is named as ‘Jammify’,—a
multisensory setup that focuses on providing a unique digital art-jamming experience using both public and private feedback modalities. Jammify allows
users to share emotive touch via a forearm ACD, which enables the recreation
of subtle and natural touch sensations on each other’s hands as they engage in
a collaborative drawing activity. The jamming canvas is a two-sided LED wall in
which two users can draw with free-hand gestures on each side. This chapter
describes the technical implementations, interaction possibilities based on the
diverse combinations of the system’s input and output modalities, and findings
from a user study.
Chapter 5: This chapter introduces a prototyping platform, designed using an
easily customisable and versatile fabrication technique for enabling actuation in
on-textile interfaces, this is named ‘ClothTiles’. This is a concept of fabric actuation using a base element. This research systematically explores aggregating,
scaling, and orienting prospects for extended actuation in clothing. These ACDs
are integrated into different ready-made clothing locations such as tops, pants,
shirts, and other wearable accessories. To validate ClothTiles, a user feedback
session was conducted, from which the results demonstrated that this technique
enables multiple actuation types applied across a variety of clothes. Participants
identified both aesthetic and functional applications that can be enabled with
ClothTiles, as presented in the chapter. This chapter concludes with a discussion
on insights and implications to enable actuation on clothes using ClothTiles.
Chapter 6: This chapter explores a use case that is based on the ACD introduced
in Chapter 5. It is a prototyping toolkit for XR developers called ‘XRtic’ to connect
virtual contents with real-world cloth deformations to enable novel application
scenarios. XRtic is a fully functional implementation that comprises modular
plug-and-play cloth actuators and a controller system. The insights were gathered from semi-structured interviews with XR developers, which were applied
during the development of this system. Then, detailed descriptions about the
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customised actuators and controller system have been mentioned, together with
a technical evaluation of the actuators. This chapter concludes with findings
gathered in a user study focusing on the usability of the system, and the creative
support. Participants found it to be an easy-to-use toolkit that supports iterative
and rapid prototyping to enable cloth deformation in synchronisation with XR
applications.
Chapter 7: This chapter summarises the key contributions and discusses responses to research questions. In the end, future research directions are also
discussed. The chapter concludes this thesis with the final remarks on applying
ACDs to broader HCI and other relevant research domains.

1.5

Contributions

This thesis, contributes with two novel artefacts and explorations of two potential use cases. These contributions are categorised into three classes using the
framework proposed by Wobbrock and Kientz (2016).
Survey Contributions
• A comprehensive literature review of Augmented Cloth Displays with 132
research publications.
Artefact Contributions
• A wearable forearm augmentation that can recreate the sensation of touch
on the skin.
• An interactive multi-sensory system for digital art-jamming.
• An easily customisable and versatile fabrication technique to prototype various actuation types on clothing.
• A prototyping toolkit to develop XR applications via cloth deformation.
Empirical Contributions
• Insights from a series of user studies and technical evaluations that were
conducted to extract the design parameters and identify the design implications.
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1.6

Publications

The research works presented in this thesis have been published in multiple
peer-reviewed academic conferences as summarised below.

1. The work on PhantomTouch presented in Chapter 3 has been published as
a full paper in the Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems
(CHI 2020, acceptance rate: 24%) (Muthukumarana et al., 2020b)
2. The work on ClothTiles presented in Chapter 5 has been published as a full
research paper in the Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems
(CHI 2021, acceptance rate: 25%) (Muthukumarana et al., 2021b)
3. The work on Jammify presented in Chapter 4 has been published as a full
paper in the International Conference On Human-Computer Interaction
(INTERACT 2021, acceptance rate: 27%) (Muthukumarana et al., 2021c)
4. The work on XRtic presented in Chapter 6 has been submitted as a full paper in the IEEE International Symposium on Mixed and Augmented Reality
(ISMAR 2022, average acceptance rate: 25%)
5. The systematic literature review presented in Chapter 2 has been submitted
to ACM Computing Surveys (CSUR, impact factor: 10.28)
6. Follow up work of PhantomTouch presented in Chapter 3 has been published as a demo publication in SIGGRAPH Asia XR Conference (SA XR
2019) (Muthukumarana et al., 2019)
7. Jammify and ClothTiles research projects presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 have been demonstrated at the Ars Electronica 2020 and 2021, respectively (Muthukumarana et al., 2020a; Muthukumarana et al., 2021a)
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2
Related Work

This chapter presents a comprehensive literature survey of the existing approaches to Augmented Cloth Displays (ACDs). Based on the definition
presented in Section 1.2, I review and analyse the research works associated
with ACDs. As shown in Figure 2.1, I incorporate the classification of ACDs
by clustering the reviewed articles based on the key features of ACDs. Then,
I present the major challenges and opportunities in ACDs in order of the
classification. Based on the opportunities presented, I obtained the novel
techniques and applications that are explored in my thesis. At the end of this
chapter, I recognise how the opportunities I derived are situated amongst the
explorations I have accompanied in this thesis.

2.1

Search Strategy

Initial searches for the papers were done using keyword searches through academic publication index engines including ACM Digital Library, Google Scholar,
and IEEE Explore. Advanced searching through a hierarchical citation tree, backtracking from relevant publications, and general queries in web search engines
were also performed to gather related work in preparation for this survey. I used
multiple keywords that are relevant for ACDs: ‘Textile Actuation’, ‘Fabric Deformation’, ‘Cloth Display’, ‘Pneumatic Actuation’, ‘Wearable Computing’, ‘Tactile
Display’, ‘Shape-Changing’, ‘Shape-Memory Alloy’, ‘Soft Actuator’, ‘Smart Textiles’, ‘E-textiles’, ‘Multi-modal Haptic Display’. Using the keywords mentioned
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Fashion and Design
Entertainment

F IGURE 2.1: Hierarchical classification of ACDs I discuss in the
literature review

above, the first set included 312 publications. This was then further filtered out
by reading the title, abstract, and content. The final set included 132 academic
publications from journals, conference proceedings, and dissertations together
with 16 commercially available consumer products for this survey.
For the taxonomy, I followed a combination of inductive and derivative approaches. As the first step, I defined the categories inspired by previous work
related to wearable interfaces (Shilkrot et al., 2015; Elvitigala, Huber, and
Nanayakkara, 2021), and clustered the collected publications into them. Then
I followed a derivative approach to identify the other classes and subcategories
further. Overall, this classification incorporates five main classes: feedback
modality, body location, technology, integration mechanism, and the applications of ACDs (see Figure 2.1). The first class classifies several types of feedback
which have been integrated with ACDs. Those are tactile (i.e., vibrotactile, compression, restrictive, and passive haptic interfaces), visual, thermal, auditory,
and multi-modal feedback approaches. In the second class, I discuss different
body locations where ACDs have been used in wearable clothing interfaces. I
also categorised the technologies associated with the actuation mechanisms in
ACDs based on the actuation principles, materials, devices, and energy sources.
Since integration is an essential feature of ACDs, I review the mechanisms of
integrating ACDs in clothing interfaces, such as stitching, embroidering, 3D
printing, and modular plug-and-play mechanisms. In the final class, I discuss
different applications in which ACDs have been shown to be advantageous.
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2.2

Feedback Modality

Feedback modalities in ACDs have been often employed to render feedback towards the users in the form of notifications as well as to broadcast feedback
from the user to others (spectators) based on the user context or the external
environment. Since clothing is the most prevalent interface between the external environment and the users’ skin, ACDs have notable advantages in enabling
diverse user feedback types. I have classified the ACDs based on the type of feedback they generate–Tactile, Visual, Thermal, Auditory, and Multi-modal. In the
below subsections, I have summarised the feedback modalities I incorporate in
this survey. The number of instances I encountered for each feedback modality
are:
– Tactile feedback (67 instances)
– Visual feedback (25 instances)
– Thermal feedback (8 instances)
– Auditory feedback (6 instances)
– Multi-modal feedback (26 instances)

2.2.1

Tactile Feedback

ACDs have been mainly used to generate tactile perceptions to the users, as
clothes are in close proximity to the skin. Based on the nature of the body
location, density of the skin receptors, and the applications, different types of
tactile interfaces can be found as ACDs in the literature.
One of the common feedback methods associated with ACDs is based on vibrotactile interfaces due to the compactness, robustness, and it being readilyavailable (Van Erp and Van Veen, 2004). With the miniaturisation of the vibrotactile motors, integrated vibrotactile ACDs have been widely explored to
provide diverse feedback types across different body locations (Elsayed et al.,
2020). For instance, McMahan et al. (2014) developed a tactile arm-sleeve that
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simulates simple and dynamic social touches by integrating vibrotactile motors
for ASD patients to manage hypersensitivities to human contact. Compact vibration motors embedded in clothing interfaces also have been employed to enable
eyes-free navigation for pedestrians (Schaack et al., 2019), including visually
impaired users (Kammoun, Bouhani, and Jemni, 2015). By embedding vibrotactile feedback in insoles, GymSoles (Elvitigala et al., 2019b; Elvitigala et al.,
2021) provides the centre of pressure as vibration feedback for users. Further,
vibrotactile ACDs enabled using vibration motors, have been used in several applications in terms of enhancing entertainment (Lemmens et al., 2009; Lee et
al., 2005), social interactions (Huisman et al., 2013; Hernandez, 2018), and
learning experiences (Bark et al., 2014; Park, Lee, and Bae, 2015). On the
other hand, alternative approaches for vibrotactile motors have been proposed
to achieve a more seamless integration with clothing. PneuSleeve (Zhu et al.,
2020) is a soft haptic interface that provide vibrotactile actuation on the skin using multilayer ferroelectric polymers and pneumatic actuation respectively. Soft
actuation mechanisms such as electrovibration (Ilhan and Kaçanoğlu, 2021),
dielectric elastomers (De Rossi et al., 2011), and electromagnets (Fang et al.,
2020b; Bau, Petrevski, and Mackay, 2009) also have been used to render vibration feedback via clothing based interfaces.
Compression feedback has become another common tactile modality integrated
with ACDs as researchers have recognised the significance of having alternative
wearable haptic interfaces to vibrotactile feedback (Foo et al., 2019b). Generally, compression feedback associated with ACDs can be classified into two
categories: Radial (Zhu et al., 2020) and Tangential (Solazzi et al., 2011a)
compression. Mostly, the radial compression which directs the compression
forces towards the skin has been applied around cylindrical body parts such
as fingers (Chernyshov et al., 2018a; Scheibe, Moehring, and Froehlich, 2007),
wrist (Gupta, Irudayaraj, and Balakrishnan, 2017a), arm (Belforte et al., 2014),
torso (Foo et al., 2019a), and around the head (Berning et al., 2015b). Foo
et al. (2019) have proposed a series of work in terms of radial compression
feedback to augment several application scenarios (Foo, Dunne, and Holschuh,
2021; Foo et al., 2019b; Foo et al., 2020; Foo et al., 2019a; Foo et al., 2018).
Other than enabling feedback on the skin, pneumatic compression based ACDs
have been used for rehabilitation (Belforte et al., 2014) and therapy (Jung et al.,
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2021) purposes. On the other hand, the tangential compression can be rendered
on the skin when the external forces are applied along the skin surface (Biggs
and Srinivasan, 2002). Similarly, due to the high sensitivity of the mechanoreceptors on the fingertip, fingertip tactile interfaces that can enable tangential
skin displacement have also been proposed (Solazzi et al., 2011a; Schorr and
Okamura, 2017; Teng et al., 2021). Likewise, the compression feedback has
been integrated with ACDs in diverse forms to enable different feedback types
on the skin.
Another feedback type associated with ACDs is the restrictive forces that
have been applied to actively limit the movement of different joints such as
knees (Huy Nguyen and Zhang, 2020), elbows (Ramachandran et al., 2021),
wrists (Ramachandran, Macchini, and Floreano, 2021), and fingers (Hinchet et
al., 2018). Most of these ACDs are based on electrostatic forces (Ramachandran,
Macchini, and Floreano, 2021; Ramachandran et al., 2021; Hinchet et al., 2018)
that generate the friction or the restrictive force between multiple conductive
electrodes placed in parallel to a fabric interface. Having a thin formfactor
enables these interfaces to maintain a seamless integration with clothing. Also,
there are ACDs that enable passive haptic interfaces by controlling the shape or
the rigidity of the fabric. For example, BubbleWrap (Bau, Petrevski, and Mackay,
2009) and FabriClick (Goudswaard et al., 2020) are textile-based haptic displays
that present passive haptic feedback for the users by varying the shape and
rigidity of the clothing interface. Similarly, Ueda et al. (2018) explored ways
of creating distinctly distinguishable wrinkles on clothing using SMAs (Ueda,
Terada, and Tsukamoto, 2018; Ueda, Terada, and Tsukamoto, 2016).

2.2.2

Visual Feedback

Visual appearance of clothing is a primary consideration when people choose
what to wear (Devendorf et al., 2016). Likewise, the visual modality also plays
a significant role in terms of enabling feedback with the ACDs.
Actively controlling the colour of a specific region of a clothing is a popular way
of enabling ACDs that render visual feedback. Using thermochromic pigments,
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paints, or ink combined with conductive threads is one way of achieving colourchanging ACDs. When the current is applied, the thread gets heated due to
the resistance, this then changes the colour of the thermochromic impregnated
clothing area (Peiris et al., 2011; Devendorf et al., 2016; Kuusk, Kooroshnia,
and Mikkonen, 2015). Mosaic Textile (Wakita and Shibutani, 2006) introduced
a wearable ambient display composed of conductive yarns and liquid crystal
ink. As an alternative approach, optical fibres also have been used to change
the appearance of specific fabric regions (Oscarsson et al., 2009; Chen et al.,
2020; Quandt et al., 2017). All of these ACDs demonstrate how seamlessly
integrated yarns or fibres enable visual feedback in e-textile interfaces. Overall, these types of ACDs have been used in applications such as fashion and
design (Kuusk, Kooroshnia, and Mikkonen, 2015), entertainment (Nabil et al.,
2018), and social communication (Teh et al., 2008).
Integrating artificial light sources with fabrics is another approach to
achieving visual feedback with ACDs. Embedding Light Emitting Diodes
(LEDs) (Berzowska, 2005; Hill et al., 2021) or multicoloured NeoPixels (Oakes,
Siek, and MacLeod, 2015; Berglund et al., 2018) with fabrics have been
employed to communicate notifications to the users or for aesthetic purposes.
PT Viz (Ananthanarayan et al., 2013) utilised light based displays using electroluminescent wires for communicate knee rehabilitation. Going beyond discrete
lighting sources, flexible mobile displays have been used in ACDs to visualise
higher order information to the users (Zadow et al., 2014). Snaplet (Tarun et al.,
2011) and DisplaySkin (Burstyn, Strohmeier, and Vertegaal, 2015) employed
thin-film flexible electrophoretic displays that can be integrated into clothing
that fits around the arm or the wrist to convey information to the users.
Shape-changing interfaces also have been used to create ACDs that provide visual feedback by changing the shape of the textile. Interactive fabric interfaces embedded with solenoids like servo motors have been proposed earlier
to achieve diverse types of cloth deformations (Kono and Watanabe, 2017; Yu
et al., 2016). Also, to enhance functional garments, pneumatically controllable
soft actuators have been used as ACDs with interactive fashion designs (Perovich,
Mothersill, and Farah, 2014; Vahid et al., 2021). Moreover, with the motive of
having a better seamless integration, SMA based shape-changing clothing interfaces have been explored to express diverse visual information. For instance,
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Breathing Clothes (Ohkubo et al., 2014) and Kukkia and Vilkas (Berzowska and
Coelho, 2005) have proposed kinetic ACDs based on SMAs that can be used in
aesthetic e-textiles. The integration of SMAs has enabled these ACDs to achieve
more compact and unobtrusive interfaces that can provide visual feedback via
shape changes.

2.2.3

Thermal Feedback

Enabling thermal actuation in clothing can be achieved using several mechanisms such as electrical heating (Wang, Gao, and Holmér, 2010), phase changing materials (Du et al., 2018b), chemical heating (Chan and Burton, 1982), and
air flows (Wang et al., 2010). However, most of the thermally actuated ACDs
that provide feedback to the users are based on electrical activations (Foo et al.,
2017). The compact form factor, easy customisability, and lesser safety concerns
of electrical heating systems could be the reasons for that. Explorations on resistive heat generations and distributions with respect to the thread layers and
spacing have been conducted (Foo et al., 2017). Halvey et al. (2011) investigated the effect on different clothing materials when during the heat transfer on
different body locations. The spatiotemporal aspects of thermal feedback associated with ACDs have also been explored to mimic diverse types of thermal perceptions on different body locations such as the forehead (Peiris, Chan, and Minamizawa, 2016) and wrist (Peiris et al., 2019). For instance, ThermalWear (El
Ali et al., 2020) uses on-chest thermal actuators to augment the perception of
voice messages in terms of affection. In contrast to providing definite feedback
to the users, xClothes (Xie, Matsuzaki, and Torii, 2020) improves the thermal
regulation by actively controlling retractable hole structures implemented on
the clothing.

2.2.4

Auditory Feedback

There has been work done to integrate auditory feedback with fabrics to bridge
the gap between the user and everyday consumer devices like auditory sources
(i.e., headphones, voice assistants, and speakers) (Nabil, Jones, and Girouard,
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2021). A series of early approaches of embedding speakers into fabrics have
been successful for aesthetic or artistic purposes (Rowland and Freed, 2012;
Rowland, 2013; Kesselring, 2019; Pertzalova, 2019). Sonoflex (Preindl et al.,
2020) introduced thin-form embroidered speakers on textiles without using permanent magnets—-which restrict the flexibility of the clothing interfaces. They
can emit sounds in the 1.5 kHz to 20 kHz frequency range with the embroidered
speakers. Nabil et al. (2021) proposed a systematic approach called Soft Speakers to design, fabricate, and implement customisable fabric speakers. They have
investigated the effect of different design parameters like materials, threads, patterns, and magnetic strengths on the performance of Soft Speakers in terms of
emitting sound.

2.2.5

Multi-modal Feedback

Some ACDs contain multiple feedback modalities in one setting that render different types of perceptions to the users (see Table 2.1). Among those works,
ACDs that can provide visual and tactile feedback using one device seems more
common (Buckner et al., 2020). For instance, blending vibrotactile feedback
with visual feedback such as colour, light, or shape-change has been explored
earlier (Furukawa et al., 2019; Dementyev et al., 2016; Radziewsky, Krüger,
and Löchtefeld, 2015). AeroMorph (Ou et al., 2016) proposes a heat-sealing inflatable interface (for enabling compression and shape-change) that can be embedded in clothing. Further, Wearable Bits (Jones et al., 2020), AWElectric (Neidlinger et al., 2017), and MakerShoe (Kazemitabaar et al., 2015) are works that
convey visual and auditory feedback embedded in clothing interfaces. Other
than that, ACDs that blend thermal feedback with tactile feedback such as vibration or compression have been proposed (Matthies et al., 2013; Kurogi et al.,
2020). Huggy Pajama (Teh et al., 2008) is a hugging communication system that
employs compression to reproduce the hugging perception, thermal actuation
to produce the warmth, and colour-changing patterns to communicate expressions. Also, Umair et al. (2019) explored the effects of smart actuators that can
enable multiple feedback types such as vibrotactile, compression, visual feedback, shape-change, and thermal actuation on affective communication in terms
of arousal.
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T A Source
- - SMAs
- - LEDs and Solenoids
- - LEDs and Solenoids
  LEDs and Solenoids
 - Dielectric Elastomers
 - Peltiers and Solenoids
- - SMAs and TC ink
-  Pneumatics, LEDs, ATF
- - Pneumatics
- - LEDs, Solenoids
- - Solenoids
- - SMAs, Solenoids
- - PVA, TC yarns, SMA
 - Pneumatic, TC fabrics
 - SMA, Solenoids, CY
- - Pneumatic air
- - Solenoids
- - Pneumatic air

Application
Functional garments
Wearable interfaces
Haptic interfaces
Toolkit for e-textiles
Mechanical stimuli
Virtual environments
Morphological fabrics
Affect communication
Morphological fabrics
Modular wearables
AR and VR
Fashion design
Actuation in textiles
Hugging communication
Expressing arousal
AR and VR
Affect communication
Haptic communication

TABLE 2.1: Summary of example ACDs that incorporate multimodal feedback modalities. Abbreviations: V - Vibration, C - Compression, L - Lights/Colour-change, S - Shape-change, T - Temperature, A - Auditory, ATF - Audio Tactile Fabric, SMA - Shape Memory
Alloy, LED - Light-emitting Diode, TC - Thermochromic, CY - Conductive Yarns. References: (1) (Buckner et al., 2020), (2) (Dementyev
et al., 2016), (3) (Furukawa et al., 2019), (4) (Jones et al., 2020),
(5) (Kurogi et al., 2020), (6) (Matthies et al., 2013), (7) (Nabil et
al., 2019), (8) (Neidlinger et al., 2017), (9) (Ou et al., 2016), (10)
(Peetz, Klamka, and Dachselt, 2019), (11) (Pezent et al., 2019),
(12) (Radziewsky, Krüger, and Löchtefeld, 2015), (13) (Sun et al.,
2020), (14) (Teh et al., 2008), (15) (Umair, Sas, and Latif, 2019),
(16) (Young et al., 2019), (17) (Zdziarska et al., 2019), (18) (Zhu
et al., 2020)

2.3

Body Location

Generally, the design parameters of most of the ACD designs are informed based
on the nature of the body location. For instance, the shape or size of the body
area, the receptors on the skin (i.e., type, density, sensitivity), and discreetness
are some of the considerations when designing ACDs. So it is important to
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analyse the ACDs under the body location lens. Therefore, I classified the ACDs
incorporated in this survey into four classes:
– Head (13 instances)
– Torso (24 instances)
– Upper-body limbs (47 instances)
– Lower-body limbs (20 instances)

2.3.1

Head

In this class, I present ACDs that enable feedback on the head region of the body,
this includes the forehead (Kajimoto, Kanno, and Tachi, 2006), neck (Schaack
et al., 2019), and ears (Fang et al., 2020b). The skin area of the forehead
has been chosen as an attachment point for some of the research as it is not
necessary for functional day-to-day life (Berning et al., 2015b), and because of
its better skin sensitivity (Weinstein, 1968; Kandel et al., 2000). For instance,
ProximityHat (Berning et al., 2015b) is a head-worn interface that acts as a sensory augmentation device for rendering navigation cues. Similarly, Kajimoto et
al. (2006) proposed an electro-tactile display that can be worn on the forehead
as a sensory substitution device for blind people. In virtual reality contexts,
mostly, the skin area under the head-mounted displays (HMDs) belongs to the
forehead, and it has been used to embed haptic modules that generate diverse
haptic stimuli (Wang et al., 2019a). Peiris et al. (2016) investigated the thermal
perception of the forehead using a heating elements embedded in a headband
to provide simultaneous feedback. Also, actuation around the neck has been
done using ACDs (Jung et al., 2021; Schaack et al., 2019). Scarfy (Radziewsky,
Krüger, and Löchtefeld, 2015) is a self-actuated scarf that can be used to transmit notifications and augment fashion behaviours around the neck. Since the
radial compression can be applied around the neck area, SMAs (Radziewsky,
Krüger, and Löchtefeld, 2015) and pneumatic (Huy Nguyen and Zhang, 2020;
Jung et al., 2021) actuators are some of the known techniques to activate them.
The human ear has been used as an unobtrusive interactive surface often (Lissermann et al., 2014), and there are ACDs that enable actuation on it (Fang
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et al., 2020b). Because of the proximity to the ear, ACDs that convey sound
feedback have been positioned around the ear area. For instance, Soft Speakers (Nabil, Jones, and Girouard, 2021) and Sonoflex (Preindl et al., 2020) have
demonstrated the potential of the interfaces by embedding flexible fabric based
speakers in beanies.

2.3.2

Torso

Since most of the upper body garments such as tops, t-shirts, and jackets we
wear in day-to-day life cover the torso area, there is a greater motive for exploring ACDs relevant for this class. Examples include shoulder (Zdziarska et
al., 2019), chest (Ahn, Song, and Yun, 2015), back (Goncu-Berk, Zhang, and
Yilmaz, 2021), abdomen (Ueda, Terada, and Tsukamoto, 2018), flank (Ueda,
Terada, and Tsukamoto, 2018), and the waist (Halvey et al., 2011). The shoulder is considered as an interesting body location for social communication, in
cases such as head resting (Zdziarska et al., 2019). Ueda et al. (2019) explored
the perception of the haptic feedback around the shoulder area using SMA based
actuators; and found out that the recognition accuracy is somewhat low on the
shoulder skin, compared to the forearm and upper arm. However, the shoulder
area has been used for other purposes such as for artistic interfaces and affect
communication (Ohkubo et al., 2014). For instance, Hooze (Zdziarska et al.,
2019) is a shoulder-worn fashion accessory that engages the body in playful
social communications. Alongside the shoulder, the chest area has also been
identified as a sensitive skin area, especially for thermal sensations (El Ali et al.,
2020; Gerrett, Ouzzahra, and Havenith, 2016). For example, ThermalWear (El
Ali et al., 2020) is an on-chest thermal display that stimulates the chest area
to augment the perception of affective voice messages. Also, with the goal of
augmenting the wearer’s ability to control the thermal regulation, xClothes (Xie,
Matsuzaki, and Torii, 2020) proposed shape-changing clothing that can open or
close a retractable hole structure. Similarly, explorations regarding the ACDs
that enable tactile actuation on the back have been conducted (Elsayed et al.,
2020; Govin et al., 2018; Ueda, Terada, and Tsukamoto, 2019). When considering the whole upper body region, there is a series of ACDs that focus on
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Forehead: (Kajimoto, Kanno, and Tachi, 2006), (Berning
et al., 2015a), (Fang et al., 2020b), (Wang et al., 2019a)
Ear: (Fang et al., 2020b), (Nabil, Jones,
and Girouard, 2021), (Preindl et al., 2020)
Neck: (Jung et al., 2021), (Schaack et al., 2019), (Radziewsky,
Krüger, and Löchtefeld, 2015), (Huy Nguyen and Zhang, 2020)
Shoulder: (Zdziarska et al., 2019), (Ueda, Terada, and Tsukamoto, 2019), (Ohkubo et al., 2014)
Chest: (El Ali et al., 2020), (Xie, Matsuzaki,
and Torii, 2020), (Ahn, Song, and Yun, 2015)
Back: (Elsayed et al., 2020), (Ueda, Terada, and Tsukamoto,
2019), (Govin et al., 2018), (Xie, Matsuzaki, and Torii, 2020)
Abdomen: (Foo, Dunne, and Holschuh, 2021), (Foo
et al., 2019b), (Goncu-Berk, Zhang, and Yilmaz, 2021)
Forearm: (Culbertson et al., 2018), (Huisman et
al., 2013), (Lee et al., 2005), (Kuusk, Väljamäe,
and Tajadura-Jiménez, 2018), (Wilson et al., 2011)
Wrist: (Stanley and Kuchenbecker, 2012) , (Liao et
al., 2016), (Gupta, Irudayaraj, and Balakrishnan,
2017b), (Young et al., 2019) , (Pohl et al., 2017)
Fingers: (Chernyshov et al., 2018b), (Schorr
and Okamura, 2017), (Solazzi et al., 2011b)
Thigh: (Spelmezan et al., 2009), (Elsayed et al.,
2020), (Ueda, Terada, and Tsukamoto, 2018)
Knee: (Ananthanarayan et al., 2013), (Oakes,
Siek, and MacLeod, 2015), (Shull et al., 2010)

Ankle: (Chen et al., 2018), (Meier et al., 2015)
Foot: (Meier et al., 2015), (Hill et al., 2014), (Feeken et al.,
2016), (Low, May, and Yeow, 2014), (Elvitigala et al., 2019c),
(Matthies et al., 2013), (Kammoun, Bouhani, and Jemni, 2015)
Toes: (Vyas et al., 2020b), (Manser-Smith,
Tamè, and Longo, 2018), (Vyas et al., 2020a)
F IGURE 2.2: ACDs that has enable actuation on different body locations: Head (forehead, ear, neck); Torso (shoulder, chest, back,
abdomen), Upper-body limbs (forearm, wrist, fingers), Lower-body
limbs (thigh, knee, ankle, foot, toes)
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rendering tactile sensory stimulations such as hugging perceptions using pneumatic actuation embedded clothing such as jackets (Goncu-Berk, Zhang, and
Yilmaz, 2021; Delazio et al., 2018). SMA based compression garments that can
render affective sensations on the upper body site have also been explored (Foo,
Dunne, and Holschuh, 2021; Foo et al., 2019a; Foo et al., 2019b).

2.3.3

Upper-body Limbs

The upper-body limb area (i.e., forearm, wrist, and fingers) is the body site on
which the research on ACDs has been focused most frequently. The reason for
that could be that simulating touching or stroking the hand or arm in social
context has numerous effects on affective and social communication (Huisman
et al., 2013; Löken and Olausson, 2010). The forearm on-body site has been
used in several ACDs to improve social interactions by rendering tactile sensations such as perception of natural touch (Culbertson et al., 2018; Huisman
et al., 2013). Explorations regarding the effect of forearm ACDs that can enable vibrotactile feedback has been conducted to improve diverse application
scenarios: learning (Bark et al., 2014), immersion (Lee et al., 2005), and selfperception (Kuusk, Väljamäe, and Tajadura-Jiménez, 2018). As an alternative to
vibrotactile feedback, Wilson et. al (Wilson et al., 2011) investigated the thermal
perceptions over the dorsal surface of the forearm area. The cylindrical shape
of the forearm region makes it convenient to wrap clothing interfaces around it.
Likewise, pneumatic clothing interfaces that can be wrapped over the forearm to
render compression sensations have been proposed (Raitor et al., 2017; Belforte
et al., 2014; Huy Nguyen and Zhang, 2020). On the other hand, the wristworn tactile displays have also been well explored in the HCI context (Stanley
and Kuchenbecker, 2012; Lee and Starner, 2010; Liao et al., 2016). For instance, HapticClench (Gupta, Irudayaraj, and Balakrishnan, 2017a) investigated
squeeze sensations on the wrist using an SMA based clothing device. Similar
to the forearm region, pneumatic devices that can be wrapped around the wrist
have also been proposed to deliver compression or squeeze feedback (Young et
al., 2019; Pohl et al., 2017; Pohl et al., 2015). Finger augmenting interfaces
are an expanding domain in HCI (Shilkrot et al., 2015), and ACDs associated
with fingers are also widely explored. For instance, Chernyshov et al. (2018)
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explored a whole-finger haptic device that uses three SMA wire rings. As the
fingertip has the highest acuity of tactile perceptions (Withana, Groeger, and
Steimle, 2018) it has been chosen to render subtle tactile feedback, such as mild
cutaneous forces (Schorr and Okamura, 2017; Solazzi et al., 2011a). Other than
that, assorted glove-based ACDs that can enable feedback over the hand area including the palm and fingers have been explored for several applications (Ou
et al., 2016; Park, Lee, and Bae, 2015).

2.3.4

Lower-body Limbs

Lower-body limbs, such as feet, have been employed to provide feedback in interactive systems (Velloso et al., 2015). The ACDs associated with this class
would provide feedback to the wearer regarding the user’s actions or the external context (Elvitigala, Huber, and Nanayakkara, 2021). For instance, knee
based wearable sensory displays that can provide real time feedback to the users
have been used in exercise and rehabilitation applications (Ananthanarayan et
al., 2013; Oakes, Siek, and MacLeod, 2015). Discreet lower-body locations such
as the ankle (Chen et al., 2018) and thigh (Spelmezan et al., 2009) areas are also
considered as potential skin surfaces for providing tactile feedback. For instance,
Spelmezan et al. (2009) investigated the thigh area of the wearer as a point of
actuation to provide feedback during motor learning skills. Further, the potential of toe-based haptic interfaces that can enhance information rendering to the
users have also been proposed (Vyas et al., 2020b; Vyas et al., 2020a). With
the goal of enabling hands-free and eyes-free interactions, applying vibrotactile
feedback has been explored on the leg-area based, wearable interfaces, such as
socks, insoles, and shoes (Meier et al., 2015). Also, insole-based ACDs have
been employed to provide the users with the context awareness of several applications such as augmenting communication (Hill et al., 2014), assistive interfaces (Feeken et al., 2016), navigation (Frey, 2007), and body awareness (Low,
May, and Yeow, 2014). The lower-body ACDs have also been used as expressive fashion garments, such as shape-changing skirts (Perovich, Mothersill, and
Farah, 2014).
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2.4

Actuation Technology

Each of the ACDs I have incorporated in this survey has at least one actuation
technology that enables the activation of different feedback modalities. In this
section, I summarise the most commonly employed technologies that enable actuation in ACDs. For instance, these include diverse actuation mechanisms such
as pneumatic, solenoids-based, temperature-changing, shape-changing, colourchanging, and electro-active interfaces. These technologies have been employed
in diverse ACDs based on design considerations such as the application type,
body location, and properties of the clothing. Below is a summary of the actuation technologies I further discuss in this survey.
– Solenoids (34 instances)
– Pneumatic Systems (21 instances)
– Temperature-changing Technologies (10 instances)
– Electro-active Materials (17 instances)
– Colour-changing Technologies (23 instances)
– Shape-changing Materials (33 instances)

2.4.1

Solenoids

Generally, solenoids are based on an electromagnet that can be controlled by
passing a current through it. With the advancement of embedded technologies,
these actuators have become miniaturised and used in ACDs. The most common
solenoid that is used in ACDs incorporated in this survey is the vibration motor (20 instances). Vibration-based haptic interfaces primarily have been used
in contexts where visual and auditory communication is limited for additional
stimuli (Elsayed et al., 2020), e.g., navigation (Schaack et al., 2019; Meier et
al., 2015), training (Elvitigala et al., 2019b; Feeken et al., 2016), and assistive
interfaces (Forero Cortes et al., 2021; Kammoun, Bouhani, and Jemni, 2015).
The perception generated through such ACDs would depend on features such
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F IGURE 2.3: Actuation technologies associated with ACDs: (a)
Solenoids–OM (Forero Cortes et al., 2021), (b) Pneumatic–
CalmWear (Goncu-Berk, Zhang, and Yilmaz, 2021), (c)
Temperature-changing–ThermalWear (El Ali et al., 2020), (d)
Electro-active–Smart Textiles that Teach (Ramachandran et al.,
2021), (e) Colour-changing–MAKE IT BLUE (Berglund et al.,
2018), (f) Shape-changing–Compression garments (Foo et al.,
2019b) – Images courtesy of corresponding authors.

as the frequency, intensity, rhythms, and arrangement of the vibrotactile motors (Forero Cortes et al., 2021). Other than that, DC motor-based devices that
enable actuation in ACDs have also been proposed. Those interfaces, enable actuation by tensioning a cord (Pezent et al., 2019; Schorr and Okamura, 2017) or
by moving a pinion (Teng et al., 2021). Servo motors have been used in ACDs to
obtain functional clothing interfaces that enable shape-change (Xie, Matsuzaki,
and Torii, 2020; Zdziarska et al., 2019). Rendering force feedback on the skin
surface has also been realised by integrating servo motors in ACDs (Berning et
al., 2015b). Further, based on solenoids, development of miniaturised on-body
robots that can move over the clothing interfaces have been accomplished (Chen
et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2012; Birkmeyer, Gillies, and Fearing, 2011). These cloth
climbing robots can enable dynamic actuation types over the clothing interfaces
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by moving or dragging the clothing, positioning vibrotactile motors or linear actuators to enable force feedback, and integrating LEDs or Neopixels to enable
visual feedback (Dementyev et al., 2016).

2.4.2

Pneumatic Systems

In contrast to vibration, which is the most utilised haptic feedback (Pohl et al.,
2017), pneumatic actuators have several opportunities when interfaced with
ACDs. For instance, the compression feedback that pneumatic actuators generate is considered as an intimate, less attention demanding, and least disruptive
feedback (Zheng, Su, and Morrell, 2013; Pohl et al., 2017). Most of the pneumatic actuators that stimulate the ACDs are based on compressed air (Raitor
et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2020; Goncu-Berk, Zhang, and Yilmaz, 2021), and liquid based ACDs have been proposed as well (Kilic Afsar et al., 2021). In terms
of the technologies associated with the radial compression feedback in ACDs,
pneumatic actuators play a significant role. Force Jacket (Delazio et al., 2018),
Squeezeback (Pohl et al., 2017), CalmWear (Goncu-Berk, Zhang, and Yilmaz,
2021) and WRAP (Raitor et al., 2017) are some examples of ACDs that render compression feedback using pneumatic actuation. Additionally, ACDs that
render the combination of pressure and vibration using a single pneumatic interface have also been proposed as multi-modal feedback interfaces (Young et al.,
2019; Zhu et al., 2020). In this case, the vibration actuation is achieved using
high frequency compression actuations (Zhu et al., 2020).

2.4.3

Temperature-changing Technologies

Thermal actuation in ACDs has been achieved primarily using a Peltier-based
interface (Wilson et al., 2011; Peiris, Chan, and Minamizawa, 2016). The
thermoelectric activation of the Peltier actuators creates a temperature difference across two electrical junctions, which produces heating or cooling
effects (Alaoui, 2011). Due to the dense nature of the form factor, Peltier
elements have been compactly integrated in ACDs (Matthies et al., 2013;
Peiris, Chan, and Minamizawa, 2016). Depending on the application and
sensitivity level of the body location, several explorations that use Peltier
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elements have been composed. ThermalBracelet (Peiris et al., 2019) explores
the thermal haptic feedback around the wrist using a bracelet embedded with
multiple Peltier elements. However, most of the Peltier elements used in ACDs
restrict the flexibility of the clothing interfaces due to its rigid form factor.
As an alternative, conductive threads have also been used in ACDs to enable
thermal actuation (Foo et al., 2017). In these interfaces, the thermal actuation
depends on the Joule heating that occurs due to the resistance of the conductive
thread (Foo et al., 2017).

2.4.4

Electro-active Materials

Alternative actuation mechanisms have been proposed to achieve a better integration with clothing based on electro-active actuation mechanisms (Hinchet et
al., 2018). As vibrotactile motors somewhat restrict the flexibility of the clothing interfaces, there is a greater motive for electro-active interfaces that can
enable vibrotactile perceptions. For instance, soft actuation mechanisms such as
electro-vibration (Ilhan and Kaçanoğlu, 2021), dielectric elastomers (De Rossi et
al., 2011), and electromagnets (Fang et al., 2020b; Bau, Petrevski, and Mackay,
2009) have been used to render vibration feedback. Kurogi et al. (2020) proposed a thin, lightweight, and flexible patch using Dielectric Elastomer Actuators
(DEAs) that can provide both vibration and heating. Moreover, electroadhesive
clutches embedded in fabric-based interfaces have been used to enable feedback
on joints such as elbows (Ramachandran et al., 2021), wrists (Ramachandran,
Macchini, and Floreano, 2021), and fingers (Hinchet et al., 2018) by restricting
movements.

2.4.5

Colour-changing Technologies

ACDs that emit visual feedback employ different colour-changing technologies
embedded in clothing. One of the common methods of enabling visual feedback
in clothing is integrating LEDs or Neopixels (Furukawa et al., 2019). Prototyping toolkits that can enable visual feedback in e-textiles using LEDs have also
been proposed (Hill et al., 2021; Jones et al., 2020). In terms of aesthetic
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devices, colour-changing artistic clothing has been developed using LEDs and
Neopixels (Berglund et al., 2018; Neidlinger et al., 2017). Another approach
for realising colour-changing structures in ACDs is using heat-sensitive thermochromic surfaces (i.e., yarns, fabrics, or polymers) and applying heat (Devendorf et al., 2016). In this case, Peltier elements (Peiris et al., 2011), air
pumps (Teh et al., 2008), or conductive yarns (Kuusk, Kooroshnia, and Mikkonen, 2015) have been used as the thermal source. In addition to that, electroluminescent (EL) wires (Ananthanarayan et al., 2013) and polymeric optical
fibre (POF) knitted garments (Chen et al., 2020; Oscarsson et al., 2009) have
also been used as sources for enabling discrete lighting feedback in clothing. To
deliver higher order information, e-ink (electronic ink) based flexible displays
have been integrated with e-textile interfaces (Zadow et al., 2014; Tarun et al.,
2011).

2.4.6

Shape-changing Materials

Other than solenoids and pneumatic actuators, Shape-Memory Alloys (SMAs)
have been widely used in ACDs to achieve shape-changing interfaces. A series of work on shape-changing ACDs enables several application scenarios such
as functional garments, casting visual feedback, and rendering diverse tactile
sensations. The higher power-to-weight ratio (Kheirikhah, Rabiee, and Edalat,
2010), flexibility (Nakao et al., 2020), and silent actuation behaviour (Hamdan
et al., 2019a) are some of the vital advantageous of SMAs compared to other
technologies. SMA wire is a thin interface that can be seamlessly integrated
into clothing, and has been used in several haptic interfaces (Chernyshov et al.,
2018a). Seamless Seams (Nabil et al., 2019) is a prototyping platform by enabling actuation in clothing that employ SMA wires as the source of actuation.
Even though an SMA spring has a slightly bigger form factor and requires more
power than SMA wire, it can generate larger forces. For instance, a series of
work that renders compression on different body locations using SMA springs
has also been investigated (Foo, Dunne, and Holschuh, 2021; Foo et al., 2019b;
Foo et al., 2020; Foo et al., 2019a; Foo et al., 2018). Other than electrically actuated interfaces, moisture sensitive shape-changing techniques have also been
explored (Jia et al., 2019; Rivera et al., 2020). For example, Hydrogel-Textile
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Composites (Rivera et al., 2020) proposes a water-responsive shape-changing
interface using hydrogel-textile composites. Further, technologies such as 4D
printing has also demonstrated its capacity to enable actuation in clothing interfaces (Leist et al., 2017; Schmelzeisen et al., 2018).

2.5

Integration Mechanisms

In this class, I discuss different integrating mechanisms that embed ACDs in
clothing interfaces. Discussing these mechanisms is important as integration is
a key feature of ACDs. I summarise commonly used integration mechanisms as
below:
– Stitching (22 instances)
– Embroidering (11 instances)
– 3D printing (8 instances)
– Modular plug-and-play designs (8 instances)
– Not specified (83 instances)

2.5.1

Stitching

Stitching is the most common method of integrating ACDs in clothing interfaces.
Overall, this class include several stitching mechanisms such as sewing, weaving,
and knitting that facilitate integrating actuation mechanisms in clothing. Sewing
has been used on multiple occasions to tightly and seamlessly attach cloth actuators onto clothing surfaces (Ohkubo et al., 2014; Kilic Afsar et al., 2021). Diverse
cloth deformation types have also been achieved by altering sewing methods and
patterns (Kono and Watanabe, 2017). Most of the time, sewing machines have
been used to machine sew interactive capabilities into fabrics (Nabil et al., 2019;
Buckner et al., 2020). Also, weaving is another approach to include actuation
in textiles (Devendorf et al., 2016; Ahn, Song, and Yun, 2015; Quandt et al.,
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F IGURE 2.4: Integrating mechanisms associated with ACDs: (a)
Sewing–Ueda et al. (2018), (b) Embroidering–Sonoflex (Preindl et
al., 2020), (c) 3D-printing–FabriClick (Goudswaard et al., 2020),
(d) Modular plug-and-play designs–BodyHub (Peetz, Klamka, and
Dachselt, 2019) – Images courtesy of corresponding authors.

2017). For example, Weaving a Second Skin (Sun et al., 2020) explored how
to extend the woven practice to enable diverse on-skin actuation types by combining diverse multi-materials such as SMAs, optical fibres, and thermochromic
yarns. Similarly, knitting has also been used to realise several morphological
structures in ACDs (Kuusk, Kooroshnia, and Mikkonen, 2015; Chen et al., 2020;
Oscarsson et al., 2009). For example, Albaugh et al. (2019) explored novel
methods on how to use machine knitting in developing deformable soft objects.
Because it is difficult to deal with smart materials such as SMAs in sewing machinery, hand stitching has also been used to embed some actuation technologies
in clothing (Berzowska, 2005).
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2.5.2

Embroidering

Digital embroidery enables numerous possibilities for fabrication techniques associated with textile interfaces (Ceron et al., 2018). Relying on state-of-the art
embroidery technologies, integration of diverse actuation types on clothing has
been achieved (Goudswaard et al., 2020; Doerger and Harnett, 2018; Rocha
et al., 2019). For example, Rocha et al. (2019) explored the ways in which
machine embroidery can integrate silicone-based inflatable actuators in clothing
interfaces. Sonoflex (Preindl et al., 2020) and Soft Speakers (Nabil, Jones, and
Girouard, 2021) are embroidered soft speakers which are applied onto clothing.
In this case, the precise stitches that composed the embroidery would generate higher quality sounds, while creating more reliable, reusable, and replicable
speaker designs (Nabil, Jones, and Girouard, 2021). To improve the design processes of e-textile interfaces, Hamdan et al. (2018) introduced an interactive
embroidery system for creating e-textiles rapidly and iteratively.

2.5.3

3D-printing

Blending 3D printing and clothing interfaces creates more opportunities for enabling diverse functional clothing (Rivera et al., 2017). 3D printed structures
also enable seamless integration of actuators in ACDs (Rivera et al., 2017). For
example, FabriClick (Goudswaard et al., 2020) explored 3D printed, mechanical push buttons on clothing for wearable and on-body interactions. Rivera
et al. (2017) introduced several techniques to integrate 3D printed elements
with fabrics to enable several cloth deformations. They have reported there
are feasible settings for the 3D printers such as the nozzle temperature and dimensions, and the properties of the materials in terms of the adherence and
stabilisation. Further, several 3D-printable soft actuators that can be integrated
or directly printed onto clothing surfaces also have been proposed (Fang et al.,
2020c; Rivera et al., 2020).
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2.5.4

Modular Plug-and-play Designs

Most of the integration techniques I found with ACDs incorporate firm and permanent attachment mechanisms such as sewing, embroidering, and 3D printing,
as discussed above. Those processes could be a challenge for non-experts (Jones
et al., 2020) to prototype ACDs. As a potential solution, modular and plug-andplay designs of cloth actuators have been proposed (Forero Cortes et al., 2021;
Coelho, Ishii, and Maes, 2008; Teh et al., 2008; Ueda, Terada, and Tsukamoto,
2019). For example, Jones et al. (2020) proposed a prototyping toolkit to design wearable e-textile interfaces for non-experts. BodyHub (Peetz, Klamka, and
Dachselt, 2019) comprises of modular wearable elements that enable users to
develop reconfigurable wearable interfaces. It incorporates several plug-andplay input and output modules that can be attached or detached with slide-in
connecting sockets (Peetz, Klamka, and Dachselt, 2019). Further, Huggy Pajama (Teh et al., 2008) has been implemented with modular based pneumatic
actuators that can imitate hugging perceptions on children. The modular architecture enables ease of modifications, and more opportunities for maintaining
and troubleshooting (Teh et al., 2008).

2.6

Applications

As mentioned in the above sections, ACDs feature in multiple feedback modalities, body locations, actuation technologies, and integration mechanisms to enable a diverse range of applications. Below, I summarise the main ACD based
application scenarios I incorporated in this survey:
– XR Context (14 instances)
– Assistive Interfaces (19 instances)
– Communication (17 instances)
– Sports and Well-being (12 instances)
– Fashion and Design (15 instances)
– Entertainment (19 instances)
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F IGURE 2.5: Example application scenarios enabled by ACDs:
(a) XR context–DexerES (Hinchet et al., 2018), (b) Assistive
interfaces–Tactile sleeve for autism intervention (Tang, McMahan,
and Allen, 2014), (c) Communication–AWEelectric (Neidlinger et
al., 2017), (d) Sports and well-being–GymSoles (Elvitigala et al.,
2019b), (e) Fashion Design–Kukkia and Vilkas (Berzowska and
Coelho, 2005), (f) Entertainment–Soft Speakers (Nabil, Jones, and
Girouard, 2021) – Images courtesy of corresponding authors.

2.6.1

ACDs in XR Context

In the XR context, users encounter diverse tactile feedback when interacting
with virtual objects, external forces, and different body configurations. Also, for
instance, the user’s clothing is the first interface that gets deformed when interacting with the external context, even before the skin. Therefore, there is a
greater motivation for incorporating ACDs in the virtual context to enable feedback. There is a series of work that proposes integrating ACDs with Virtual Reality (VR) applications to enable synchronised feedback (Schorr and Okamura,
2017; Delazio et al., 2018; Matthies et al., 2013). To simulate real-time grasps
using restrictive forces in VR, DextrES (Hinchet et al., 2018) introduced a haptic
glove based on an electrostatic braking mechanism. In terms of Mixed Reality
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(MR) applications, Touch&Fold (Teng et al., 2021) proposed a haptic actuator
that can be worn on the finger to enable diverse feedback such as pressure and
vibration. Also, Tasbi (Pezent et al., 2019) demonstrated how wearable output
interfaces can be applicable in Augmented Reality (AR) applications. As Headmounted displays (HMDs) have been widely used in most VR applications, Thermocons (Peiris, Chan, and Minamizawa, 2016) envisions how a forehead-worn
thermal display can be beneficial when integrated into an HMD to enable thermal actuation.

2.6.2

ACDs in Assistive Interfaces

Assistive interfaces that empower users with sensory enhancement, sensory substitution, and new additional sensations (Huber et al., 2018; Leigh et al., 2017)
have incorporated ACDs in several works in the literature (Kajimoto, Kanno, and
Tachi, 2006; Foo et al., 2020). For example, navigation guidance for visually impaired pedestrians have been a well-explored research arena for decades, and
several ACDs have been used in this context to provide real-time feedback to
users (Meier et al., 2015; Kammoun, Bouhani, and Jemni, 2015). OM (Forero
Cortes et al., 2021) explored a programmable haptic interface–with participants
who experience hearing losses–to recognise real-world sound events. Also, Cappello et al. (2018) implemented fabric-based actuators for actively assisting hand
motions, such as during flexion and extension. ACDs have also been widely
used in rehabilitation applications (Park, Lee, and Bae, 2015; Belforte et al.,
2014; Nguyen and Zhang, 2020). Nguyen et al. (2020) proposed several wearable assistive devices for rehabilitation based on soft pneumatic actuators that
can be integrated with clothing interfaces. Further, tactile integrated ACDs have
been introduced to mediate special conditions such as Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD). As ASD patients require help with being able to manage hypersensitivities for human contact, Tang et al. (2014) proposed a tactile embedded sleeve
to facilitate the patients to experience virtual touches.
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2.6.3

ACDs and Communication

Several attributes to augment communicating interfaces have been presented
using ACDs. As a potential application scenario, communicating emotions via
textile actuation has been explored in multiple contexts (Davis, 2015a; Davis,
2015b). Foo et al. (Mar. 2021) investigated the communication of emotions
through garment actuation mechanisms by rendering compression and warmth
sensations in wearable clothing. AWEelectric (Neidlinger et al., 2017) is an ACD
that can share awe with another person. Umair et al. (2019) investigated the
use of smart material that can be integrated in fabric-based interfaces to mimic
changes in arousal. Also, explorations of rendering social touches using ACDs
have been accomplished to enable seamless interactions without restricting the
degree of motion of the user (Huisman et al., 2013). For example, physical interactions in social communication, such as hugging sensations have been rendered
using ACDs such as Huggy Pajama (Teh et al., 2008) and HUG (Koski, 2021). The
TaSST (Huisman et al., 2013) (Tactile Sleeve for Social Touch) is a wearable tactile interface to enable a couple of users to communicate different types of touch
sensations such as poke, hit, press, squeeze, rub, and stroke. Similarly, several
demonstrations that could enhance remote communication have been proposed
based on fabric based actuating interfaces (Kilic Afsar et al., 2021; Baurley et al.,
2007).

2.6.4

ACDs in Sports and Well-being

ACDs have been recognised in several sports and well-being related applications
to provide feedback to the users. Particularly in sports training, knowing the perception of an athlete’s movements can influence performance, safety, and their
motivation (Helsen and Starkes, 1999). In order to seamlessly provide feedback without restricting or limiting the athletes’ movements, several ACDs have
been utilised in the sport training context to enable real-time feedback. For instance, MuscleMemory (Oakes, Siek, and MacLeod, 2015) and PT Viz (Ananthanarayan et al., 2013) investigated ambient displays that can be worn on knees
to display real time feedback about the posture. Likewise, GymSoles (Elvitigala
et al., 2019b) is an insole based interface that provides vibrotactile feedback
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about the athlete’s centre of pressure to assist them while doing exercises such
as squats and deadlifts. Vibrotactile-based forearm augmentations have been
demonstrated in improving self-perception of the user’s body motions and orientations (Bark et al., 2014; Kuusk, Väljamäe, and Tajadura-Jiménez, 2018). Also,
Clairbuoyance (Kiss et al., 2019) is a swimming goggle-based visual system that
provides cues for swimmers about their swimming orientation. These interfaces
finely blend in with the different sports contexts without having to use bulky
devices to accomplish their goals. Further, thermal regulation is an important
aspect when engaged in physical activities, and ACDs that support thermal and
moisture management have also been proposed (Jia et al., 2019; Xie, Matsuzaki,
and Torii, 2020).

2.6.5

ACDs and Fashion Design

Diverse types of ACDs have been employed in artistic works related to the fashion industry. Most of these interfaces can be identified as visual feedback characteristics based on the variations in lights, colours, or shapes of the clothing interface. As I mentioned before, LED or Neopixel embedded clothing such as skirts,
shirts, and dresses have been implemented as colour-changing dynamic clothing
interfaces or costumes (Berzowska, 2005; Berglund et al., 2018). Memory Rich
Clothing (Berzowska, 2005) implemented several fabric based prototypes to explore the communication of embodied memory via clothing. The development
of functional garments is also widely used in fashion and design contexts. For
example, integrating pneumatic based soft actuators is one approach to realise
expressive functional garments (Perovich, Mothersill, and Farah, 2014; Vahid et
al., 2021). Also, smart materials such as SMAs have been used as the primary actuator in multiple shape-changing clothing designs (Ohkubo et al., 2014; Nabil
et al., 2019). ShapeTex (Du et al., 2018a), Kukkia and Vilkas (Berzowska and
Coelho, 2005) and Scarfy (Radziewsky, Krüger, and Löchtefeld, 2015) are some
of the SMA-based kinetic e-textiles that realise self-actuated clothes. As the fashion related technologies are tightly linked with clothes, ACDs play a key role in
augmenting these interfaces in terms of fashion behaviours.
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2.6.6

ACDs in Entertainment

ACDs have also been used as interfaces aimed at evoking diverse playful interactions using actuation in clothing (Devendorf et al., 2016; Rivera et al., 2017).
For instance, shape-changing ACDs have been used in several fabric-based playful interfaces that generate different motions of textiles (Ou et al., 2016; Du
et al., 2018a). To augment daily communication in terms of enjoyment, ACDs
have been used in diverse forms (Nabil, Jones, and Girouard, 2021; Hernandez, 2018). In addition to conventional tactile sensations such as vibrotactile,
ACDs have been demonstrated to elicit new types of playful sensations such as
tickling (Knoop and Rossiter, 2015) and goosebumps (Neidlinger et al., 2017).
Further, ACDs have been employed to enrich the immersion in several digital entertaining mediums: gaming (Peetz, Klamka, and Dachselt, 2019), movies (Lemmens et al., 2009), and sports (Lee et al., 2005). Other than in wearable interfaces, ACDs associated technologies have also been used in decorative artefacts
such as tabletops to realise interactive interior designs (Nabil et al., 2018).

2.7

Research Directions to Explore

In the previous sections, I discussed several ACDs, by following the proposed
classification. Using the classification, I recognised several challenges and opportunities in ACDs that have been addressed through this thesis. The overview
of this is shown in Figure 2.6.
Smart materials based ACDs: When considering the actuation techniques mentioned in Section 2.4, smart materials seem to have more opportunities in ACDs
compared to other techniques such as solenoids (Berning et al., 2015b), air
pumps (Delazio et al., 2018), rigid Peltier elements (El Ali et al., 2020) etc.
Especially, smart materials such as SMAs have been favoured for many reasons: the lightweight nature (Nabil et al., 2019), noiselessness (Hamdan et al.,
2019a), high-force-to-weight ratio (Kheirikhah, Rabiee, and Edalat, 2010), flexibility (Foo et al., 2019b), and unobtrusiveness (Knoop and Rossiter, 2015).
Although a few approaches have demonstrated the capability of using SMAs
in ACDs to render different sensations (Gupta, Irudayaraj, and Balakrishnan,
2017a), there is still room to explore novel ACDs using SMAs.
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F IGURE 2.6: Opportunities in ACDs

Lowering the tech barrier: Designing ACDs requires a broad range of textile
related expertise such as sewing and tailoring abilities, as well as hardware and
software prototyping etc. (Jones et al., 2020). Some ACDs would require additional skills as they incorporate external artefacts (e.g., smart materials (Foo
et al., 2020) or solenoids (Kono and Watanabe, 2017)) to realise actuation. Use
of smart materials such as SMAs in ACDs is relatively new, and users who are
not experts in these emerging technologies might find it challenging to use. Assisting non-expert users overcome the technical challenges would enable them
to realise a diverse range of applications (Alexander et al., 2018). As such, I
explore the ways to reduce the technical difficulties when incorporating state-ofthe-art actuation technologies such as SMAs with ACDs.
Integration mechanisms: As discussed above, there are a few techniques to
integrate actuation techniques into clothing (e.g., stitching/sewing (Ueda, Terada, and Tsukamoto, 2018), embroidering (Preindl et al., 2020), 3D printing (Goudswaard et al., 2020)). For instance, Seamless Seams (Nabil et al., 2019)
used machine sewing to embed interactive morphological capabilities into fabrics. However, integrating actuation with clothing in a controllable or parametric
manner remains a complicated task. This is a challenge I investigated as part of
this thesis.
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Extended Reality (XR) applications: I have discussed several application scenarios related to ACDs in Section 2.6. There are few approaches that involve
ACDs with XR applications (Hinchet et al., 2018; Schorr and Okamura, 2017).
However, enabling feedback via the user’s clothing is still largely under-explored
in the XR context. This seems a missed opportunity, as it is through clothing that
users often feel the external environment and one’s own movements. As such, in
this thesis, I investigate the possibility of using ACDs to expand the interaction
space of XR applications.

2.8

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I reviewed previous work related to ACDs and discussed them
in different dimensions. I established a new taxonomy that includes 5 classes:
(1) Feedback modalities, (2) Body locations, (3) Actuation technologies, (4) Integration mechanisms, and (5) Applications. Based on these classes, I extracted
the challenges and opportunities for ACDs that my thesis aims to address. Specifically, I investigate two novel technologies to realise ACDs (PhantomTouch and
ClothTiles), and studied two applications that showcase the potential of those
techniques (Jammify and XRtic). The following chapters present a detailed description of the design, development and evaluation of these works.
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3
Novel Augmented Cloth Display to Recreate the
Perception of Touch

In this chapter I present a novel ACD, namely PhantomTouch, a wearable forearm augmentation that enables the recreation of natural touch sensation by applying shear forces onto the skin. PhantomTouch consists of lightweight and
stretchable fabric plasters in a matrix arrangement. Individual plasters were embedded with lines of Shape-Memory Alloy (SMA) wires to generate shear forces.
This design is informed by a series of studies investigating the perceptibility of
different plaster sizes, spacing between individual plasters, and attachment of
plasters on the forearm. PhantomTouch enables the perception of touch, for instance, feeling one’s wrist being grabbed or the arm being stroked. This chapter
contributes to my first research question [RQ1a], “How can we design an Augmented Cloth Display (ACD) on a forearm that can recreate the perception of
touch?"

3.1

Aim and Focus

Tactile sensation has been extensively explored, such as to provide feedback to
compliment auditory and visual channels (Raj, Kass, and Perry, 2000; Van Erp,
Saturday, and Jansen, 2006; Schrope, 2001), as well as for sensory substitution (Petry, Illandara, and Nanayakkara, 2016; Petry et al., 2018; Nanayakkara
et al., 2009; Karam et al., 2010). Typical haptic feedback interfaces (El Saddik et
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F IGURE 3.1: PhantomTouch recreates the perception of a human
touch using plasters that stimulate the skin with shear forces. The
users can feel an imaginary touch on the forearm using the PhantomTouch device.

al., 2011) deploy servo motors, solenoids, and vibration motors which consists
of noisy mechanical actuators. Recently, more silent, light-weight, soft, and flexible haptic actuators entered the research field of wearable computing, particularly the use of Shape-Memory Alloys (SMAs) (Chernyshov et al., 2018a; Gupta,
Irudayaraj, and Balakrishnan, 2017a; Suhonen, Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, and
Mäkelä, 2012). Proposed designs include pressure feedback, such as creating
squeezing sensations on the wrist and fingers. Using SMAs, researchers investigated the perception and two-point-discrimination threshold for squeezing interfaces (Gupta, Irudayaraj, and Balakrishnan, 2017a; Chernyshov et al., 2018a),
as well as user experience evaluation (Suhonen, Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, and
Mäkelä, 2012).
Building upon previous work like Springlets (Hamdan et al., 2019a), I developed SMA-based plasters, which are light-weight and stretchable, creating shear
forces similar to light pinches on the skin. The advantage of small plasters is
that these can be individually distributed among different body parts, potentially covering a large area, such as the forearm. I derived the design of the
plasters based on a series of studies. Particularly, I looked into the perception of
different sizes, distances, and attachments of plasters on the forearm. I arranged
15 plasters with a size of 3×3cm in the form of a matrix on the forearm. This
enables PhantomTouch to recreate the perception of touches, such as feeling the
wrist being grabbed or the arm being stroked (see Figure 3.2). These physical
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experiences are currently lacking in virtual environments. Recreating this experience can be an important contribution in collaborative work, as it increase the
feeling of immersion (Grau, 2003). Finally, I conduct a study to evaluate the matrix of plasters which provides touch illusions, in a virtual reality environment.
In summary, the contribution of this chapter incorporates:
• an artefact creating various touch sensations on the forearm and
• an empirical evaluation informing the design rationale behind the SMAbased plaster matrix.

3.2

Recreation of Touch

Following literature, the perception of touch includes sensing pressure (Antfolk
et al., 2010; Stanley and Kuchenbecker, 2012), vibration (Israr and Poupyrev,
2011; Zhang et al., 2019), and textures (Bau et al., 2010; Ebe and Umemuro,
2015). Four kinds of receptors within the skin allow such perceptions, the
Pacinian corpuscles, Meissner’s corpuscles, Merkel’s disks, and the Ruffini endings (McGlone and Reilly, 2010). In this chapter, PhantomTouch’s focus is to
recreating touch perception by exerting pressure. Pressure can be point-based
(Antfolk et al., 2010; Kikuuwe and Yoshikawa, 2001), planar-based (Zheng and
Morrell, 2012; Zheng, Su, and Morrell, 2013), and compression- or squeezing
-based (Stanley and Kuchenbecker, 2012), such as around a body part. Independent to the type of touch sensation, commonly used technology includes servos
and solenoids (Stanley and Kuchenbecker, 2012). Using compression to create
touch sensation primarily relies on pneumatic actuation (Pohl et al., 2017).

3.2.1

Tapping and Stroking (Point- and Planar-based)

Previous work has explored touch actuation, such as tapping by converting servo
rotation into linear motion (Matthies, Daza Parra, and Urban, 2018). Using a
crank-slider linkage, Stanley et al. (2012) implemented a skin dragger to provide
touch sensations by applying shear forces utilising two servo motors. The main
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drawback is the bulky mechanical design. A few other works recreated touch
feedback by deforming the skin’s surface through providing tangential shear
forces using servos (Gleeson, Horschel, and Provancher, 2010). Using servo
motors, shear forces can also be used to create skin stretch sensations (Bark et
al., 2010). While these approaches can create touch sensations, they are too
bulky to use in daily wearables. Skin Drag Display (Ion, Wang, and Baudisch,
2015) and tactoRing (Je et al., 2017) integrated technology into a watch and
ring prototype to overcome such issues. Although these designs create a powerful user experience, the mechanical actuators generate noticeable noise, making
them rather obtrusive. A possible solution is Tacttoo (Withana, Groeger, and
Steimle, 2018), an electro-tactile feedback layer on the user’s skin. Still, a large
scale matrix to mimic complex touch gesture has yet to be demonstrated.

3.2.2

Squeezing (Around the Arm and Finger)

Squeezing is typically implemented by using pneumatic actuation, which for instance inflates air into a cuff around the wrist. Previous research has found
squeezing feedback as feeling more organic than tapping or dragging (Baumann
et al., 2010). Several works have used blood pressure cuffs to compress hands as
a sensory replacement for prosthetics (Patterson and Katz, 1992; Tejeiro et al.,
2012). Researchers also investigated the psycho-physical properties of pressure
feedback using pneumatic air compression and derived general findings on the
user’s perception threshold (Mitsuda, 2013; Pohl et al., 2017). Several other
studies explored squeezing actuation using servo motors that loosen and tighten
bands (Baumann et al., 2010; Chinello et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016; Dunkelberger et al., 2018). These arm augmentations usually do not aim to recreate
touch, but to convey alternative ways for tactile speech communication (Dunkelberger et al., 2018; Reed et al., 2018).
In summary, it is apparent that the majority of interfaces aiming to recreate
touch feedback rely on mechanical actuators, such as servo motors or solenoids.
Integrating these actuators into wearables result in an increased and obtrusive
form factor, as noticeable noises from gear friction and vibrations occur. Moreover, a smooth transition between tapping, stroking, and squeezing has not been
demonstrated yet. However, very recently, Matthies et al. (2018) demonstrated
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scaling the current of EMS feedback and thus created a smooth transition between tickling to tingling and squeezing sensations. However, driving a current
through the body may raise ethical and safety concerns. There have been few
attempts to circumvent and overcome such limitations by using soft haptic actuators, which utilise soft robotic materials, such as SMA.

3.3

Shape-Memory Alloys (SMAs)

Shape-Memory Alloys (SMAs), Soft Elastomers, Morphing Polymers etc. belong
to the state-of-the-art (Boyraz, Runge, and Raatz, 2018) in the rising field of soft
robotics (Laschi and Cianchetti, 2014). SMA demonstrate a high efficiency in
terms of large-amplitude (non-linear) actuation, as they are usually produced in
the form of a wire (Ilievski et al., 2011). SMA are extremely reduced in size and
weight. The Power-to-Weight ratio makes SMA highly useful in small-scale soft
robotics (Kheirikhah, Rabiee, and Edalat, 2010). For instance, milli-size walking
robots (Hoover, Steltz, and Fearing, 2008), miniature artificial fingers (Hino and
Maeno, 2004), models of musculoskeletal systems of humans, are some popular
examples of SMA-based soft robotics (Kheirikhah, Rabiee, and Edalat, 2010).

3.3.1

Haptic Feedback

Suhonen et. al (Suhonen, Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, and Mäkelä, 2012) conducted one of the earliest explorations using SMA to provide haptic feedback.
They implemented a wrist-worn squeeze feedback system for interpersonal
communication, in particular, to share emotional feelings with one another.
Their findings indicate that, in comparison to vibrotactile and thermal feedback,
squeezing feedback may be more pleasant for communicating feelings. In
another research called HapticClench (Gupta, Irudayaraj, and Balakrishnan,
2017a), a wrist-worn squeeze feedback system was developed using SMA
springs. The authors report psycho-physical characteristics of the system including absolute detection and JND thresholds. Other work, such as Tickler (Knoop
and Rossiter, 2015) provides natural stroking sensations by actuating an array
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of parallel bars using SMA. Similarly, Cherynshov et al. (2018) implemented
several other SMA wearable prototypes, which also provide squeezing sensation.
They present insights focusing on the use of the material. Literature already
demonstrated relatively straightforward implementations of SMA into a ring
and wristband. Methods to scale squeezing or shear forces using SMA onto
various body parts remained unclear, until recently. A recently published
solution, Springlets (Hamdan et al., 2019a), proposes the use of a flexible
SMA spring-wire sticker, where the authors extensively explored 6 sensations
by actuating a single plaster at different body positions. A challenge I faced
was to recreate the perception of human touch on the skin by an arrangement
of multiple plasters, with each plaster having limited force and deformation
generated by SMA wire integration. Also, I introduced a custom-made PCB to
manage power and drive multiple SMA wires.

3.4

PhantomTouch

The motivation of this chapter is to explore the capabilities of SMA technology in
recreating the perception of a touch sensation on the forearm (e.g., gentle touch,
caressing, clenching, or tapping). As elaborated in previous sections, research
has already demonstrated the ability of using SMA to create a pinching sensation
(Hamdan et al., 2019a) or the perception of an arm and finger being squeezed
(Gupta, Irudayaraj, and Balakrishnan, 2017a; Chernyshov et al., 2018a). Yet, it
remains unclear how SMA can be utilised to create more complex touch sensations. In this work, I aim to recreate natural touches that appear to be initiated
by another person, with the goal to enrich VR and AR experiences. To possibly
create these touches, I determined SMA as the technology of choice, given its
many advantages. SMA offer large-amplitude actuation, are flexible/bendable,
can be integrated with fabrics, and is demonstrably lighter in weight. The greatest limitations of SMA is the actuation delay. Still, SMA are predestined to be
used in wearable computing. Therefore, I aimed to explore an SMA wire-based
actuation as opposed to conducting a psychophysical study of comparing with
different methods, such as voice coils or pneumatic actuators. Regarding the
actuation principle, SMA has two distinct crystal structures: martensite in lower
temperatures and austenite in higher temperatures (Dolce and Cardone, 2001).
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F IGURE 3.2: PhantomTouch renders the sensation of a human
touch using a forearm augmentation. Here, the user is experiencing the touch of another’s hand on his arm.

When heating the SMA from martensite to austenite, such as by applying an
electrical current, it reverts to its original form, such as from a long to a short
wire, like in PhantomTouch’s actuation mechanism.
Based on the two-point-discrimination of haptic perception on the epidermis, I
decided to design small plasters. The single plaster can apply a shear force on the
skin, which creates a subtle pressure. Small plasters have the advantage of being
individually distributed among different body parts, potentially covering a large
area, such as the forearm. Informed by a series of studies, I arranged 15 plasters
with a size of 3×3cm in form of a matrix on the forearm (see Figure 3.14), which
enabled PhantomTouch to create the perception of different types of touches.
However, fine-grained touches, such as pinching and twisting is limited with this
design. Based on technical constraints and previous works related to forearm
augmentation for social interactions (Culbertson et al., 2018; Hertenstein et al.,
2006; Huisman et al., 2013), I decided to recreate 8 types of touch patterns (see
Figure 3.15):
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F IGURE 3.3: A) Simplest wire layout where force is not distributed
evenly and acts at two opposing points. B) To distribute force
evenly on a larger area, SMA wires should attach in a zig-zag manner. However, the angle of SMA wires will distribute some force
in a perpendicular non-stretchable direction, which results in an
irregular contraction C) To distribute force in a single direction,
the gap between sewing pattern should be as close as possible, and
parallel to the stretching direction of the textile.

1. Grabbing the arm (GA),
2. Grabbing the wrist (GW),
3. Three taps down the arm (TTD),
4. Three taps up the arm (TTU),
5. Stroking down the arm (SD),
6. Stroking up the arm (SU),
7. Encircling / rolling on the arm (RA),
8. Encircling / rolling on the wrist (RW).
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3.5
3.5.1

Implementation
SMA Wire

For the PhantomTouch prototype, I selected BMF150 the SMA wire (BioMetal,
2020). According to the data-sheet, this wire contracts to a predefined length
when heated up to 70◦ C. This contraction is 4% of the total length of the wire
and can be used to apply a force equivalent to 1.44N, when the recommended
current of 340mA is applied. Increasing the voltage from 20.7 V/m on-wards
heats up the wire thus changing the wire length.

3.5.2

Plaster Design

The ability of SMA wires to contract enables a variety of actuation possibilities.
I stitched the wire into a adhesive cloth patch (Kinesiology Muscle Tape), which
generates shear forces along the skin, as shown in Figure 3.7. The shear forces
subtly deform the skin and hence is interpreted as a touch sensation. When the
wire cools down, the reaction force generated by the skin will restore it to room
temperature state. The basic properties of a single plaster is correlated with the
properties of BMF150 SMA wire.
Wire Layout: The simplest way of attaching a SMA wire to a unit size plaster
is attaching a single unit size wire across the bit (see Figure 3.3A). It will provide
0.72N of shear force if I assume it contracts from both sides. However, this
force is distributed unevenly and only acts at two opposing points. To distribute
the force more evenly, I attached a SMA wire in a zig-zag manner, as seen in
Figure 3.3B. However, the angle of the SMA wire will also distribute some force
in a perpendicular direction. This will cause irregular contractions since the
used textile is stretchable in only one direction. Therefore, to distribute force
in a single direction, the gap between the sewing pattern should be as close as
possible and in parallel to the stretching direction of the textile, such as shown
in Figure 3.3C. After conducting a few preliminary experiments, I identified that
the gap should be around 4mm to get wires parallel to the stretching direction.
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Dissipation Layer
SMA Wire
with Ring Terminals
and Adhesive Textile
Electrical Insulation Layer
F IGURE 3.4: Thermal Dissipation Layer, Kinesio-tape Textile Layer
at which I manually stitched SMA wires to, and the Thermal and
Electrical Insulation Layer insulating the skin from current and
heat. The Textile Layer has two opposing protruding edges that
stick to the skin.

Moreover, attaching wires in a minimum gap size distributes the contracting
force, and thus the actuation speed slows down due to an increased SMA length.
Layer Architecture: The plasters are designed with a layer architecture as
shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.4. The carrying layer is a Kinesiology Muscle Tape, on which I stitched the SMA wire (BioMetal Fibre - BMF150). Between
the carrying layer and the skin, I use a thin stretchable Polyetheretheketone layer
(PEEK film 25 microns) that insulates the skin from any thermal and electrical
contact. Given the operating temperature of an SMA wire can reach a maximum
of 70◦ C, this layer is also important for safety reasons. I measured that the thermal and electrical insulation layer is heated only by 1◦ C - 2◦ C during activation
time, which is typically 1s per one patch. The top facing layer is a stretchable thermal dissipation layer from BERGQUIST, which accommodates a higher
thermal conductivity between the SMA wire and the air. The plaster’s surface
temperature can raise up to 50◦ C after actuating the SMA by 3s. The Thermal
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F IGURE 3.5:
Custom-made driver circuit which consists
of: A) Lithium Battery Controller, B) Voltage Regulators,
C) Darlington Arrays, D) USB Interface FT230XQ-R, E)
MCU DSPIC33CH64MP202T, F) High Current Power Switch
BTS3080EJXUMA1

Dissipation Layer would reduce the surface’s temperature to 37◦ C. I employ a
passive cooling by waiting 2s, which provides a sufficient cool-down to restore
the wire’s shape. The calculated delay is 1.33s assuming passive cooling allows
50% of the maximum elongation rate.

3.5.3

Hardware Driver

A custom-made PCB based on a DSPIC33CH64MP202T micro-controller was implemented to drive the SMA matrix. To accomplish this, two ULN2003F12FN-7
Darlington arrays have been used, which can drive up to four channels each. A
single transistor pair can provide up to 500mA at 20V. An individual fully configurable PWM signal generated by the MCU controls each gate. In the circuit,
there is also a single channel BTS3080EJXUMA1 power switch that can drive
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F IGURE 3.6: I evaluated the perception of the following plaster
sizes: #1: 1×1cm, #2: 2×2cm, #3: 3×3cm, #4: 4×4cm, and #5:
5×5cm.

up to 10A. This switch was envisioned to power SMA wires capable of sustaining a heavy load, although it was not used in the final version of this research.
The SMA driver is powered by a 3.7V Lithium battery, capable of sustaining a
continuous discharge current of 7A. A battery protection circuit based on the
BQ29700DSER integrated was devised to avoid potential damage to the cell due
to over voltage or over current conditions. To drive the SMA, voltage regulators
and voltage step-ups were incorporate: one to power the MCU, one for each of
the Darlington arrays to alleviate the current load, and one dedicated to driving
the high current power switch. Finally, there is an FT230XQ-R FTDI USB interface to easily program the driver through a computer or mobile phone. The PCB
dimensions are 55 × 35mm, with an 18350 Lithium-Ion cell battery used.

3.6

Evaluation

The evaluation section comprises of 4 studies. In study 1, I identify the optimum plaster size in a way that it maximises the perceptual accuracy, given
technical and safety constraints. In study 2, I identified the minimum distance
I should maintain between two plasters to achieve unambiguous discrimination
of touches. Then, I evaluated different types of skin attachments in study 3. In
study 4, I evaluated how realistic the participants perceived the recreated touch
sensations, as well as how accurately the users can distinguish them.
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A

B

F IGURE 3.7: Actuating the SMA wires of the plasters generates
shear forces on the skin. I evaluated two orientations (A and B) in
this study.

3.6.1

Study 1: Plaster Dimension

To find out how users would perceive different plaster sizes, I fabricated five
plasters in different dimensions (Figure 3.6). As I are working with the maximum
current recommended, other variables such as force, speed, and acceleration will
vary slightly across plaster sizes.
Study Design: I followed standard procedures including filling a consent form,
collecting demographic data, and explaining the study. Then, I applied a plaster
to the participant’s forearm, one at a time. I evaluated all five sizes in two
different orientations (see Figure 3.7). I covered the arm with a paper carton
to ensure that the participant’s visual perception is not cross-talking with their
haptic perception.
I developed a Java interface, in which the participant could independently initiate the actuation. The participant had to perform this action in 20 trials × 5
plaster sizes × 2 orientations. However, only in half of the cases, the plaster was
actually activated. For each trial, the participants indicated whether they felt
the sensation. The sequences, such as the order and orientation of the plasters
tested, were fully counterbalanced. I recruited 10 participants (7 males and 3
females) aged between 21 and 37 years (M = 26.8 , SD = 5.55).
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F IGURE 3.8: Perception accuracy of 5 sizes in 2 orientations. The
size of 3×3cm provides a reasonable accuracy of 96% and 95% for
two orientations. (Error bars indicate the 95% confidence interval)

Results: No false-positives were reported for any of the conditions. A two-way
ANOVA showed that there was no main effect from orientation for the identification accuracy (F 1,90 = 0.064, p > .05) – see Figure 3.8. However, there was a
main effect for identification accuracy due to sizes (F 4,90 = 33.267, p < .0001).
A Tukey’s HSD revealed the plaster sized 1×1cm had the lowest perceivability
among all sizes. Furthermore, the 2×2cm plaster was perceived worse than the
3×3cm and 4×4cm plaster. The plasters 3×3cm and 4×4cm were not significantly different from each other, however, both were significantly different from
all other plasters. Both 3×3cm and 4×4cm plasters demonstrated the highest
identification accuracy. In addition, I observed that the identification accuracy
reached a maximum at 4×4cm and then dropped for the size of 5×5cm. A possible explanation may be the slower actuation speed due to the increased SMA
wire length that was required for the largest plaster. I selected the smallest from
those two sizes (3×3cm) for further investigation.
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F IGURE 3.9: I assessed the perception of 4 distances between two
plasters on the arm of the participants: 0cm, 1cm, 2cm, and 3cm
respectively.

3.6.2

Study 2: Plaster Spacing

In this study, I investigated how the users would perceive different distances
between plasters. As there were non-significant accuracy differences with orientation in the previous study, I did not anticipate such differences with spacing.
Study Design: I followed the same standard procedures as per study 1. I
then attached two (3×3cm) sized plasters to the left forearm of the participants
(see Figure 3.9). I tested four conditions, in which the distance of the plasters
increased by 1cm starting from 0cm up to 3cm. Similar to the previous study,
the arm was covered by a paper carton to ensure that the participant’s visual
perception does not interfere with their haptic perception.
I incorporated 20 trials in total, from which 10 times plaster A and 10 times
plaster B were actuated in a mixed but counterbalanced manner. Immediately
after the actuation, participants had to identify the actuated plaster. I provided
a Java-interface, in which the participant entered their response independently.
In total, each participant generated 20 trials × 4 distances. I recruited 10 participants (7 males and 3 females) aged between 21 and 37 years (M = 28.3, SD
= 4.42)
Results: As seen in Figure 3.10, the perception accuracy in distinguishing two
patches increases gradually with distance. A statistical main effect was also
observed (F 3,36 = 15.22, p < .0001) and Tukey’s HSD test revealed that the differences between 0cm and 3cm distances, 1cm and 3cm distances, as well as
2cm and 3cm distances, were all statistically significant.
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F IGURE 3.10: Discrimination accuracy using the 3×3 plaster with
respect to four distances: 0cm, 1cm, 2cm, 3cm. Results appear
to be in line with the two-point-discrimination of vibro-tactile perception (Kern, 2009; Kirman, 1974) (Error bars indicate the 95%
confidence interval)

3.6.3

Study 3: Plaster Attachment

Based on the qualitative feedback throughout the previous studies, this design
appeared to have a practical drawback, as users commented on experiencing
discomfort when removing the sticky plasters from the forearm. Therefore, I
introduced two non-adhesive solutions, placing a silicone layer (3M VHB silicone
tape) and a nano-material layer (NanoGripTech) to the sticky adhesive layer that
used to touch the skin.
Both the silicone layer and the nano material layer fulfil a similar purpose,
namely to prevent the plaster from slipping off the skin. However, to prevent
the plasters from falling off during arm movements, I sewed them together with
a velcro tape (see Figure 3.11), which also enables quick installation on the user’s
arm. The purpose of this study was to investigate whether the new designs impacted upon perception accuracy.
Study Design: I applied an armband, incorporating a single 3×3cm plaster
on the participant’s forearm. Similar to study 1, I covered the participants forearm with a paper carton to eliminate interference with the participant’s visual
perception. I then randomly activated the plaster (10 of 20 times) and asked
the participant to identify whether he or she perceived an actuation. I used the
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Nano

Silicone

Adhesive

F IGURE 3.11: I evaluated three types of skin attachments placed
under each plaster: Nano material, Silicone, and the adhesive
sticker. To ensure that the plaster remains on the skin, the nano
material layer and silicone layer plasters were sewed with velcro
tapes surrounding the arm.

same Java-based interface developed for study 1. I repeated the experiment
with both the nanomaterial and silicone pad and compared the results to those
the adhesive sticker pad from study 1 gathered (see Figure 3.12). I recruited 10
participants (8 males and 2 females) aged between 22 and 29 years (M = 25.4,
SD = 2.12).
Results: A one-way ANOVA showed a main effect for the attachment type
based on its identification accuracy (F 2,29 = 11.76, p < .0001) - see Figure 3.12.
A Tukey’s HSD revealed the nano pad (M = 0.78, SD = 0.11) yielded the lowest
identification accuracy among all three conditions. The silicone pad (M = 0.92,
SD = 0.08) and the adhesive sticker (M = 0.95, SD = 0.04) were significantly
better than the nano pad. In comparison to the adhesive sticker, the silicone
pad’s mean accuracy is slightly lower. However, this effect is not statistically
significant (p = 0.386). Although having a slightly lower accuracy, the silicone
pad is a reasonable trade-off, given its increased comfort in terms of wearability.
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F IGURE 3.12: Identification accuracy of skin attachments: The
nano pad achieved significantly lower accuracy than the silicone
pad, as well as the adhesive layer. (Error bars indicate the 95%
confidence interval)

3.6.4

Study 4: Touch Perception

In previous studies, I identified the size of 3×3cm as an optimal plaster size for
the particular setup. I learned that to create distinguishable taps, plasters should
be placed 3cm away from each other. Moreover, I explored more practical plaster
setups that increase comfort in terms of wearability. Silicone pads showed only
minimal, but non-significantly different results for the detection of stimuli. The
aim of this study was to evaluate if gentle touch sensations can be recreated
using a matrix of plasters. I arranged 15 plasters without gaps in a 5 (rows) ×
3 (columns) matrix. I tested both designs (A) the adhesive stickers and (B) a
silicone pad sleeve with higher wearing comfort (Figure 3.13).
Study Design: I instrumented the participants’ left forearm with the plaster
matrix and asked them to lay their arm down on the desk in front. In a between
subject study, one group tested Design A, with plasters individually attached to
the forearm, while another group tested Design B, which included a prepared
plaster sleeve using silicone pads.
Independent from the prototype tested, the study design consisted of two parts.
In the first part, the participant learned about 8 touch patterns as listed earlier
in subsection 3.4. For each touch gesture, I designed an individual actuation
pattern lasting between 1s and 3s. I discovered that such margins closely mimic
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Design B

(Adhesive Plaster Matrix)

(Silicone Pad Arm-Sleeve)

F IGURE 3.13: I evaluated two designs augmenting the forearm using 15 plasters. Design A: plaster matrix with adhesive attachment.
Design B: plaster matrix with Silicone pads attachment.

a real touch sensation. I recorded 8 videos from the same angle showing a left
arm being stroked and touched with 8 patterns by a strangers hand wearing a
black glove (see Figure 3.15) using an Oculus Rift.
At the same time, I activated a predefined actuation pattern synchronously, simulating a touch sensation on his forearm. In a random order, I presented each
touch gesture three times. After each trial, I asked the participant to report on a
5-point Likert scale (1: unreal, 5: very real) how realistic the recreated touches
felt. In the second part of the study, I randomly provided one of the 8 touch patterns 5 times without providing any visual stimulus. The participant was asked
to identify which touch gesture he perceived. Based on these results, I calculated
the accuracy of correctly identified touches.
I recruited 10 participants (6 males and 4 females) aged between 22 and 32
years (M = 26.3, SD = 2.87) testing Design A. Design B was tested by 10 participants (8 males and 2 females) aged between 19 and 27 years (M = 23.7, SD
= 2.31).
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F IGURE 3.14: In the user study 4, participants’ forearm was instrumented with the plaster matrix to evaluate the rendered touch
patterns.

Subjectively rated perceived realism: All touch gestures were perceived to be
fairly real (see Figure 3.15). On average, the perceived realism of the recreated
touches was rated M = 4.07 (SD = .27) using Design A across all users. The
perceived realism of Design B was rated as M = 3.9 (SD = .42), which is slightly
lower than Design A, although an independent t-Test did not show significant
differences (t = .98, p > .05). For Design A, a one-way ANOVA for independent
samples (F 7,72 = 1.24, p > .5) did not indicate a main effect between all 8
touch patterns in terms of realism. Therefore, no particular touch pattern was
perceived significantly more realistic or unrealistic. However, in Design B, a oneway ANOVA for independent samples indeed showed a main effect (F 7,72 = 3.75,
p < .01). A post-hoc analysis using Tukey’s HSD found the gesture TTD - three
taps down to be perceived significantly less realistic than other gestures, such as
SU - stroke up, SD - stroke down, and GA - grab arm (see Figure 3.16).
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F IGURE 3.15: PhantomTouch recreated 8 touches (GA - Grabbing the arm, GW - Grabbing the wrist, TTD Three taps down the arm, TTU - Three taps up the arm, SD - Stroking down the arm, SU - Stroking up the
arm, RA - Encircling / rolling on the arm, RW - Encircling / rolling on the wrist) with Design A (individually
attached adhesive plaster matrix) and Design B (sleeve with Silicone pads). To recreate these touch patterns, I
actuated the plasters with different timings: 0-1s, 0.6-1.6s, 1.2-2.2s, 1.8-2.8s, 2.4-3.4s, 0-2s. Users had to rate
the perceived realism of the recreated touch on a 5-point Likert scale. Also, I measured how well the user could
identify the recreated touch sensations without any visual representation.
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RECREATED PHANTOM TOUCHES

IDENTIFIED PHANTOM TOUCHES
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F IGURE 3.16: I evaluated 8 touches (GA - Grabbing the arm, GW Grabbing the wrist, TTD - Three taps down the arm, SD - Stroking
down the Arm, SU - Stroking up the arm, RW - Encircling / rolling
on the wrist, RA - Encircling / rolling on the arm, TTU - Three taps
up the arm) using the Design A of the PhantomTouch implementation and generated a confusion matrix to summarise the findings.

Accuracy of correctly identified touches: For Design A, users were able to correctly identify all 8 touch patterns with an overall accuracy of M = 94.75% (SD
= 4.27%). The accuracy was significantly lower with Design B (M = 87.25%,
SD = 2.82%), which an independent t-Test confirmed (t = 4.15, p < .01). The
discrimination accuracy for TTD - three taps down yielded the lowest accuracy
in each of the designs (A: 88% and B: 84%). I observed that it was confused
with the SD - stroke down gesture. The confusion could be due to the “cutaneous
rabbit illusion” (Geldard and Sherrick, 1972; Miyazaki, Hirashima, and Nozaki,
2010; Lederman and Jones, 2011), where steady hopping taps on the arm is
perceived as continuous stroking. One of the participants (P3) during study 4
also mentioned such an effect. The touch patterns GW - Grab Wrist (98%), SU Stroking up the arm (98%), and RW - Encircling / Rolling Wrist (100%) resulted
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F IGURE 3.17: The generated confusion matrix for Design B of
PhantomTouch implementation with the 8 touch gestures (GA Grabbing the arm, GW - Grabbing the wrist, TTD - Three taps down
the arm, SD - Stroking down the Arm, SU - Stroking up the arm,
RW - Encircling / rolling on the wrist, RA - Encircling / rolling on
the arm, TTU - Three taps up the arm)

in the highest identification accuracy in Design A. However, a one-way ANOVA
for independent samples (F 7,72 = 1.79, p > .05) and (F 7,72 = 0.43, p > .05) did
not show a main effect for the accuracy of perceiving touch gestures for Design
A and Design B. More details can be seen in the generated confusion matrix (see
Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17).
Furthermore, participants expressed their amazement as follows: "Am I imagining this sensation or not?", "Wow, this is like someone touches me", "It feels more
real, once it is synchronized with the visual [representation]". Another participant
said "I feel this sensation is located somewhere between pinching and stroking" emphasising on the strong perception. All participants expressed interest towards
PhantomTouch.
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3.7

Discussion

The discussion section comprises a summary of key insights and a description of
limitations and future directions for actuation interfaces associated with SMAs.
In the summary of key insights subsection, I discuss the guidelines and suggestions for designs related to SMA based actuation. Further, I highlight the
limitations I encountered when employing SMAs to enable actuation in textiles,
together with the research directions for future designs relying on SMAs.

3.7.1

Summary of Key Insights

Previous work, such as in HapticClench, Gupta et al. (2017) provided design
guidelines for SMA squeezing feedback, particularly at the wrist and finger.
Some of those guidelines were also considered in the design I implemented.
I complemented previous work with the following suggestions, specifically targeting SMA-based actuation feedback.
1. SMA Wire Selection: Commercially available thin SMA wires (such as BMF
150) provide high flexibility and are easy to attach to a textile. SMA wires also
have a limited actuation load and identifying the correct size and wire arrangement for the desired design is essential.
2. Type of Textile: In the pilot studies, I tested several textiles and finally identified that stretchable adhesive textiles (e.g., kinesiology tape) should preferably
be used as a base layer when planning to properly attach SMA wires to the body.
3. Interfacing with our Skin: The kinesiology tape has an adhesive sticky layer,
which helps to transfer actuation shear forces to the skin. However, removing
the plaster from the skin can result in discomfort. An alternative is using a silicon
pad, which is non-slippery on our skin. Although the sensation is slightly lower,
this could be worth the trade-off depending on the use case.
4. Shape, Size, Actuation time vs. Perception: The actuation time is dependent
on the SMA wire length if using the recommended current. Therefore, it is
important to identify the optimum size of an actuation plaster for a selected
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shape and SMA wire arrangement. This can be done by a user perception study
as presented. In the user studies, I focused on square shaped plasters and found
the optimum size to be 3×3cm on the forearm. This may vary for other body
parts.
5. Cooling and Restoration: To increase the cooling speed, I propose a heat
dissipation layer at the top of the plaster. I used a thermal dissipation layer from
BERGQUIST and laser cut patterns into it to make the material stretchable as
well. Also, I found that the skin’s restoration force was sufficient to restore the
SMA wire to its initial shape.
6. Creating Complex Sensations: There are different types of sensations that
can create with SMA springs, such as pinching, directional stretching, pressing,
pulling, dragging, and expanding (Hamdan et al., 2019a). In contrast, wires
are less bulky, more flexible, and thus can be seamlessly integrated into textiles (Granberry et al., 2019) and wearables, as they can also create shear forces
that usually propagate unidirectionally. Arranging a matrix of plasters can provide more complex sensations. Furthermore, I could observe that these pixels
(plasters) should not connect at the attachment layer to reduce interference.

3.7.2

Limitations and Future Directions

1. Active Cooling and Heating: Currently, the design dissipates heat via air
cooling plus a heat dissipation layer, which is also necessary to avoid burning
the user. The heat dissipation layer can reduce the surface temperature from
around 70◦ C to 40◦ C, which does not create any danger for users. Currently, the
system is not actively monitoring the temperature level. I envision an integrated
thermal sensor for monitoring and tiny peltier elements for active cooling. This
enables a close-loop system with a temperature feedback controlling the wire’s
current.
2. Perceivable Warmth: Depending on the thermal protection, users may perceive an increased warmth on their skin. The thermal protection layer was
heated up by 1◦ C - 2◦ C during actuation. Although improved insulation can
overcome this limitation, the thermal protection layer used in PhantomTouch
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also has positives. In fact, a touch by hands is usually perceived as a warm and
pleasant feeling. A long-lasting gesture, such as encircling / rolling at one’s wrist
also creates the perception of slight warmth. I speculate that this may also have
contributed to a higher rated perceived realism.
3. Silicone-based Stretchable Base Layer: I used Kinesio stretchable textile as the
base layer to attach SMA wire. As this layer is only stretchable in one direction,
the application of shear forces is, therefore, only possible in one direction. To
provide shear forces in multiple directions, I envision a silicone-based adhesive
stretchable base layer.
4. Touch Perception Levels: Technical limitations of the BMF150 SMA wire
govern the current actuation force. According to the datasheet, it can provide
a maximum load of 1.44N by using an actuation current of 340mA. To increase
the load, the wire could also be driven by a higher current. However, this is not
recommended, since it will reduce the life-span and increase heat. A possible
solution includes the training of a generic Nitinol SMA wire.
5. Synchronisation Discrepancy due to Actuation Delay: The passive cooling limits us to a cooldown delay of up to 2s. Also, the activation shows a latency of
up to 1s. Therefore, some use cases are also compromised when ad-hoc interactions (e.g., VR chat room) are required, which may create a mismatch between
the visual stimulus and delayed actuation.
6. Generalisability of Findings: The presented findings are connected to the current hardware setup. Another type of SMA demonstrating different properties
might result in a slightly deviating perception. However, I consider the results
gathered during the studies as providing reference points, given I have presented
a viable procedure on methods to evaluate future setups. Moreover, in study 4,
individual differences would have confounded the independent variable since I
evaluated the system between subjects with separate groups of participants.
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3.8

Chapter Summary

In this chapter I presented a novel ACD, namely PhantomTouch, a matrix of
Shape-Memory Alloy (SMA) - based plasters, which are silent, unobtrusive,
lightweight, and stretchable. This ACD is attached to the skin and recreates
touch sensations by applying subtle shear forces. A set of studies investigating
the perceptibility of different sizes, spacings, and types of attachments of plasters on the forearm informed this design. Overall, the results showed that the
recreated touch patterns are perceived as being reasonably close to real touch, as
users provided positive feedback. I concluded this research with several insights
for future designs relying on SMA-based haptic feedback in ACDs. In the next
chapter, I explore a use case scenario where this type of ACD could be beneficial.
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4
Investigation of an Augmented Cloth Display for
Digital Art-jamming

The previous chapter introduced a novel ACD (PhantomTouch) that can render
natural touch sensations to the skin. This chapter aims to explore a potential application scenario of PhantomTouch that augments an art-jamming experience
[RQ1b]. In this chapter, I present Jammify, an interactive multi-sensory system
that focuses on providing a unique digital art-jamming experience with a forearm augmentation and a visual display. Based on the PhantomTouch prototype,
the augmented arm-sleeve uses Shape-Memory Alloy (SMA) integrated fabric to
sense and recreate a subtle and natural touch sensation on each other’s hands.
The ‘jamming-canvas’ visual display is a two-sided LED light wall (2m × 6m)
where users can draw free-hand gestures on either side and switch between two
view modes: own-view and shared-view. I describe the details of the design and
interaction possibilities based on the diverse combinations of both input and
output modalities of the system, as well as findings from a user study with ten
participants.

4.1

Aim and Focus

Dynamic media jamming interfaces allow users to engage and compose improvised artworks (Brown and Sorensen, 2007). Collaborative drawing can be considered as one potential jamming application that promotes creativity between
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F IGURE 4.1: Jammify comprised of a jamming-canvas based on a
two-sided large LED display (a,b) that enables collaborative drawing with free-hand gestures (c). A wearable forearm augmentation
(d) provides additional feedback by recreating natural touch sensations.

individuals (Journeaux and Gorrill, 2017). When two individuals are engaged in
collaborative drawing, the shared-canvas is converted into a common-platform
in which they can communicate their creativity and emotions (Boehner et al.,
2005; Leahu, Schwenk, and Sengers, 2008; Zhao, Wang, and Redmiles, 2017a).
Previous studies reveal that large displays enable interactions from afar (Reetz et
al., 2006), as well as interactions that are simple (Shoemaker, Tang, and Booth,
2007; Gutwin and Greenberg, 2002). Therefore, enabling collaborative drawings in a large display could be used to provide a unique art-jamming experience
for users (Sheridan et al., 2011).
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Building upon prior work on large displays towards collective playful interactions (Martin, Penn, and Gavin, 2006; Cheok et al., 2008) and the current
state of the world, I present Jammify. This system comprises a shared drawing canvas based on a two-sided large-scale LED display. Two individuals can
use Jammify to draw with free-handed gestures on each side, creating a novel
system for playful, open-ended interactions, and casual creativity for everyday
pedestrians in public spaces. Both users are interconnected through a wearable
arm-sleeve which can sense and recreate a natural touch sensation on the skin.
The arm-sleeve, that extends prior work (Muthukumarana et al., 2020b), acts
as an integrated (Mueller et al., 2020) communication channel between the two
users, allowing them to sense and share subtle affective touch reactions on each
other’s forearms while maintaining appropriate social distancing. For the visual
modality, two users can switch between different modes: own-view and sharedview, through the two conversely connected displays. I see this as an important
aspect to consider in collaboration, given that shifts to using remote-based systems largely lack a multi-sensory experience. Although remote tools have vastly
improved over the years, Jammify looks towards an assistive augmentation (Huber et al., 2018), that also facilitates multi-sensory feedback among users for
shared content creation.
In this chapter, I describe the technical implementation and the interaction possibilities of the system. In addition, I discuss how Jammify enables multiple interaction possibilities, such as collaborative, competitive, and exploratory tasks.
Finally, I evaluated the effects of Jammify on user perception and experience
across various proposed interaction modalities. In summary, I contribute with:
1) a system that allows user to experience a unique digital art-jamming experience based on visual feedback and the sensation of touch. 2) user evaluation
of the Jammify with ten users to understand users’ perception of the digital artjamming experience.

4.2

Haptic-Affect Interfaces

There has been a significant amount of work focusing on haptic interfaces that
enable interactions between multiple users to express affections (Mullenbach
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et al., 2014; Eid and Al Osman, 2015). Particularly, interacting with multimodal affective feedback methods, such as visual and haptic modalities, has been
proven to be more influential in enabling an immersive user experience (Akshita et al., 2015; Indurkhya, 2016; Yoo, Yoo, and Choi, 2014). Previous research (Brave and Dahley, 1997; Bonanni and Vaucelle, 2006) imply the possibility of making people co-present by sharing and communicating touch feelings through abstract interfaces. Technological advancements with vibration
motors renders vibrotactile feedback as one of the most utilised modes to convey affect-related information (Wilson and Brewster, 2017; Nanayakkara et al.,
2009; Nanayakkara et al., 2013). However, non-vibrating interfaces, such as
Shape-Memory Alloy (SMA) based wearable interfaces (Gupta, Irudayaraj, and
Balakrishnan, 2017a; Muthukumarana et al., 2020b; Knoop and Rossiter, 2015;
Suhonen, Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, and Mäkelä, 2012; Hamdan et al., 2019b;
Muthukumarana et al., 2019; Nakao et al., 2020) are becoming a popular alternative for vibrotactile interfaces as they are more natural and expressive (Hamdan et al., 2019b). Moreover, SMA demonstrates multiple advantages, such
as efficiency in large-amplitude actuation (Ilievski et al., 2011), competitive
Power-to-Weight ratio (Kheirikhah, Rabiee, and Edalat, 2010), and a smaller
form factor. Some of the early explorations concerning SMAs such as Sprout
I/O (Coelho and Maes, 2008), HapticClench (Gupta, Irudayaraj, and Balakrishnan, 2017a), and Tickler (Knoop and Rossiter, 2015) exhibit insights about
using SMAs in the research domain. Nakao et al. (2019) proposed ShareHaptics, an SMA-based haptic system that allowed multiple remote participants to
share haptic sensations via the hands and feet depending on the application.
Recently, Springlets (Hamdan et al., 2019b) explored six expressive sensations
on the skin using a single flexible sticker based on SMA springs. Touch me Gently (Muthukumarana et al., 2020b) proposes a forearm augmentation that can
mimic the natural touch sensations on the forearm by applying shear-forces on
the skin using an SMA matrix configuration. In this work, I build upon Touch
me Gently (Muthukumarana et al., 2020b) to sense touch and share emotive
information between a pair of users.
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4.3

Art-jamming Interfaces

Dynamic media jamming interfaces allow multiple users to engage with generative multimedia systems to compose impromptu artworks, particularly in the
audiovisual domain (Brown and Sorensen, 2007). They mainly focus on multiuser interaction and the interfaces associated with collaborative interactions.
These have gained an increasingly important role over single-user multimodal
interfaces in human-centered designs, as they facilitate multiple users to work
in group tasks (Barthelmess et al., 2006; Duarte and Carriço, 2010). For example, VJing is a format of real-time visual performance art that conducts concurrently with music sessions as a visual backdrop, allowing users to manipulate
different video streams in real-time (Taylor et al., 2009). Meanwhile, drawing
can be a potential collaborative platform for users to perform jamming sessions.
Even before the invention of languages, drawing was one of the earliest ways
in which humans conveyed expressions and ideas (Burkitt, Barrett, and Davis,
2009; Fan, Dinculescu, and Ha, 2019). Nowadays, users generally have the
tools to become digital artists by adjusting several parameters in the particular
system using graphical or physical controller interfaces (Brown and Sorensen,
2007; Hettiarachchi et al., 2013). For instance, BodyDiagrams (Jang, MacLean,
and Heer, 2014) proposes an interface that enables the communication of pain
symptoms via drawing. Similarly, considerable work has been done in the medicinal domain to evaluate the expressiveness of drawing in aiding interpretations,
diagnosis, and recovery (Felix et al., 2010; Ghinea et al., 2002; Shaballout et al.,
2019). Drawing has also been used as a tool to interpret certain emotions of
users (Yalom, 2002; Moon, 2007; Fan, Yu, and Shi, 2019), essentially demonstrating the influence of drawing in affective communication. Jammify work
adds to this body of work by having the display act as a bridge between socially
distanced individuals and as an interactive medium to connect them.

4.4

Interactive Large Displays

Amongst the multiple advantages of large displays, recent past work has also
considerably highlighted performance benefits (Robertson et al., 2005) and user
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satisfaction (Czerwinski et al., 2006). Additionally, psychological gains are also
among the significant advantages of large displays as they aid memory improvement (Czerwinski et al., 2003), peripheral awareness (Czerwinski et al., 2006),
and spatial knowledge (Bakdash, Augustyn, and Proffitt, 2006), etc. Alternatively, large displays have been employed in shared surfaces across multiple
users as they trigger and boost communication among unknown persons (McCarthy, 2002; Brignull and Rogers, 2003), enhance co-located collaborative activities (Mynatt et al., 1999; Rogers and Lindley, 2004), and facilitate the sense
of community (Rogers and Lindley, 2004; Churchill et al., 2004). For instance,
Zadow et al. (2015) explored the multi-user interaction between personal devices and large displays. In addition, Graffito (Sheridan et al., 2011) presents
a case study that explored the ways crowd-based performative interaction happens with large-scale displays. Generally, interactive displays invite users to
creatively express themselves through the display. Although most interaction
methodologies share texts or images over a personalised device, such as a mobile phone (Von Zadow, 2015; Ananny, Strohecker, and Biddick, 2004; Cheok
et al., 2008; Martin, Penn, and Gavin, 2006; Nanayakkara et al., 2017; Yeo
and Nanayakkara, 2013; Elvitigala et al., 2018), there has been considerable
interest in the HCI community to blend the natural gestures of users with large
display interactions (Kettebekov and Sharma, 2001; Ackad, Tomitsch, and Kay,
2016). Sensing mechanisms such as motion tracking systems (Michelis and
Müller, 2011), mid-air gestures (Brignull and Rogers, 2003), and gaze estimations (Khamis et al., 2017) have already been deployed in large displays. In
this work, I combine sensing with natural touch sensation feedback for a multisensory experience.

4.5

Jammify

The goal of Jammify was to encourage users to engage in spontaneous and impromptu interactions, either with each other or with the system itself. I see this
being especially useful currently, given that the ongoing pandemic has negatively affected human interaction. Jammify facilitates these interactions by being a bridge that provides both visual and haptic modalities while maintaining
social distance. Moreover, one of the primary considerations while designing
Jammify was to prevent users from physically contacting the wall or with each
other while interacting with the system.
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F IGURE 4.2: Jammify System Architecture: Two large displays visualise the illustrations users draw. Light controllers control the
two large displays according to the gesture classifier and hand
tracker sensed by two depth cameras. The augmented arm-sleeve
incorporates an 8-layer design; a) Electrical insulation layer, b)
Copper layer 1, c) Velostat sheet, d) Copper layer 2, e) Thermal
dissipation layer, f) SMA wire layout, g) Adhesive and stretchable
textile, h) Thermal and electrical insulation layer.

The overall design architecture of Jammify has two main components, the jamming canvas (public visual feedback) and the arm-sleeve (private haptic feedback). The jamming-canvas is the platform where two users can perform digital
drawings using simple mid-air hand gestures. The augmented arm sleeve (see
Figure 4.1d) connects users with a channel to share remote touch sensations
between them.

4.5.1

Jamming Canvas

The jamming-canvas consists of a large LED display and a pair of depth cameras
that can track and detect free-hand gestures. The light display controllers and
the depth cameras are controlled by a central computer.
Light Display: The Jammify canvas is a two sided 2m × 6m large canvas made
using ten light panels. Each panel has four strands, illuminating 180 iColor Flex
LMX LEDs installed to a plywood panel as shown in Figure 4.1a. Altogether,
the entire canvas has 1800 individually addressable, full-color LED nodes. Each
node produces a maximum of 6.56 candela of light output while consuming just
1W of power. The light strands were connected to 8 Philips color kinetic light
controllers with an inbuilt Ethernet controller that allowed individual nodes to
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be addressed. I deployed the jamming-canvas right beside the main entrance
of a building, facilitating impromptu interactions with Jammify among people
who pass through. Initial observations show that users were curious to examine
the inside of the wall to see how it is made. Therefore, I integrated a ‘behindthe-scene’ into this design by keeping an opening for the light display (see Figure 4.1b) for people to see inside.
The shared jamming-canvas operates in two modes: (1) Own-View (OV) allows
two users to draw on the light display individually as two separate drawings,
and (2) Shared-View (SV) enables both users to work on the same drawing simultaneously, as shown in Figure 4.3e and 4.3f. In the OV setting, two users
work on their own illustration independently on the two-sided light displays.
For instance, the OV mode is more suitable for a competitive task, whereas the
SV mode is more suitable for a collaborative task. When no participants are
present, all the lights of the display start fading in and out slowly, creating an
appealing effect (Harrison et al., 2012) for the people passing by.
Depth Camera: To control lights using hand gestures, I mounted two Intel RealSense D435 depth cameras (camera, 2020) on top of both sides of the canvas
(see Figure 4.2). To track hand movements, I wrote a Unity application using
Nuitrack SDK (Nuitrack, 2020). The position of the hand is mapped to the corresponding pixel coordinates of the light display. To enable drawings on the
canvas, I interfaced the Intel depth cameras with iColor Flex LMX LEDs by using a software controller implemented using ‘color kinetics’ Java Processing API,
along with a TCP library to interface with Unity.
I propose two ways of transforming the interaction in front of the display (see
Figure 4.3a and 4.3b) based on the geometrical location of the hand: (1) Oneto-One (O2O) maps the position of the hand to the one-to-one pixel coordinate
of the display, and (2) Gestures-to-Shapes (G2S) maps the free-hand gestures,
namely swipe-up, swipe-down, swipe-left, and swipe-right to approximations of
pre-defined shapes, namely circles, triangles, squares, and lines respectively to
create collage type illustrations. Both users can switch between different modes
by performing a hand-waving gesture. Holding the hand in the same spatial
location for a period of three seconds would allow the user to choose different
colours for the drawing. Furthermore, users can reset the jamming-canvas by
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F IGURE 4.3: Jammify enables multi-user interaction possibilities
based on the combinations of the following modes; (a) One-toOne (O2O), (b) Gestures-to-Shapes (GTS), (c) Touch-to-Touch (T2T),
(d) Gestures-to-Gestures (G2G), (e) Own-View (OV), (f) Shared-View
(SV), (g) Feeling-User (FU), and (h) Feeling-Drawing (FD).

performing a push gesture. Jammify supports one user per side of the set-up. I
marked a specific location in front of the display where users can interact. When
a user interacts with the system, other people, such as onlookers, are filtered out
based on the horizontal distance from the display.

4.5.2

Augmented Arm Sleeve

I propose the inclusion of arm sleeves for two key reasons. Firstly, I wanted to
pair a haptic modality with the jamming canvas to transmit subtle touch sensations among users. Secondly, I are looking towards an easy-to-put-on wearable
device with a relatively large surface area for interaction with the hands. Arm
sleeves (Muthukumarana et al., 2020b) is one such device that enables users to
pass subtle emotive touch responses among each other. Furthermore, it is easy
to wear, as the forearm is a suitably large surface area without being obtrusive.
The arm sleeve comprises of two main components; (1) Sensing Layer Stack to
sense and classify the touch gestures performed on the forearm using a ForceSensitive Resistor (FSR) matrix, and (2) Actuation Layer Stack to recreate the
touch sensation of the skin by actuating an SMA-based plaster matrix, placed on
top of each other on the forearm of the user.
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Sensing Layer Stack: The sensing layer stack is based on 15 FSRs in a 5 × 3
matrix that covers most of the forearm area. A pressure sensitive conductive
sheet (Velostat) was placed in between two non-attached copper layers (see Figure 4.2 a - d). Depending on the applied force on the node, the Velostat changes
the conductivity and the connectivity of the two non-attached copper nodes. An
overall sampling rate of 50Hz was achieved by switching between five rows of
digital outputs and three analog inputs. The topmost layer is an insulation layer
to eliminate direct contact between the copper nodes and the skin.
The sensing layer stack of the augmented arm-sleeve incorporates the real-time
2D coordinates associated with the touch gestures performed on the forearm.
Based on these touch locations, Jammify allows users to interact in two ways
(see Figure 4.3c and 4.3d): (1) Touch-to-Touch (T2T) that maps the touch locations of the hand to the exact SMA patch on the augmented arm-sleeve of the
other user, and (2) Gestures-to-Gestures (G2G) that classify six touch gestures
performed on the forearm (stroking down the arm, stroking up the arm, grabbing
the arm, grabbing the wrist, encircling on the arm, and encircling on the wrist) and
activates the same actuation pattern in the SMA matrix.
Actuation Layer Stack: I developed the actuation part of the forearm-sleeve
based on PhantomTouch (Muthukumarana et al., 2020b), as presented in Chapter 3. It was implemented with an SMA-based flexible plaster matrix design with
four layers, as shown in Figure 4.2 e to h, to generate shear-forces on the skin.
In Jammify, I added a top layer to allow both sensing and feedback.
The arm-sleeve interface of Jammify also has two operating modes: (1) FeelingUser (FU) mode that allows users to share touch responses via the forearm augmentation, and (2) Feeling-Drawings (FD) mode that enables users to feel the
artworks drawn on the jamming-canvas (see Figure 4.3g and 4.3h). In FU, a
user can receive haptic responses in the form of feedback, guidance, or reaction
for the drawn elements shared by the other user. I identified this mode as most
suitable for a collaborative task where users can share several responses, such
as emotions via haptic reactions. In the FD mode, Jammify activates the SMA
plaster matrix when the user hovers the hand over the boundaries (edges) of the
drawn elements. This mode is more suited for single-user interactions.
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4.5.3

Interaction Space

Jammify incorporates a combination of two types of inputs to the system (depth
camera and FSR matrix), as well as two output modalities controlled by the
system (light display and SMA matrix), as mentioned above. In this section, I
suggest how these interactions can be combined: Single-user Interactions versus
Two-user Interactions in terms of the number of users, and With the Augmented
Arm-sleeve versus Without the Augmented Arm-Sleeve in terms of the utilisation
of the Augmented Arm-sleeve. Depending on the design requirements, Jammify
can refer to different combinations of operation modes (as shown in Figure 4.4)
to facilitate various types of applications. Jammify has three potential types of
applications that Jammify can assist; Collaborative tasks where users can work
together or a single user can collaborate with Jammify, Competitive tasks in
which two users can compete with each other or a single user can compete with
Jammify, and Exploratory tasks where single users can free-play with Jammify.
Collaborative Tasks: Research work on collaborative drawing runs back several
decades (Tang and Minneman, 1990; Peng, 1992), and its potential to support
creativity is well established (Davis et al., 2017; Zhao, Wang, and Redmiles,
2017a). In Jammify, when a pair of users interact with the system in a collaborative task, I propose One-to-One (O2O) as the depth camera mapping mechanism to draw on the canvas freely, Shared-View (SV) as the display mode for
the shared view, Gestures-to-Gestures (G2G) mapping of the FSR matrix, and
Feeling-User (FU) mode as the SMA matrix configuration to share real-time haptic responses. Similarly, a single user can also accomplish a collaborative task
with Jammify. In this case, Jammify provides a prepared low-resolution image,
allowing the user to modify the drawing as needed. In contrast to the two-user
condition, I suggest maintaining the light display mode as the Own-View (OV)
mode and the depth camera mapping as One-to-One (O2O) in the single-user
mode. When a single-user uses an augmented arm-sleeve, it can only operate in
the Feeling-Drawing (FD) mode.
Competitive Tasks: Competition tends to have positive effects on creativity
(Baer et al., 2010; Eisenberg and Thompson, 2011). For a competitive task,
such as two users engaging in a drawing competition with each other, I propose
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Gestures-to-Shapes (G2S) as the mapping mechanism to collage abstract illustration, Own-View (OV) as the display mode for having two independent views, and
Feeling-Drawing (FD) mode as the SMA matrix setting for users to feel the drawing in an abstract way independently. One person can compete with Jammify
to complete a given abstract illustration as quickly as possible. The combination of One-to-One (O2O) depth camera mapping mechanism, Own-View (OV)
display mode, and Feeling-Drawing (FD) mode is an exemplar for a single user
interaction in this case.
Exploratory Tasks: Exploratory interactions associated with drawings have
been shown to be applicable in playful interactions (Elvitigala et al., 2018; Zhao,
Wang, and Redmiles, 2017b). Likewise, in the exploratory mode of Jammify,
such as a free-hand drawing interaction, users can free-play with the system
without a particular objective. I propose One-to-One (O2O) as the depth camera
configuration, Own-View (OV) as the display mode for the individual view, and
Feeling-Drawing (FD) mode as the SMA matrix setting for the user to feel the
drawing on the forearm. In the same way, users can engage in a simpler interplay with Gestures-to-Shapes (G2S) depth camera mode to create more abstract
artworks by performing free-hand gestures mentioned above.

4.6

Evaluation

The evaluation section contains details about the user study and a discussion
about the findings. In the below subsections, I describe the study design and
results in terms of user engagement, the effect of the augmented arm-sleeve,
and users’ preferred interaction mode.

4.6.1

Study Design

The goal of this user study is to understand users’ perception of the digital artjamming experience Jammify provides. Ten participants (8 males and 2 females)
aged between 22 and 38 years (M = 29.7 , SD = 4.29) were recruited, and
among them, four participants had previous experience with interactive displays.
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The jamming-canvas was deployed right beside the entrance of the Auckland
Bioengineering Institute and the user study was also conducted at the same location. At the beginning of the study, I explained the study details, instructions,
and objectives to each participant. I explore several configurations including:
Arm-sleeve availability (With the Augmented Arm-sleeve, Without the Augmented
Arm-sleeve), and Types of the task (Collaborative, Competitive, Exploratory). Altogether, each participant went through six different scenarios; 2 Arm-sleeve availability × 3 Types of the tasks. In Collaborative tasks, an experimenter acted as the
external person behind the screen. However, participants were unaware of this.
I only informed them that an anonymous external person would be collaborating
with them. In Competitive tasks, participants were asked to fill a monochrome
image with colours within 30 seconds. To increase the competitiveness, I told
them that their colouring will be evaluated. In Exploratory tasks, participants
were allowed to interact with the display freely. The study took approximately
one-hour per participant. After each condition, the participants filled out a questionnaire, asking about the emotions expressed through the interactions, negative and positive experiences, and comments on drawn illustrations. The quotes
were collected using a questionnaire where participants were asked to select the
most preferred mode and the reason for the selection at the end of the user
study.

4.6.2

Results

The results section discusses the findings from the user study concerning quantitative findings of user engagement and qualitative discoveries of the effect of
the augmented arm-sleeve, the interaction modes, and other observations.
User engagement: I analysed the data collected using the FSS where each
question was rated on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly
agree). The focus of this comparison is mainly on Arm-sleeve availability as a
variable. The selected subset of three FSS dimensions allowed us to have a better understanding of the users’ experiential characteristics when interacting with
Jammify. Overall, irrespective of the allocated task, each of the mean scores for
each dimension concerning With the Augmented Arm-sleeve setting was reasonably high: Action-awareness (M = 4.02, SD = 1.01) , Unambiguous feedback (M
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F IGURE 4.5: The results from the rated questionnaires of Flow
State Scale in terms of AA (Action-awareness), UF (Unambiguous
feedback), and SC (Sense of control). First three graphs indicate the
average scores for three tasks (Collaborative, Competitive, and Exploratory), and the forth graph showcase the overall results (Error
bars indicate the 95% confidence interval)

= 4.14, SD = 0.95), and Sense of control (M = 3.97, SD = 1.02). Conversely, the
overall ratings were slightly lower without the arm-sleeve: Action-awareness (M
= 3.54, SD = 1.14) , Unambiguous feedback (M = 3.87, SD = 0.86), and Sense
of control (M = 3.48, SD = 1.09). This showcased the effect of the haptic sensation (augmented arm-sleeve) combined with the visual modality to enhance
immersion in digital art-jamming. I did not see a clear difference among tasks
(Collaborative, Competitive, and Exploratory),as shown in Figure 4.5.
Augmented Arm-sleeve enhanced the experience: In terms of the user experience with the augmented arm-sleeve combined with digital art-jamming, all
participants identified this as the most preferred mode compared to Without the
Augmented Arm-sleeve setting. This was also reflected during the questionnaire
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when participants used terms such as “nice haptic feedback” (P8), “great combination” (P5), and “amusing feedback” (P7) to describe the haptic sensations
generated by the arm-sleeve. Participants also noted that the haptic sensation
blended with the visual stimulations induced a unique interactive experience.
For example, P6: “It felt more interactive. I felt I can explore stuff in a new way. It
allowed me to be more creative and play around”, P7: “amusing feedback generated
by the arm sleeve made it more interactive”. Moreover, the participant who liked
the Collaborative task mentioned that the arm sleeve gave him a feeling of the
presence of his counterpart, who interacts with him from the other side of the
wall (in this case, experimenter). This shows that the augmented arm sleeve enhanced the participants’ experience in two main ways: increased the liveliness
of the jamming experience, and increased the sense of presence of a partner
interacting from the other side of the wall. Therefore, the participants’ comments further confirm that the augmented arm-sleeve did not help them during
the Competitive task (P2, P5). The greater focus on the competitive visual task
caused users not to perceive the haptic sensation, thus making Jammify less entertaining. Moreover, some of the participants enjoyed the warmth generated in
the arm-sleeve as a pleasing add-on. P6:“warmth generated in the arm-sleeve felt
pleasant as the environment was cold”. This could also be due to users perceiving
the warm sensation as a touch from a physical hand, allowing us to close the
perceived gap between users, even with social distancing.
Exploratory mode preferred by most participants: When I asked participants
about their favourite digital art-jamming mode, the majority (nine out of ten)
declared that they enjoyed the Exploratory task with the augmented arm-sleeve
the most. They reported the reason as being the “freedom” they had during the
task. For example, P1: “I had complete freedom”, and P4 :“ It gave me freedom
of drawing, so I was able to draw what came into my mind”. The freedom that
the Exploratory mode gives may also have awakened their creativity, which the
majority of participants enjoyed. P8: “I like exploratory mode. It doesn’t have an
explicit task. So no pressure, more creativity”. Only one participant felt that the
Exploratory task required more effort since they needed to complete the drawing solely by themselves. The majority of participants preferred the Collaborative
task, as it was less difficult. They specifically mentioned that users could acquire
more support for the drawings in this mode, especially for those who lack the
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F IGURE 4.6: Participants were engaged in three types of tasks: Collaborative, Competitive, and Exploratory. a) In the Collaborative
task, users were given a partly completed drawing to complete as a
collaborator. b) I provided a monochrome image to fill with colours
in 30 seconds in Competitive tasks. c) The Exploratory task allowed
the participants to interact with the jamming-canvas as they wish.
d) All of the above mentioned tasks were conducted in two conditions With and Without the arm-sleeve.

confidence in their artistic skill. P2: “I’m not good at drawing. Therefore, drawing
with someone else gave me confidence and help me to do a better job at drawing”.
None of the participants mentioned that they liked the Competitive mode. The
reason behind this could be the induced temporal cognitive load created by asking them to finish the task within 30 seconds, which was not a lot of time to
awaken their creativity, compared to Exploratory or Collaborative (For example,
refer to P8’s statement above). Furthermore, many participants found that they
could not enjoy the touch feedback during the Competitive mode. P4 : “Competitive felt hurried, so I really was not able to respond to the touch feedback, but I
could respond accordingly for the other modes. I enjoyed it”.
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Other Observations: I observed several notable incidents while implementing
the jamming-canvas at one of the main entrances of my University and during
the user studies. As the researchers in the institute passed by, they approached
us with many queries about the set-up and the technological aspects of Jammify.
These inquiries led us to believe that, despite the fact researchers generally lean
towards science and technology as opposed to art, Jammify could nevertheless
spark a sense of curiosity regarding its implementation and deployment. After
the deployment of the set-up, even individuals from non-technical backgrounds,
such as cleaners, delivery persons, and security guards tried to interact with the
jamming-canvas. Although I thought participants would be overwhelmed after
the one-hour user study, most were still interested in playing with the system
post-study. These instances showcase that peoples’ desire to interact with Jammify can potentially bridge two important gaps; the first is the gap of social
distancing by allowing multi-sensory interaction between users, and the second
being the gap between users who are and are not artistically or technologically
inclined.

4.7

Discussion

In the discussion section, I present the particulars about the design implications
derived from Jammify, additional application possibilities, together with limitations and future work.

4.7.1

Design Implications

I discuss the design implications derived using the observations and results extracted during the design process and user study of Jammify. I learned that
users did not have to physically touch the display necessarily; however, it is essential to support multiple users and show the resulting interaction between the
users. Thus, when designing multi-user performative interactions (Sheridan et
al., 2011), sharing the resulting outcome among all the users would improve
the overall interaction depending on the context. Also, the illustrations projected on the large display need not be realistic. Greater abstraction in patterns
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are suitable as long as users can make a connection to their actions. With simple, yet never ending abstract patterns, users will find the system playful, and it
would support attracting users to engage with the system. Similarly, I found that
any form of pre-assigned tasks for the interaction should be minimised; rather,
free-form interplay should be prioritised. Also, a system such as an interactive
public wall should have easy access and allow for simple casual creativity among
multiple users. The interaction should reflect this.
Nevertheless, employing an augmented arm-sleeve to enable a touch interface
showed that users prefer a multi-modal feedback approach. However, there are
challenges when incorporating a wearable device that users share in a crowdbased system. An ideal solution would be providing the device in the form of
a disposable layer, such as a skin wrap. Such an alternative approach would
remove hygiene concerns, necessity of sanitising hands, and cleaning the device
each time. Although it has practical challenges, haptics, in particular, provide
enormously beneficial opportunities amidst the pandemic.

4.7.2

Other Application Possibilities

Mimicking realistic haptic user feedback is a significant trend and challenge
in virtual context (Magnenat-Thalmann and Bonanni, 2006). Several research
prototypes (Choi and Follmer, 2016), as well as commercially available wearables (bHaptics, 2019; HaptX, 2018), aim to provide haptic experiences in
a virtual environment. Haptic gloves have remained popular in research for
decades (Elvitigala et al., 2019a; Choi and Follmer, 2016; Blake and Gurocak, 2009; Hinchet et al., 2018). Meanwhile, commercial products, such as
Haptx (HaptX, 2018) and Plexus (corp, 2018), demonstrate rich haptic feedback sensations to our fingers and hands. Although they created a sensation of
perceiving textures, shapes, and motions of virtual objects, the bulky mechanical
designs is obtrusive and inapplicable for a mobile interaction context. Recently,
Pittera et al. (2019) investigated ways to improve VR experiences by creating
tactile sensations at the hand using mid-air tactile stimulation with a stationary
device. In another recent work, Lee et al. (2019) attached vibrotactile motors
to a VR controller to recreate haptic perceptions, specifically the sensation of
squeezing and shearing an object. Beyond feedback at the hand, a full-body
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haptic suit deploying electrical muscle stimulation (EMS) is already commercially available (Teslasuit, 2019). However, driving an external current through
our body may not be preferable for many users. Therefore, an interface like
PhantomTouch is an ideal medium to enable feedback in virtual context.

4.7.3

Limitations and Future work

I acknowledge that the number of participants is lacking for an in-depth quantitative analysis, largely due to the pandemic situation. Thus, I plan to reserve
that for future works, including a study on long-term deployment. With the
forearm augmentation, I employed the same pair of forearm sleeves for all the
participants to wear. I spent a significant amount of time ensuring they were
sufficiently hygienic. Hygiene concerns made us realise the challenging task of
re-designing the system to be either easily sterilisable or disposable. Furthermore, users may sense a slight warmth on the skin from the heat generated in
the SMA wires, although there is a thermal protective layer in the forearm augmentation just above the skin. Additionally, some of participants commented on
the brightness of the jamming-canvas in low light conditions. In the future, this
can be resolved by employing an ambient light sensor in the implementation.
Currently, the system does not restrict the drawing privileges of users. Users are
permitted to draw anything in public, potentially resulting in obscene drawings.
In the future, these concerns can be avoided using a machine learning algorithm.
The current implementation of the arm-sleeve can be problematic for hygiene,
yet from an interaction design standpoint, I find the subtle touch sensation from
the sleeves to be quite crucial while social distancing. Although this proof-ofconcept augmented arm-sleeve provides many advantages, improving the system usability in the real-world context requires more work. Those limitations
can be overcome by manufacturing and designing the device in a sterilisable or
disposable manner. In the user study, I ensured that the current implementation
was sufficiently disinfected for users to interact with Jammify.
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4.8

Chapter Summary

In this chapter I developed Jammify, a multi-sensory system that enables users to
share their remote touch sensations using PhantomTouch, while they engage in a
collaborative drawing activity on a jamming-canvas that consists of a two-sided
light display. The overall system provides multi-user interaction possibilities by
enabling users to interact with free-hand gestures on each side of the wall in
several modes, such as own-view and shared-view. The user interactions were
promising as this unique art-jamming system delivers an assertive experience to
the users. I evaluated Jammify with ten participants in three different modes:
Collaborative, Competitive, and Exploratory. Based on the findings, I concluded
that the augmented arm sleeve enhanced the user experience with Jammify.
Also, I found that the Exploratory mode was most preferred by participants.
I envision the concept of Jammify as a blend of haptic and visual modalities
in large scale public interactive designs so that users may still create content
together in these troubling times. In the next chapter I will introduce another
ACD that can enable versatile and customised actuation in clothing.
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5
A Prototyping Platform to Fabricate Customised
Augmented Cloth Displays

The previous two chapters are about a novel ACD that can recreate the perception of touch. In this chapter, I present ClothTiles, an easily customisable
and versatile fabrication technique to prototype ACDs on clothing. ClothTiles
leverage flexible 3D-printing and Shape-Memory Alloys (SMAs) alongside new
parametric actuation designs. I validate the concept of fabric actuation using
a base element, and then systematically explore methods of aggregating, scaling, and orienting prospects for extended actuation in clothing. A user study
demonstrated that ClothTiles enables multiple actuation types applied across a
variety of clothes. Users identified both aesthetic and functional applications of
ClothTiles. This chapter contributes to my third research question [RQ2a] of
“How can we design an easily customisable and versatile fabrication technique
to prototype ACDs on clothing?"

5.1

Aim and Focus

People spend almost their entire life span in contact with clothing (Kuusk, Väljamäe, and Tajadura-Jiménez, 2018). Clothing offer a unique interaction space
due to the rich mechanical and physical properties of body-worn textiles such as
bending, stretching, folding, and compression (Shishoo, 1995). While a large
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Aggregating

Scaling

Directionality

BMF150 SMA

V+
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Applications

Fabrication Process
Ninjaflex 85A

Combinations
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Cloth

3D Printing

Add SMA Wire

Apply Voltage
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F IGURE 5.1: I explored the design space; discovering useful designs with primitives, scaling mechanisms, and orientation arrangements on cloth. Combining those features enables a variety
of interesting combinations resulting in a number of designs. Practitioners can simply fabricate ClothTiles, as using flexible filament
can be 3D printed on cloths. Then, SMA wires can be threaded
through the print and applying a voltage to the wire will actuate
the cloth in a predefined way. I classify two different clusters of applications depending on the purpose of usage: Aesthetic and Functional. For instance, the modified cloth can be used to develop a
fashionable dress, as well as it can be modified to achieve a certain
function, such as to convey private notifications.

body of research is focused on smart clothing in HCI (Honnet et al., 2020;
Aigner et al., 2020; Parzer et al., 2018; Kiaghadi et al., 2018; Dementyev, Vega
Gálvez, and Olwal, 2019), the actuation dimension of clothing has often been
ignored. Existing approaches for actuation of clothing have been proposed using
solenoids (Albaugh, Hudson, and Yao, 2019a; Rivera et al., 2017), pneumatic
actuators (Zhu et al., 2020; Low et al., 2017; Cappello et al., 2018; Belforte
et al., 2014), Ohmic-heating (Coelho and Maes, 2008; Forman et al., 2019; Du
et al., 2018a), electroactive actuators (Guo et al., 2018; Xiang et al., 2019), or
water-responsive composites (Rivera et al., 2020). Recently, Nabil et al. (2019)
proposed a set of crafting techniques to embed interactive morphological capabilities into fabrics using machine sewing. However, creating customised and
versatile actuators embedded with clothing remains a complicated task, making
it difficult to explore design ideas for actuated clothing or iterate on functional
clothing designs.
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In this chapter, I present ClothTiles, a prototyping platform created using an
easily customisable and versatile fabrication technique for enabling actuation
in on-textile interfaces. ClothTiles utilises commonly available materials such
as flexible 3D printing filaments, SMA wires, and different types of clothing.
The proposed fabrication technique is a two-step method: firstly, it 3D prints
localised structural elements with targeted properties onto the piece of clothing to define a desired actuation behaviour; secondly, an SMA wire is added for
actuation. I demonstrate the concept of clothing actuation using a fundamental ClothTiles element, and then I systematically explore ways of aggregating,
scaling, and orientating one or multiple fundamental elements, to enable an extended actuation mechanism in clothing. I chose 3D printing due to its ease
of fabrication and the possibility of generating precisely localised structures,
including localised control of the substrate’s rigidity, altogether allowing us to
generate a versatile actuation behaviour. These cloth actuators can be simply
integrated into different locations of ready-made clothing such as tops, pants,
shirts, and other wearable accessories. In summary, the main contributions of
ClothTiles are twofold.
• An easily customisable and versatile fabrication technique to prototype various actuation types on clothing by aggregating, scaling, and orienting fundamental elements. I provide the details of the fabrication, implementation, and types of operations of ClothTiles.
• Validation of ClothTiles with a user feedback session and use-case demonstrations. Based on the validation, I present design implications explaining
the features, constraints, and limitations of the ClothTiles fabrication technique.

5.2

Actuation in Clothing

ClothTiles is inspired by wide variety of shape-changing interfaces proposed in
literature (Wang et al., 2018b; Wang et al., 2019b; Wang et al., 2017; Wang
et al., 2018a). Specific to actuation on cloths, fabrication methods and actuation principles can be broadly categorised into two approaches: structure-level
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and surface-level actuation. Structure-level approaches integrate an actuation
mechanism directly into the clothing (Albaugh, Hudson, and Yao, 2019a; Nabil
et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2020) using methods such as knitting, weaving, or crocheting. Albaugh et al. (2019) explored the ways of employing machine knitting
and pulling yarns using an external system to deform soft objects. In contrast,
I present an alternative approach which uses a 3D printed substrate that supports embedding SMA actuators and creates localised bending effects on clothes
effectively by precisely controlling the actuator’s rigidity. Moreover, ClothTiles
allows embedding actuators on existing ready-made clothing, compared to knitting new clothing from scratch. Similarly, Weaving a second skin (Sun et al.,
2020) employs weaving SMA springs to achieve a single deformation type on
textiles, whereas I present a method to perform different types of deformations.
Mechanisms based on such approaches can be partially machine fabricated, but
it requires knowledge about textile-working, and the resulting deformation can
be hard to predict. Surface-level approaches attach actuators directly onto clothing (Rivera et al., 2017; Rivera et al., 2020; Olberding et al., 2015; Chernyshov
et al., 2018a; Sanchez et al., 2020) using methods such as glueing or 3Dprinting. Finer control of the deformation is possible by this combination of rigid
surface material and the soft clothing. A plethora of actuation methods are available based on this concept (Persson et al., 2018), ranging from (manual) tendon
activated deformations to gels which swell when moistened and shrink again
when drying. For instance, Hydrogel-Textile Composites (Rivera et al., 2020) proposes actuators using hydrogels that primarily respond to externally supplied
water. Sprinkling water on wearable clothing can be discomforting and potentially impractical. In contrast, ClothTiles uses SMA wires that can be actively
controlled using Joule-heating, without relying on water. Combining actuating
materials is often achieved by 3D-printing directly onto clothes (Spahiu et al.,
2017; Pei, Shen, and Watling, 2015). ClothTiles is inspired by efforts on 3Dprinted tendon-actuated deformations of clothing (Rivera et al., 2017). In this
work, I explored the ways of using the limited force and deformation generated
by SMA wires to enable actuation in clothing.
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5.3

On-body Shape-Memory Alloy Interfaces

Shape-Memory Alloys (SMAs) have become one of the state-of-the-art
class of materials for generating deformations due to its high energy density (Kheirikhah, Rabiee, and Edalat, 2010), high efficiency in terms of
large-amplitude actuations (Krulevitch et al., 1996), reduced size and
weight (Muthukumarana et al., 2020b), and flexibility of arranging in different shapes (Rodrigue et al., 2017). In the Wearable Computing domain,
SMAs have been utilised to generate different types of deformations to recreate
tactile feedback on the skin such as squeezing (Chernyshov et al., 2018a; Gupta,
Irudayaraj, and Balakrishnan, 2017a; Suhonen, Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, and
Mäkelä, 2012), tickling (Knoop and Rossiter, 2015), compression (Scheibe,
Moehring, and Froehlich, 2007), and skin stretch (Solazzi et al., 2011a). However, those interfaces have been embedded in rigid or cumbersome hardware
structures.
As a potential solution, Springlets (Hamdan et al., 2019b) proposes the ways of
using SMA springs embedded in flexible adhesive plasters on the skin to generate 6 different sensations that are Pinch, Directional Stretch, Press, Pull, Drag
and Expand. Correspondingly, Touch me Gently (Muthukumarana et al., 2020b)
presents a forearm augmentation that can recreate the natural touch sensation
by applying shear-forces on the skin using an SMA wire-based plaster-matrix.
In Contact (Simons et al., 2020) introduces a wearable design space using SMA
springs, that can generate three types of skin stretching mechanisms to facilitate
mediated social touch. Although those interfaces exhibit unique mechanisms of
providing feedback on the skin, still there is a need to explore the ways for integrating them in real-world utilisations such as clothing. Recently, Sun et. al
commenced a fabrication approach as an extended woven practice to explore design possibilities, and they have investigated the ways of integrating SMA springs
into fabrics (Sun et al., 2020). Seamless Seams proposed a crafting method to
investigate how SMA wires can be embedded into fabrics to enable morphological actuations (Nabil et al., 2019). By varying the stiffness of certain regions
of the fabric with sewing threads, they generate different types of actuations
on the cloth. In ClothTiles, however, with 3D printing combined with SMAs
achieve more diverse ways of actuating clothes as its has a wider capabilities.
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For instance, one of the most potent capabilities of 3D printing combined with
SMAs is that having a precise localised control of the thickness of the substrate
to generate specific deformations.

5.4

3D Printing on Fabrics

Fabrics own a unique set of physical characteristics such as folding, bending, and
stretching (Shishoo, 1995), and those properties can be controlled by refining
the rigidity of the cloth in different regions. In general, varying the stiffness
of the fabric is accomplished by employing several fabrication techniques such
as attaching with rigid objects, sewing seams or embroidery, and sandwiching
fabric layers (Rivera et al., 2017). Rivera et al. (2017) introduced a set of techniques to integrate 3D printing with textiles to achieve diverse deformation types
using a standard thread pulled manually or using a motor. While further expanding its design space (Rivera et al., 2017), in ClothTiles, I employ an SMA wire to
actively actuate the cloth actuators while providing the possibility to control the
substrate’s rigidity to achieve specific deformations. Alternatively, 3D printing
on fabrics has been identified as a less labor-intensive technique as well as it
has been explored to understand the boundary between flexible and hard materials (Rivera and Hudson, 2019). Inspired by origami and kirigami structures,
3D printing on fabrics also has been applied to vary the structural behaviors of
the clothes (Pérez, Otaduy, and Thomaszewski, 2017; Stapleton et al., 2019).
BodyHub (Peetz, Klamka, and Dachselt, 2019) directly 3D printed connector systems into garments to interconnect multiple wearable systems with integrated
conductors. FabriClick (Goudswaard et al., 2020) presents a design exploration
of embedding mechanical push-buttons into fabrics by employing a workflow of
3D printing. Furthermore, there is a series of works that have been done focusing on dependencies of 3D printing on fabrics such as printing velocity, nozzle
and bed temperature, extrusion width, and polymer flow (Spahiu et al., 2017;
Spahiu et al., 2019; Pei, Shen, and Watling, 2015; Korger et al., 2020). In this
work, I leverage those findings to compile 3D printing on clothing effectively.
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SMA Crimp
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F IGURE 5.2: The composition of the ClothTiles’s basic element. Anchor points assist keeping the rigidity of the element, meanwhile
keeping the SMA wire in place with the support of the SMA crimps.
When the current is applied, the generated heat (70◦ C) activates
the SMA wire, thus the cloth actuates. The support base layer generates a bias force that brings the cloth back to its default shape
when the power is off.

5.5

ClothTiles

I present ClothTiles, created with a novel prototyping technique to enable actuation on clothes by leveraging on 3D printing and SMAs. Inspired by bi-layer
actuation phenomena (Wang et al., 2018b), I propose different types of bending actuations on garments. ClothTiles utilises 3D printing to vary the rigidity
of the clothing to create the bi-layer effect and SMA wires to generate internal
forces by passing a current through it. In this section, I discuss the implementation, describe the basic element of ClothTiles, and demonstrate how versatile
and customised actuation behaviour can be realised by aggregating, scaling, and
orienting this basic element.
I chose 3D printing due to its precision and ease of fabrication. The possibility of
designing structures with precisely localised thickness using 3D printing allows
us to control the direction and the type of deformation on cloths. This precise
control of the substrate’s rigidity enables us to define the amplitude (i.e., bending
angle) of the clothe deformation at the design phase.
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F IGURE 5.3: Initial step of the fabrication process. (a) Designing
the shapes using the open-source software; (b) Heating-bed of the
3D printer with the double-sided tape; (c) Cloth has been placed
on the heating bed; (d) Printing the flexible substrate on the cloth;
(e) Printed substrate.

5.5.1

Implementation

In terms of the raw materials, I used a Cotton Polyester blended Rib Knit (54%
Cotton, 38% Polyester, 8% Elastane) as the clothing base mostly to showcase
different methods in the design space. For the ClothTiles actuators, I chose
BMF150 SMA wire which has a diameter of 0.15mm. This wire contracts 4% of
the total length of itself while generating a 1.44N force when 340mA (standard
drive current) current is applied. For the flexible 3D printer filament, I used
a thermoplastic polyurethane material (NinjaFlex flexible filament - 1.75mm). I
used the Original Prusa I3 MK3S 3D printer to print the flexible substrates on
the clothes.
Fundamentally, ClothTiles’s fabrications process incorporates a two-step method
as shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4. The initial step is printing the flexible
substrate on the cloth, and the next step is attaching the SMA wire through the
printed substrate.
Step 1 (Flexible 3D Printing): All the CAD designs were completed using an
open-source software toolkit (FreeCAD 3D parametric modeler (FreeCAD, 2020)).
Before the actual printing, there are certain requirements to be fulfilled regarding the print settings and the heating bed. Users can print with the standard
0.4mm nozzle tip, and the fill density of the substrate should be at least 50%.
The printing speed is 80mm/sec, and the temperature of the heated filament is
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F IGURE 5.4: Second step of the fabrication process. (a) Printed 3D
substrate after taking out from the heating bed; (b) Passing an SMA
wire through the holes; (c) Crimping one ferrule from one end of
the SMA wire; (d) Stretching the wire and crimping the other end
of the SMA wire; (e) Final look of the cloth actuator after soldering
the connecting wires.

240◦ C. Importantly, the Z axis offset must be changed based on the cloth’s thickness to prevent the nozzle being jammed in the clothing. For instance, I applied
a 0.15mm offset for 0.5mm thick Cotton Polyester blended Rib Knit. In order to
place the cloth on the heating bed firmly, I applied a double sided-tape (Sanatgar, Campagne, and Nierstrasz, 2017) (3M 5952 VHB Foam Tape) in between
the cloth and the bed (see Figure 5.3b). This adhesion can be reused for several
iterations on different clothes after cleaning carefully with Acetone. The cloth
should not have any wrinkles over the printing area, otherwise the cloth must be
ironed properly. After following the above steps, users can execute 3D printing
on the cloth.
Step 2 (Attaching the SMA wire): The second step is to attach the SMA wire
through the 3D printed substrate. I manually passed the SMA wire through the
apertures of the printed element. Then I placed two ferrules at the two ends of
the wire and crimped them using a crimp tool. In this case, the SMA wire must
be fully stretched. Afterwards, the connection points of the power source can be
attached to the two ends of the SMA wire. One way to make the connections
is soldering ordinary conductive wires to the crimped ferrules. This could be
useful if the connecting wires do not restrict the normal activities of the wearer
or affect the aesthetic aspects of the cloth. If that is a concern, users can connect
the power source to the SMA wire stitching conductive yarns to the electrodes.
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5.5.2

Base Element

The fundamental element of ClothTiles comprises of a 3D printed substrate and
an SMA wire arrangement (see Figure 5.2). The 3D printed anchor points assist
varying the rigidity of the clothing. Additionally, it holds the SMA wire together
with the cloth and facilitates the force distribution through the surface. The
SMA wire generates the required internal force for the deformation by shrinking,
when the current is applied through it. The cavity inside the 3D printed substrate
must be larger than the cross-sectional area of the SMA wire, to slide through.
Moreover, the SMA crimps define the ends of the SMA wire while attaching the
wire to the anchor points. Crimps are the contact points for the power supply.
The thin bottom-most layer of the 3D printed part is called support base layer,
and it supports regaining the neutral state of the shape by providing counterforces during the deformations. Having a variable stiffness enables achieving
localised control of the thickness of the 3D printed substrates, thus allowing us
to regulate the actuator’s behaviour types (Rivera et al., 2017): positioning of
the actuation, the direction of actuation, and the degree of the bend.
I propose a set of simple manipulation and implementation techniques of this
basic element that allow to control different aspects of the actuation behaviour
and create advanced actuation mechanisms. I discuss the result of aggregating
the primitive structures in various ways, analyse the effect of scaling different
parameters from the base element, and mention several possibilities of attaching the actuators at different orientations. Finally, I investigate more advanced
actuators that consider combinations of these techniques.

5.5.3

Aggregation Techniques

I propose five ways to combine the ClothTiles ’s basic elements to realise different deformation types over an extended area, as shown in Table 5.1. The chosen
aggregation technique determines the direction and the shape of the deformation. I describe the strengths and limitations with insights about the properties
of the deformation and placement.
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TABLE 5.1: I propose five aggregation methods: Linear, Perpendicular, Curved, Circular, and Angular to generate different actuation
types on the clothes by combining several base elements in diverse
patterns.
Form

sssLinearsssi

Perpendicular

sssCurvedsss

sssCircularsss

ssAngularsss

3D-print path

Fabricated Element

Actuation

Examples

The linear aggregation mechanism enables transformations over a longitudinal
area, allowing an arch-shaped bending along the cloth. A more significant deformation can be gained by a longer length of the SMA wire (Miller, Fahnestock,
and Eatherton, 2012). However, the base-layer holds the arch-shape of the deformation during the actuation, and if it is not stiff enough, the expected arch
shape can be collapsed. The Perpendicular aggregation facilitates bending the
cloth over a lengthwise area, folding the cloth to a certain angle. A greater area
can be folded along a line, by integrating a higher number of elements orthogonally. If the orthogonal gap between basic elements are higher, the sharpness
of the fold might be affected depending on the flexibility of the clothing. The
Curved mechanism enables deformations along curved paths to render twisting
effects on the cloth. Mostly, this can be useful at the edges of the clothes to
retain certain aesthetic aspects of the cloth designs. The Circular aggregation
technique comprises an arrangement of round-shaped base elements over the
clothing along a circular-path. This helps performing swelling effects over the
clothes. The intensity of the deformation goes up with the radius of the circle, as the displacement length is proportional to the original SMA wire length.
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Width

Length

W/L ratio

F IGURE 5.5: Using a zig-zag pattern, and scaling the width and
length of a basic element, one can control the deformation area
and its bending angle.

Forming Angular structures enables placing rigid elements over cornered regions
of the cloth to render pulling or pushing effects. A stronger deformation on a
smaller area can be achieved by having longer sides. In order to get a concentrated deformation around the corner area, longer anchor points must be placed
on the sides.

5.5.4

Scaling Techniques

The contraction length of an SMA wire is proportional to its original elongated
length. The longer the SMA, the larger contractions can be invoked. By embedding the SMA into the fabric in a zig-zag pattern, and scaling different parameters of the base element, one can control how the resulting deformation
forces are used. I propose three different ways of scaling the basic element of
ClothTiles as shown in Figure 5.5.
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F IGURE 5.6: Changes in the maximum bending angle with-respectto the length of the anchor point (Note that when the length of the
anchor point increases, the SMA wire’s length also extends.)
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F IGURE 5.7: Changes in the maximum bending angle according
to the thickness of the base-layer. The maximum bending angle is
the difference between the angles between two anchor points in
deactivated and activated states.

Using width-wise scaling, I can render a more distributed force over a larger
area of clothing. By embedding the SMA in a zig-zag pattern, I can increase the
SMA length along with the width, and this will retain the same bending angle.
Using the length-wise scaling technique, one can obtain a larger SMA length to
achieve a stronger deformation force that can increase the bending angle (see
Figure 5.6). Hence, by controlling the W/L ratio, one can tailor an element to
affect a specific area with a desired deformation intensity.
Effect of the rigidity of the 3D printed substrate: With 3D printing, there is
a possibility to achieve multiple levels of stiffness on the clothes by varying the
thickness of the 3D printed elements, and having different levels of rigidity in the
clothing allow us to control diverse levels of actuation in terms of displacement.
For instance, if the thickness of the base-layer is thin, the cloth actuator can
achieve a significant deformation (see Figure 5.7).

5.5.5

Directionality

I propose two placements where the cloth actuator can be placed: outside and
inside (in between the skin and clothe) the clothing. In each placement, I identify three directions along which the cloth actuator can be oriented. Based on
each arrangement, several properties of the cloth actuation such as the bending
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TABLE 5.2: I propose different placement methods of the base elements to define different orientations of placing the actuators on
clothes. Primarily, this enables us to control the direction of the
bending, visibility to the outside, and perception on the skin.

Bending Direction
Upwards

Over the cloth
Neutral
Actuated

Below the cloth
Neutral
Actuated

Cloth
Skin
Skin

Downwards

Planar

direction, visibility to the outside, type of the sensation, and the cloth actuation would be determined. I categorize the actuation primitives based on the
orientation of the basic element as shown in Table 5.2.
When the 3D printed element is placed over the cloth (outside), it is isolated
from the skin of the wearer. When the actuator is activated, the generated deformation would be perceived via the cloth movement. Depending on the bending direction of the element, I propose three types of actuations in the cloth:
Upwards, Downwards, and Planar. I can achieve bending in the up and down
directions perpendicular to the clothing by employing Upwards and Downwards
mechanisms. Surface level deformations can be achieved by placing the base
element along the surface as shown in the third row of the Table 5.2. In this
case, the rigidness of the support base layer needs to be lower than the stiffness
of the clothing; otherwise, the bending actuation would take place through the
more flexible region, which leads to an unintended deformation. On the other
hand, the actuator can be placed below the cloth (between the cloth and the
skin). In this case, the 3D printed element is not entirely isolated from the skin
of the user, and the actuation would be perceived via the 3D printed piece.
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a

b
F IGURE 5.8: Primitive dimensions can be further combined to generate unique deformation types. (a) and (b) are some of the example combinations I demonstrate. (a) pulls upwards from the tip of
the triangle using a concentrated force and (b) deforms similar to
a sphere-cap when activated.

5.5.6

Advanced Actuation Mechanisms

A unique set of actuation mechanisms can be achieved by combining above
mentioned primitive structures (aggregation and scaling). Particularly, different
combinations of aggregating and scaling mechanisms can be integrated together
to achieve unique deformation types on the clothes as shown in Figure 5.8. With
those combinations, the directionality can also be incorporated depending on
the application context: i.e. bending direction, visibility to the outside, perception on the skin. Two of the bending directions, upwards and downwards, can be
applied with every combination of aggregation and scaling mechanism without
any constraint.
As examples, I present two combinations of primitive features that can create
unique bending structures compared to the primary actuation types mentioned
under aggregation and scaling mechanisms. The cloth actuator shown in Figure 5.8a incorporates linear aggregation mechanism together with a variable
scaling mechanism in a longitudinal direction to generate a more intense pulling
effect from a specific point (tip of the triangle) on the cloth. Further, I combined
circular aggregation method with distinct scaling measures of radius (see Figure 5.8b), and when the actuator is activated the clothing surface deforms as a
spherical-cap.
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5.6

Evaluation

An increasingly common approach in design research is co-creation: the
researcher and the person formerly known as the user work closely together
(Sanders and Stappers, 2008). In order to observe how a potential user
would engage with the ClothTiles prototyping toolkit to create different cloth
actuators, I performed a co-design study. The user, who is the non-expert
designer in this study, went through the entire creation process together with
an expert’s assistance. The duties held by the expert who mostly remained
in the background without influencing the user are primarily threefold: 1)
helping users understand the design space of ClothTiles; 2) maintaining
consistency among participants by helping only with tasks that are unrelated to
the ClothTiles concept (i.e. how to do 3D CAD or send a job to a 3D printer);
and 3) observing the users throughout the session. I also wanted to understand
whether users can use ClothTiles for a realistic task and how quickly users grasp
the concept. Further, I wanted to validate if the proposed prototyping process is
usable for the users and to identify the applicability and usefulness of ClothTiles
on clothes. Based on the feedback received from the session, I also fabricated
six applications to understand the feasibility, constraints, and limitations of
ClothTiles.

5.6.1

Study Design

I invited six participants (gender-balanced) aged between 27 and 30 (M = 28.2,
SD = 1.09). Each participant was asked to bring one of their own clothes they
desired to modify during the user feedback session. The session consisted of two
stages: Stage 1 (Design together) and Stage 2 (Fit-on time).
Stage 1 (Design Together) began with a brief introduction of the design capabilities of ClothTiles. The researcher explained the essential design techniques
such as aggregation, scaling, and directionality to the participant using a handout with example illustrations (similar to Tables 5.1 and 5.2). These illustrations
did not include any example application. This helped the participants to understand the scope and the boundaries of ClothTiles. Next, the participants started
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making sketches and notes about a cloth actuator design and explained to the
researcher how they would use the different concepts to realise their idea (see
Figure 5.9a). In this step, the researcher made sure that he understood the design of the participant but did not help the participants to apply the concepts
for realising an idea. The sketched designs were then converted into CAD designs with the expert’s help, and 3D printed. As some participants did not have
extensive knowledge in 3D-printing, the expert provided support with the basic
3D modeling and printing tasks. Finally, the participants went through the assembly process, including routing SMA wires, crimping, and soldering under the
expert’s supervision.
In Stage 2 (Fit-on time), the objective was to collect the user reactions and
qualitative feedback about the cloth actuator they designed. To achieve that,
the researcher let the participant control the cloth actuator as they desired by
connecting the cloth actuator to a power supply via a tactile switch. This way,
the participants could examine how the cloth deforms when switching between
the active and inactive states of the actuator. After walking through the entire
fabrication process and experiencing the cloth actuator independently, the users
were asked to fill out a questionnaire. The questionnaire included open questions about their general experience of the co-design study. The participants
were also asked to rate their satisfaction with the outcome and the perceived
simplicity of the fabrication process on a 7 point Likert-scale (1-lowest to 7highest).

5.6.2

Results

1. Functional versus aesthetic clothing: The user feedback session showed that
participants used ClothTiles to create prototypes for different purposes. The
focus of the users seemed to shift mainly between functional and aesthetic applications. Three of the six participants (P1, P2, and P6) intended to design
functional add-ons to enhance their clothing accessories. P1 had an issue with
his face mask generating vapor on his spectacles when breathing and wanted
to create an actuator that lifts the face mask creating an open to pass the exhaled air in less crowded areas, as shown in Figure 5.9d. The generated pulling
sensation over the nose resulted in a release of tension of the face mask. The
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F IGURE 5.9: (a) Participants involved in the fabrication process
together with the assistance of an expert. (b) One participant designed a t-shirt logo of his pet dog and made its tail wagging. A
variety of applications (done by the participants) were conceivable
that add functional and aesthetic aspects to clothing: (c) eye-mask
massager, (d) face-mask loosener, (e) wrist compressor.

participant found not only that the functionality is working, but also the visual
appearance of his modification to be appealing. Furthermore, P2 wished to integrate a wrist compressor (see Figure 5.9e) in his workout gloves to receive
subtle notifications about the hand-grip forces. P3 wanted to integrate a slightmassager (see Figure 5.9c) on her eye-mask. All of the participants stated that
the implementation worked well to accomplish the intended tasks. On the other
hand, some of the participants were concerned about integrating slow aesthetic
deformations onto their clothes. P5 wanted to actuate the wrinkles of her frock
slowly by actuating the cloth actuators placed inside the gown. She wanted to
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visualise the moving parts of the frock to others and did not want to feel anything on her skin. P3 came up with a 3D-printed dog (see Figure 5.9b) that can
wiggle its tail. Large part of this dog was for aesthetics, and only the tail incorporated ClothTiles elements. This was an interesting extension of ClothTiles
design space, which enable visually-noticeable deformations on the clothes. In
terms of the aesthetic aspects as well, participants were satisfied enough with
ClothTiles fabrication process. I could verify the participants’ satisfaction with
the outcome by their comments on the question, "Were you able to implement
what you desired as it is?" I asked after the fit-on time: "I wanted my dress to look
like a windblown skirt and it was exactly what I had in mind" [P5];"I wanted to
create my puppy’s logo and it all happened very well given the fact it is sentimental for me"[P3]. Ultimately, it is clear that ClothTiles potentially can fulfill both
functional as well as aesthetic aspects of clothing up-to user expectations.
2. Insights about the fabrication process: All of the participants successfully completed the intended task and were satisfied with the outcome. They seemed to
be able to grasp the simple working principle of SMAs quickly, i.e., how they
contract and apply the proposed concepts to realise their cloth actuator designs.
After experiencing the entire fabrication process, participants rated "How satisfying was the fabrication process?" with reasonably high scores (M = 6.17, SD =
0.75). On average, one participant spent around 2 hours (M = 115.2 min, SD =
27.71) engaging with the study, and it was their first time experience with the
ClothTiles fabrication process. To design the intended shape in stage 1, including
the introductory session, all participants spent approximately half an hour (M =
29.6 min, SD = 3.29). As mentioned earlier, while designing the actuator, the
expert assisted participants in understanding the design parameters, converting
the users’ sketches into a 3D models, and sending it to 3D printer. The majority
(five out of six) of the participants stated that the fabrication process was easy
and simple to follow, given that the users had some knowledge in 3D modeling
and printing. I could confirm the straightforwardness of following ClothTiles
prototyping toolkit with the feedback provided by the participants. Participants
positively expressed their opinions on "Please describe your thoughts on the fabrication process?" in the questionnaire at the end of the study; "I think it’s straight
forward and easy" [P2], "it was easy and the process was quick" [P4], "Very simple
design and easy to process" [P5]. P1 specifically mentioned, "way faster than other
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methods I have experienced from commercial places (screen printing and embroidery); they usually take ages. This is just couple of hours". I could also verify the
simplicity of ClothTiles prototyping process with the higher rating (M = 6.33,
SD = 0.52) received on "How easy was the fabrication process?" in the questionnaire conducted right after stage 2 of the user feedback session. However, the
3D printing time was the most time consuming part and it mainly depended on
the intended design done by the participant. As mentioned before, one participant wanted to print his pet’s (a dachshund dog) illustration on his t-shirt as a
logo and to actuate it’s tail like wagging (see Figure 5.9b). It took a significant
amount of time to design and print as I had to design the 3D model of the dog
before embedding design primitives of ClothTiles for that. Therefore I establish,
time consumption of the ClothTiles fabrication process mainly depend on the 3D
model building and printing.

5.7

Example Applications

During the user studies, I observed that participants preferred to use the
ClothTiles technique to design on-cloth actuators mainly for two purposes; 1)
adding functional aspects to their clothing and 2) creating expressive artefacts
(see Figure 5.10a to 5.10f ). Inspired by the results from the participants, I
developed a set of clothing actuators to further demonstrate the potential of
ClothTiles for functional and aesthetic clothing applications.

5.7.1

Functional aspects of clothing

Interfaces associated with silent feedback modalities can invoke a private communication channel between the wearer (Hamdan et al., 2019b) and the technology, such as a mobile phone. This can be useful in several use-cases such as
when receiving a call while being in a meeting or when privacy is crucial. With
the help of the previously proposed primitives that bend inwards, ClothTiles
could be used to deliver discreet feedback. Cloth actuators that are attached on
the inside of the clothing could tap the user’s skin and reduce the visibility of the
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F IGURE 5.10: Developed applications to further demonstrate the
potential of ClothTiles for functional and aesthetic clothing.

actuator deformation to the outside. I propose one ClothTiles actuator that, in
place of a ringtone or vibratory cue, pokes the user from inside a pocket upon
receiving a call (see Figure 5.10d). Furthermore, inspired by GymSoles (Elvitigala et al., 2019b), I integrated a silent feedback mechanism into a pair of fabric
insoles as shown in Figure 5.10e. This enables the users to receive subtle haptic clues in the feet when they are interacting with foot interfaces such as force
sensing smart insoles.

5.7.2

Aesthetics aspects of clothing

3D printed layer can be elaborated and placed outside the clothing to gain public
attention, and only selected parts can be actuated to add more dynamic behavior.
The deformation can be designed in a way that it is bending away from the
body. In that way, the attention of the wearer would not be taken away. To
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demonstrate this capability, I fabricated a shirt collar to deform up and down
creating a waving effect as shown in Figure 5.10a. In addition, I developed a
necktie (see Figure 5.10b) that bends outward from the wearer.
Combining both concepts together could render haptic sensations on the wearer
and visual perception for other people. In this case, I attached the cloth actuators
outside of the cloth to attract public attention by performing more visible deformations, while providing subtle feedback on the skin. I demonstrate this with a
silent navigator head-band (see Figure 5.10f ) that can convey spatial information (Berning et al., 2015b). I also modified a t-shirt that can actively increase
the air-flow in order to cool down the body of the wearer (see Figure 5.10c).
These examples show how aesthetics can go well together with functionality.

5.8

Discussion

This section discusses the design implication extracted during the implementation stage and the limitations and future research directions related to
ClothTiles.

5.8.1

Design Implications

1. Effect on the thickness of the substrate: Unlike in sewing or embroidery, 3D
printing supports having multiple rigidity levels on the clothing. This enables
an extended localised control of the thickness of the substrates when combining
with SMAs. As shown in the Figure 5.6b, the thickness of the base layer is one
of the main determining factors that defines the intensity of the deformation.
Further, embedding different thickness gradients (from lower thickness level to
a higher thickness level) on the base-layer would enable different types of bending deformations, even though the shape of the cloth actuator looks similar. In
that way, designers may come up with various kinds of creative mechanisms to
achieve precise controlling of the cloth actuators while having a greater actuation resolution.
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30cm

F IGURE 5.11: There is a possibility of 3D printing cloth actuators
that are larger than the heat-bed of the 3D printer by combining
distinct elements that are printed separately.

2. Permanent versus temporary cloth actuators: One potential advantage of embedding SMA wires using 3D printing is that the designer can choose to fabricate the flexible 3D element as a permanent substrate or temporary substrate.
Mainly, the durability of the adhesiveness between the cloth and 3D printed
piece is based on the Z-axis offset of the 3D printer nozzle while printing. For
instance, I used Cotton Polyester blended Rib Knit for most of the designs I explored, and 0.15mm Z-axis offset of the printer nozzle. This achieved a stronger
bond between the cloth and the actuator, which was impossible to separate even
by applying force by hand. When users wanted a temporary actuator, I adjusted
the z-axis offset of the nozzle to 0.25mm for the Rib Knit I used. In that case,
I could take out the actuator from the clothing by pulling apart when the user
does not need the actuator further.
3. Positioning actuators in areas inaccessible for machinery: Occasionally, there
could be types of clothing where the 3D printer does not have access to print on,
due to several reasons such as having uneven surfaces or possessing a surface
with less-friction. In similar cases, I printed the 3D substrate separately and later
attached it to the clothing using fabric glue. However, this process takes around
2 hours to gain full adhesion, and to make it washable; it takes approximately 48
hours. After the complete attachment, the glued 3D printed element behave the
same as a standard 3D printed element on clothing directly. Sticking previously
printed components would be significantly helpful for the fabrication process
when attaching 3D printed elements on both sides of the cloth.
4. More extensive deformations: The displacement length of the SMA wire is proportional to the actual length of the wire. The SMA wire I used in the proposed
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3D printed Tunnel

Actuation area

F IGURE 5.12: A 3D printed tunnel could hold a longer SMA wire
to generate a significantly larger force over a compacted region.

applications and use-cases contracts (BMF150) approximately 4% of the neutral
length of it. Therefore, if the designer requires to achieve a more significant
deformation, it is necessary to employ a longer SMA wire while maintaining a
greater non-flexible area in the 3D printed substrate than the bending regions.
For instance, in the user feedback session, P5 wanted to gain a significantly
larger area (approximately 25cm× 15cm) to deform her frock without stiffening other regions of the cloth. In that case, I utilised a longer (30cm) and stiff
3D printed element, similar to a tunnel (see Figure 5.11b) to hold the excessive
SMA wire length. It enabled a longer SMA wire to be freely moved when the current is applied. This 3D printed tunnel enabled delivering a significantly larger
deformation over a smaller region with a highly concentrated force.
5. 3D printing actuators larger than the heat-bed: When designing cloth actuators, some designs could be larger than the heat-bed of the 3D printer. For
instance, the heat-bed I used was 254mm × 265mm in size, and it was a challenge for me to print substrates larger than that region. To address this issue,
I propose printing the substrates separately in a way that they can be attached
after printing. Furthermore, when printing, other than the base layer and anchor points, designers can create connecting joints, as shown in Figure 5.11a to
connect two primary actuators. By designing those joints with a cavity having
the same diameter (similar to the hole in the base element) enables the SMA
wire to move inside the combined and extended cloth actuator freely.
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6. Effect on different types of clothing: Several parametric measures of clothing
such as the elasticity, rigidity, and weight determine the type of actuation on the
clothes (Nabil et al., 2019). For example, if the stiffness is very low, the cloth can
be twisted in an unintended way. Similarly, if the rigidity of the cloth is too high,
the deformation would be weaker than expected. In this case, designers can
employ multiple SMA wires in a single cloth actuator to gain a higher bending
force. There are heat sensitive clothes such as Silk, Nylon, or Lycra, and those
types of clothing should be avoided with 3D printing as those could get melted
due to the heat of the nozzle and the heat-bed. In this case, I printed the 3D
printed bases separately and integrated them afterwords using fabric glue. For
instance, the eye-mask brought by P6 was manufactured with a silky material,
and I followed the same procedure mentioned above and effectively developed
the application she needed.

5.8.2

Limitations and Future work

1. Heat isolation: When the 3D printed substrate is placed outside of the clothing, generated heat in the SMA wires did not propagate onto the skin of the
wearer. This was further confirmed when I specifically asked about the temperature aspects of ClothTiles from the participants. However, when the cloth
actuator is placed inside, which means in between the attire and the skin, the
user’s skin might not be isolated from the SMA wire. I acknowledge not having a
proper temperature isolation mechanism with the current set up. In the future,
this can be overcome by having a thin, flexible isolation coating around the 3D
printed substrate.
2. Diverse actuation levels: The current proposed fabrication mechanism generates different levels of displacements for distinct cloth actuators. Those are based
on different levels of stuffiness in the support base layer or different lengths of
the anchor points. When it comes to a single cloth actuator, which requires
to have multiple levels of displacements over time, varying the current passing
through the SMA wire is the only potential solution with the proposed method.
Also, surpassing the standard drive current of the SMA wire (340mA) might reduce the life-span of it. Nonetheless, this matter might be resolved by using
actively-controllable real-time mechanical locks and 3D printed elements with
the cloth actuator.
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3. Extending to a fully functional toolkit: While I was conducting the user feedback session with two stages, most of the participants were excited about this
technique and requested to carry out the third stage of the study to do more
modifications such as adding more actuators, adjusting intensity, and changing
locations of the cloth actuator. Even though this fact demonstrates the interest
of the participants towards engaging with the ClothTiles fabrication method, it
is clear that having a software toolkit for designing cloth actuators would improve the overall outcome. A toolkit which accurately predicts and visualises
the cloth deformations based on the designed 3D printed shape and the SMA
wire arrangement, would be an effective add-on for designers who follow the
ClothTiles method. To extend ClothTiles into a fully functional toolkit, still, there
are additional steps to be taken, such as developing a programmable power supply to dynamically control the cloth actuators and integrate them in different
interfaces. It is also essential to overcome the safety issues that could happen
due to uninsulated SMA wires, and applying an insulating coating around the
wires could potentially solve this concern. Furthermore, a fully functional toolkit
should inform the designers about the wear-off durability (i.e., effects of washing, sunlight, and deformations), depending on the chosen materials’ physical
and mechanical properties.
4. Envisioned future interfaces: I envision future interfaces associated with
ClothTiles to enable actuation beyond clothes, accessories, and wearable interfaces. For example, ClothTiles could be further extended towards day-today furniture such as sofas or chairs (Nanayakkara, Wyse, and Taylor, 2012),
beds (Koge et al., 2014), and car seats (Grah et al., 2015) to provide discreet
haptic feedback to the users. The ClothTiles technique could facilitate bridging rapid-prototyping and printable robotics (MacCurdy et al., 2016; Zolfagharian, Kaynak, and Kouzani, 2020) to easily develop robotics structures. Future
ClothTiles also could function as I/O interfaces (Yoon et al., 2019) that can sense
the context around the user by sensing several activities such as the touches,
stretches, or movements through the SMA wire itself while generating haptic
clues at the same time.
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5.9

Chapter Summary

In this chapter I presented ClothTiles and its novel prototyping technique for
fabricating customised ACDs on clothing. It leverages flexible 3D-printing and
Shape-Memory Alloys (SMAs) alongside new parametric actuation designs.
I demonstrate the concept of clothing actuation using a base element, and
then systematically explore the ways of aggregating, scaling, and orienting
the prospects to enable an extended actuation in clothing. This technique is
versatile and easily customisable, enabling various actuation types with different
clothes as demonstrated in a user study. Users found several applications to be
useful, mentioning aesthetics and functional aspects. I conclude with a number
of insights for the Do-It-Yourself community on how to employ 3D-printing with
SMAs to enable actuation on clothes. In the next chapter, I investigate a use
case scenario where this type of prototyping toolkit that facilitates fabricating
ACDs would be effective.
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6
A Prototyping Toolkit for XR Applications using
Augmented Cloth Displays

The previous chapter introduced a novel technique (ClothTiles) for fabricating
customised and versatile ACDs on clothing. This chapter explores a use case scenario of ClothTiles that enables eXtended Reality (XR) developers to use ACDs
with XR applications [RQ2b]. Specifically, I present XRtic, a prototyping toolkit
enabling real-world cloth deformations to be used in novel ways in synchronisation with XR applications. XRtic was developed based on the insights gathered
from semi-structured interviews with XR developers. It consists of custom-made
3D printed actuators (based on ClothTiles) that can be attached to regular clothing, a controller bus system, and a controller interface. Using this toolkit, users
can design and integrate different cloth deformation types synchronised with
virtual contents in a plug-and-play manner. Along with a technical analysis of
the actuation behaviour of the XRtic actuators, I present the findings gathered
from a user study with eight XR developers, focusing on the usability of the
system, and the creative support.

6.1

Aim and Scope

Extended Reality (XR) incorporates Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality
(AR), and Mixed Reality (MR) to extend the virtual and physical realities that
people can experience (Ratcliffe et al., 2021; Lokesha, Banumathi, and Bhagya,
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2020). In order to improve immersion and realism in XR, many researchers
have recognised the importance of ‘rendered feedback’, which aims to increase
realism in virtual environments (Lopes et al., 2017; Brooks, 1999; Teng et al.,
2021; Ryu et al., 2021). For example, research focusing on combining multimodal feedback modalities such as tactile (Ryu et al., 2021; Teng et al., 2021;
Fang et al., 2020a), smell (Brooks et al., 2021; Brooks, Nagels, and Lopes, 2020;
Ranasinghe et al., 2019), and taste (Iwata et al., 2004) augment the realism in
virtual applications.
However, rendered feedback relating to the user’s clothing are still largely underexplored in XR. This seems a missed opportunity, as it is through clothing that
users often times feel the environment and one’s own movements. When interacting with the external environments, it actually is the user’s clothing that
is first to be contacted or deformed, even before the skin. For example, when
walking through grasslands or woods, one can feel leaves of plants striking along
one’s clothing; when in a cave, one might feel bats (or rats) touching one’s back;
when embracing someone, one can feel his/her body and arms pressing against
one’s own clothing; when growing-up one can feel that one’s clothing is getting
tight, etc. As such, cloth deformation has the potential to open up a rich space.
Therefore, XRtic aims to enable XR developers to explore and render the effects
of virtual environments on physical-world cloth, in an easy and rapid way.
Recent research has shown several ways of fabricating shape-changing interfaces
in substances such as paper (Wang et al., 2018b; Qi and Buechley, 2012; Ogata
and Fukumoto, 2015; Olberding et al., 2015), soft materials (Ou et al., 2016;
Yao et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2019), and textiles (Persson et al., 2018; Muthukumarana et al., 2021b; Ueda, Terada, and Tsukamoto, 2019). Textiles, in particular, are popular because specific properties of the fabrics can be used to enable
diverse actuation types (Muthukumarana et al., 2021b). The deformation aspect
of textiles has often been employed to enable artistic effects via clothing (Gök,
Bilir, and Gürcüm, 2015); however, it has not been used to render feedback
of deformation of clothing in XR contexts yet. Fabrication techniques involving shape-changing can be problematic and time-consuming for most of the XR
developers, as they need to acquire specific knowledge, experience, and skills
related to fabrication methods (Baudisch, Mueller, et al., 2017; Alexander et al.,
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Virtual Content

XRtic Cloth Actuators
F IGURE 6.1: XRtic enables cloth deformations that are synchronised with the virtual contents in XR applications.

2018). This work aims to enable XR developers to build and use cloth deformations that are responsive to virtual environments. Prototyping toolkits could
encapsulate expert knowledge and make the process easier (Alexander et al.,
2018).
In this chapter, I introduce XRtic, a prototyping toolkit that enables XR developers to compose the feedback of cloth deformations together with XR applications.
XRtic is a fully functional implementation that comprises modular plug-and-play
cloth actuators, a controller bus system, and a controller interface. XR developers can use XRtic to trigger cloth deformation based on certain actions or states
of an XR application. In summary, the contributions of this chapter includes:
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• System requirements gathered in interviews with XR developers regarding
the development of the toolkit. These requirements reflect the methods
and challenges of adopting fabrication techniques for shape-changing interfaces in virtual content development.
• The development of a prototyping toolkit that enables XR developers to
add on-body feedback via cloth deformation. This toolkit comprises plugand-play modular cloth actuators and a controller interface to control actuation signals and map the cloth actuators with the XR contents.
• Findings gathered from a user study with eight XR developers where I explored how XRtic supports adding cloth deformation to XR applications,
how it considerably supports the creative exploration, and what the challenges observed from using the toolkit are.

6.2

Textile Actuation

Several approaches to achieve textile actuation have been explored using different methods (Sanchez, Walsh, and Wood, 2021): pneumatic actuators (Lee,
Oh, and Rodrigue, 2020; Low et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2020), mechanical linkages (Kang et al., 2016; Bianchi et al., 2016; Bae et al., 2018), or electric
motors (Rivera et al., 2017; Schmidt et al., 2017; Albaugh, Hudson, and Yao,
2019b; Kono and Watanabe, 2017). PneuSleeve (Zhu et al., 2020) proposes
a fabric-based multimodal actuation mechanism using pneumatic pressure using a forearm sleeve that generates textile actuation such as compressions, skin
stretches, and vibrations on the fabrics. Rivera et al. (2017) proposed techniques
for combining 3D printing and textiles to achieve a new design space that enables functional properties (e.g., folding and bending) in textiles. They have
explored several features such as the design primitives, adhered forces between
the fabric and 3D printed elements, ways of 3D printing on fabrics, etc., to enable
textile actuation using yarn-driven mechanisms. Although these methods allow
diverse textile actuation mechanisms, they required an external power source
such as a pump or a motor to control the actuators.
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With the progression of the technologies associated with smart materials, such
as Shape-Memory Alloys (SMAs) (Frémond, 1996; Jani et al., 2014), textile
actuation is becoming an exciting subject in the HCI community. The technological advantages such as high power-to-weight ratio (Kheirikhah, Rabiee, and
Edalat, 2010), higher efficiency in large amplitude actuation (Krulevitch et al.,
1996), self-contained actuation mechanism (Sanchez, Walsh, and Wood, 2021)
and mechanical flexibility (Rodrigue et al., 2017) make SMAs popular in contrast to other textile actuation mechanisms. Sewing (Nabil et al., 2019; Yuen
et al., 2014), interlacing (Seok et al., 2012; Ashir et al., 2019), distinctly connecting (Muthukumarana et al., 2020b; Muthukumarana et al., 2019; Holschuh,
Obropta, and Newman, 2014; Foo, 2018) and combining with 3D printing (Simons et al., 2020; Muthukumarana et al., 2021b) are some of the common
ways of integrating SMAs into textiles to achieve textile actuation. A crafting
method called Seamless Seams (Nabil et al., 2019) shows techniques of integrating SMA threads into fabrics to generate morphological actuation in clothing.
As well as sewing SMA threads into the fabric, it shows how to obtain diverse
actuation types by changing the fabric stiffness using embroidering yarns in different areas of the textile. Springlets (Hamdan et al., 2019b) and Touch me
Gently (Muthukumarana et al., 2020b) investigated coupling SMAs with stickerlike adhesive fabrics to achieve diverse tactile effects on the skin by actuating the
adhered textiles. Despite the fact that these systems and fabrication techniques
contribute in unique ways of actuating textiles, it is still necessary to explore
plug-and-play approaches for enabling actuation in textiles.
Ueda et al. (2019) proposed a feedback method using the deformation of
clothing that uses modular actuation bands developed with SMAs and springs.
Inspired by this, in XRtic, I created a set of modular-based cloth actuators
that are easily attachable and detachable. On the other hand, with the
motive of having an easily customisable and versatile fabrication technique,
ClothTiles (Muthukumarana et al., 2021b) introduces a prototyping platform
that can enable clothing actuation by combining flexible 3D printing on textiles
and SMAs. It presents diverse ways of obtaining various actuation mechanisms
on clothing by aggregating, scaling, and altering orientation aspects of the
proposed modular actuating elements. However, a fully functional toolkit is
required for novice users such as XR developers, with a plug-and-play approach
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and a programmable power supply to dynamically control the cloth actuators
and integrate them in different clothing items. In this project, I follow fabrication aspects of ClothTiles (Muthukumarana et al., 2021b) to develop the cloth
actuators for XRtic, and made the cloth actuators easily attachable and reusable
with ways of interfacing virtual applications in sync with them.
Shape-changing interfaces that utilise smart materials such as SMAs has not been
explored in the XR context to enable feedback via cloth actuation. Also, neither
of the shape-changing interfaces mentioned above is fully accessible for XR developers. In XRtic, I propose a method for XR developers to enable actuation in
clothing in a plug-and-play manner.

6.3

Toolkits for Rendering Feedback in XR

Increased demand for rendered tactile feedback in virtual environment is notable as most virtual applications are solely visually oriented and lack non-visual
feedback modalities (Fang et al., 2020a; Scopes and Smith, 2010). I identified several approaches that focus on enabling active (Nakao et al., 2019) or
passive (Arora et al., 2019) feedback modalities in virtual settings in recent literature. Besides visual and auditory modalities, these interactions incorporate
multimodal sensory channels (Burdea, 1999) such as haptic, smell, and taste.
However, significant fabrication skills and knowledge is required to implement
those interfaces (Wakita and Anezaki, 2010). With the growth of the do-ityourself (DIY) community in HCI (Zhu and Zhao, 2013; Endow et al., 2021;
Jones et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2021), several prototyping toolkits have been created to enable developers from diverse domains to overcome the challenges of
fabrication processes (e.g., 3D modelling, 3D printing, or chemical processes).
As one of these early approaches, Ruffaldi et al. (2006) presented a toolkit for
rapid application development, targeting the integration of visual and haptic
feedback modalities in virtual environments. A series of prototyping toolkits
associated with vibrotactile arrays have become popular among research domains (Schneider, Israr, and MacLean, 2015; Kaul, Hansing, and Rohs, 2019;
Schneider and MacLean, 2016), and useful for conveying a unique set of sensory feedback on the skin. VITAKI (Martínez et al., 2014) and Stereohaptics (Israr
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et al., 2016) are vibrotactile prototyping toolkits targeting prototyping and testing of new interactions for virtual reality applications and video games. They
presented hardware and software elements that facilitate the overall functioning of the actuators together with the virtual contents. XRtic follows a similar
hardware and software architecture to synchronise the cloth actuators with the
virtual contents. Also, VirtualBricks (Arora et al., 2019) presents a LEGO-based
prototyping toolkit for enabling physical manipulation in VR applications based
on a modular design architecture that facilitates easy integration of VirtualBricks
elements. Similarly, XRtic consists of modular components, allowing developers
to employ easily attachable and reusable cloth actuators. This enables developers to achieve versatile cloth deformation behaviours based on their design
requirements.

6.4

Design Requirements

Considering the several fabrication techniques used in cloth actuation (Nabil et
al., 2019; Muthukumarana et al., 2021b; Ueda, Terada, and Tsukamoto, 2019), I
wanted to understand the requirements to support XR developers to render feedback via cloth deformations. Therefore, I conducted semi-structured interviews
with six XR developers aged between 24 to 38 years (M = 30.67, SD = 4.81).
Five of them were mainly VR researchers who have experience in virtual content
development, two had intermediate experience in MR application development,
and one was an AR content developer. No participant had prior experience in
practising or fabricating shape-changing interfaces. Each participant spent approximately one hour of time in this session.
I chose ClothTiles (Muthukumarana et al., 2021b) as a concrete example to initiate the discussion. Participants were provided with detailed information about
the working principles, actuation mechanisms, and a step-by-step fabrication
method of ClothTiles. In addition, participants watched video footages of the
fabrication process and different applications. The participants were also allowed to have hands-on experience with a pack of pre-prepared cloth actuators.
This allowed them to understand how these actuators work, and get specific insights on how to create their own XR experiences. Below are the key findings I
gathered during the interviews.
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A plug-and-play modular form of actuators is preferred: Most of the participants (4 out of 6) stated that they do not want to be personally involved
in designing customised actuators, even though that would allow them to customise actuator designs. Instead, they preferred a set of pre-designed actuators
that can enable different kinds of actuations on clothing. P2 specifically mentioned that "I would like to have a set of LEGO blocks kind of different actuators
that can be embedded in fabrics." Also, some participants said that they would
like to get rid of "hardware complexities" (P4) that occur during the development
processes. In other words, they did not want to do wire stripping, soldering, and
adhering. P4 stated that "It would be great if all the hardware and actuators can
be easily plug-and-play-able." Therefore, I decided to choose a subset of different
actuators and made them plug-and-play (see Figure 6.2), as explained in detail
in the following sections (see Section 6.5).
There are multiple feedback types that can be recreated using a shapechanging interface: Participants envisioned a series of creative application
scenarios using a shape-changing interface. Most participants (5 out of 6) imagined developing micro-tactile interfaces together with the virtual contents. This
may be due to the simplicity of interfacing the collide locations with the actuators during the application development. P5 stated, "we can easily detect and
link the collide location in the virtual context with the actuators to match the visual
perception with the tactile sensation." Some of the example application scenarios
they stated include: fish therapy, wind simulations, soft touches, water ripples,
and scratching. P3 wanted to recreate the perception of the acceleration that
occurs during take-offs and landing of flights in virtual flight simulators. Overall, participants were excited to use haptic suits enabled with cloth deformation
actuators in their applications. P6 envisioned a haptic protocol associated with a
shape-changing interface in the market in the near future, and that there would
be virtual games and applications compatible with these interfaces.
Developers needed alternative approaches to avoid step-by-step fabrication processes: There are specific skills and knowledge required for fabricating
shape-changing interfaces (Alexander et al., 2018). It can be a challenge for
some XR developers to undertake the fabrication process, despite having access
to a detailed instruction sheet. In such cases, they wanted to avoid specific fabrication methods such as CAD modelling, 3D printing, sewing, wiring, soldering,
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etc. They wanted to spend more time in the virtual content development than
in the fabrication processes: "Even though I would have a limited customisation
capability, I would prefer to skip the 3D modelling and printing. In return, I would
have more time to focus on the development (XR) aspects." (P1). Therefore, I designed the XRtic system so that the developers do not have to be involved in
time-consuming fabrication processes. I redesigned the attachment mechanism
to make attaching and detaching straightforward (see Figure 6.3).
A script-based API is preferred to interface the actuators with virtual contents: Initially, I assumed that separate graphical user interfaces for developers
to integrate the cloth actuators would be a good approach; however, I understood that the XR developers preferred a script-based approach instead, as they
are already used to scripting in platforms such as Unity (Real-Time Development
Platform). They kept emphasising simple ways to connect the actuators in sync
with the applications digitally, "The API should be simple" (P5). However, participants did not want to deal with the absolute numeric values of the controlling
parameters, such as the voltage, current, and addresses of the actuators. P6
stated, "It would be easier for us to define the parameters of the actuators in a
high-level manner, rather than referring to numbers. For example, the actuation
intensity could be low, medium, and high (e.g., not the PWM values like 0, 127,
255)." Based on these insights, I propose a script-based approach to link the cloth
actuators in sync with the virtual contents with high-level controller parameters.

6.5

XRtic

As highlighted in the previous section, there were particular requirements to
consider when making cloth actuation accessible for XR developers. One of the
main specifications was having modular actuators which can be easily attached
and detached. Therefore, I developed an actuator bank with an easy attachment
mechanism. XR developers also tend to avoid several processes such as soldering, and wiring, so they can spend more time doing the content development.
Accordingly, I implemented a controller bus system that enables XR developers
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F IGURE 6.2: XRtic actuators consist of several sub elements: SMA
Wire to generate the forces, PLA Node to contain the SMA wire
in the rigid area of the actuator, Male Header pin to connect the
SMA wire with the controller, Flexible Base Layer to maintain the
structure of the actuator, Snap Fasteners to attach the actuators to
the clothing.

to connect the cloth actuators with the central controller easily. Further, I included a script-based API to interface the actuators with virtual contents using
Unity with C# as scripting language which is preferred by XR developers.
In this section, I present a detailed description of the system architecture of the
cloth actuators. The overall system comprises of an actuator bank, a controller
bus system, and a Unity C# scripting interface. Also, I have proposed a workflow, a step-by-step guide, for XR developers to trigger actuators on clothing
synchronised with virtual environments.

6.5.1

Actuator Bank

Based on the insights from previous studies, the goal was to provide XR developers with a set of actuators that they could use to easily create diverse types of
cloth deformations. Therefore, I extended on prior work, ClothTiles (Muthukumarana et al., 2021b), to develop an Actuator Bank with four different types of
actuators as shown in Table 6.1. Actuators that can deform a textile in a particular smaller region can achieve a greater resolution in the textile actuation.
Therefore, I included the Tapper in the Actuator Bank, the Tapper can move towards or outside the body in a specific clothing area. I also found out that moving the clothing from a garment edge (e.g., edge of a collar, hem of a shirt, and
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TABLE 6.1: The Actuator Bank which consists of four types that can
execute different types of cloth actuations.
Actuator

Properties

Features

Tapper

Power: 1.2W
Voltage: 2V
W/L: 1/5cm
SMA length: 5cm

This actuator can be placed anywhere
on the clothing, irrespective of the
shape of the body site. As shown in
the image, it pushes the clothing towards the base layer to create a pointy
shape when the current is applied.

Puller

Power: 2.8W
Voltage: 4.5V
W/L: 4/6cm
SMA length: 12cm

The Puller can be placed at the edges
of the clothing. The vertex of the actuator must be closer to the edge. When
activated, it drags the border from the
attached point of the clothing away
from the flexible base layer.

Folder

Power: 4.2W
Voltage: 6V
W/L: 7/7cm
SMA length: 18cm

This actuator can be placed at relatively flattened surfaces such as the
abdomen or back areas of the clothing. As shown in the image, it folds
the clothing along a line across the
base layer when the current is applied.

Compressor

Power: 3.4W
Voltage: 5.5V
W/L: 1/14cm
SMA length: 14cm

The Compressor can be wrapped
around a body part such as the arms,
legs, neck, or the torso area. This actuator is a combination of multiple Tapper actuators. It squeezes around the
applied body area when activated.

end of a sleeve) is an exciting option for XR developers to simulate various types
of application scenarios, such as in wind simulations. For that, I incorporated
the Puller that can pull or push the clothing from the edges. Furthermore, the
Folder can fold the clothes along a straight line, and it accommodates creating
wrinkles on clothing. Dynamic compression in clothing has also previously been
recognised to enable different emotion states in VR (Priebe, Foo, and Holschuh,
2020). Similarly, I incorporated the Compressor actuator that can render compression on the clothing.
These actuators follow a modular-based design that can be easily attached or
detached based on the developer’s need. As shown in Figure 6.2, the Node
part of the actuator was 3D printed using PLA (Poly-lactic Acid) 3D printing
filaments, and the flexible base layer was 3D printed using Ninjaflex flexible 3D
printing filaments (see Figure 6.2). The thickness of the flexible base-layer is
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F IGURE 6.3: XRtic actuator attachment mechanism is based on
snap fasteners. Sandwiching the textile in between the socket and
cap of the snap fastener keeps the actuator firmly attached to the
clothing.

1mm, and the height of the PLA nodes was 3mm for each actuator. The BMX
150 SMA wire was mounted through the aperture of the 3D printed element.
Finally, male header pins were soldered at the two ends of the SMA wire to
retain the easy plug-and-play behaviour of the actuators. With this design, I was
also able to maintain the tension of the SMA wire to deliver the maximum force
(hence cloth deformation) when actuated.
I used snap fasteners attached to the back of the 3D printed actuators to create
an easy attachment mechanism. The cap part of the snap fastener is attached to
the 3D printed base of the actuators using steel-enforced epoxy. The socket is freehanging, and it can be pressed against the textile and the cap (see Figure 6.3)
to make an attachment between the textile and the actuator. In this way, the XR
developers can easily attach and detach XRtic actuators on to a dress as shown
in Figure 6.3.

Technical Analysis
I examined the behaviour of XRtic actuators to understand the effect on the activation pulse duration, cool-down time, and clothing material. In the experiment
set up, I first clipped the actuator on the snap fastener in a horizontal orientation. Then a camera was placed in the same horizontal plane as the actuator to
record the actuation behaviour. The recorded video footage was prepossessed
and fed into Tracker 6.0 (Video Analysis and Modeling Tool) software to track the
actuation angle of the actuator in each condition.
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F IGURE 6.4: Behaviour of the measured actuated angle with
respect to different actuation pulse duration (from 500ms to
5000ms). Cool-down time takes approximately the same time regardless of the activation time.

Effect of the activation pulse duration: SMAs are activated with the Joule
heating generated due to their own resistance, and it requires some time to
activate and then return to the inactive idle state. To analysis this behaviour
in XRtic actuators, I examined the actuation behaviour of Tapper under variable
activation pulse durations.
I activated Tapper for ten different actuation pulse durations from 500ms to
5000ms with a step size of 500ms. Then I plotted the actuation angle of the
actuator in each activation pulse duration, as shown in the Figure 6.4. With the
500ms active pulse duration, the actuated angle of the actuator does not reach
the highest value. Activation pulse durations higher than 1000ms allowed the
actuator to achieve its maximum deformation. Activation pulses longer than
1000ms, would hold the maximum deformation for a longer period. Although, I
only investigated the Tapper, I could derive that all other actuators would have
the same actuation behaviour as I kept the power-to-length ratio constant for all
4 actuator types.
Effect of the cool-down time: The goal of this exploration was to examine the
actuation behaviour with a fixed activation pulse duration and variable cooldown duration. I recorded the behaviour of the actuator with a 1000ms active
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F IGURE 6.5: To analyse the frequency of deformations, I measured
the actuation angle of the actuators Tapper, Puller, and Folder with
a 1000ms active duration in a 10-second window with a variable
cool-down time: (a) 3000ms, (b) 2500ms, (c) 2000ms, (d) 1500ms,
(e) 1000ms, and (f) 500ms.
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time and variable cool-down times, from 3000ms to 500ms. I plotted the actuated angle of the actuators in 10-second windows. As shown in Figure 6.5a-d,
the actuator went back to its neutral state, given that it had enough time to dissipate the generated heat out of the SMA wire. The cool-down duration that was
less than 2000ms prevented the actuator from returning to its neutral state, limiting its full range of motion (see Figure 6.5e and 6.5f ). I did not incorporate the
Compressor as it is a combination of multiple Tapper elements primarily. Based on
these findings, I determined that the conceivable frequency of actuation should
be considered when interfacing the actuators with the virtual contents.
Effect on different clothing materials: The cloth actuation varies based on
the properties of the attached fabric, such as the thickness, texture, and weight.
Therefore, I investigated the actuator behaviour with different types of fabrics.
For this, I incorporated seven different fabric materials: Linen, Satin, Leather,
Chiffon, Knit, Fleece, and Cotton (see Figure 6.6). I used 10 × 10cm fabric pieces
from each type and analysed their actuation behaviour with a 1000ms activation
time. As a baseline, I measured the actuated angle of the actuator, without
attaching it to fabric as well. The actuation range was higher for thinner and
lighter materials such as Linen, Satin, and Chiffon, as these fabrics do not tend
to restrict the cloth deformation. However, thicker or heavier fabrics such as
Knit, Fleece, and Leather materials only achieved around 60% of the full range
of actuation, as shown in Figure 6.6. Therefore, when installing the actuators,
it is essential to consider the properties of the fabrics to achieve an accurate
actuation.

6.5.2

Controller Bus System

I developed custom-made PCB nodes (see Figures 6.7a and 6.7b) connected in
a bus architecture to support developers to connect and control XRtic actuators.
This consisted of nodes and a controller module as shown in Figures 6.7c and
6.7d. Each node can simultaneously activate four different actuators, and can
be attached to the clothing using a snap fastener (in the same way as the actuator attachment). Each node includes an NXP PCA9685, a 16-channel controller
board which can control a PWM output of 12-bit resolution (4096 steps). All the
PWM outputs are connected to separate N-channel M OSF ET drivers connected
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F IGURE 6.6: Effect of different fabric types on actuated angle for
actuators Tapper, Puller, and Folder. Red colour line indicates the
baseline actuation behaviour when the actuator is not attached to
a fabric.
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F IGURE 6.7: XRtic controller bus system consists of a number of
nodes (a, b) that can control 4 actuators via 4 separate channels.
Nodes can be connected together in a bus series (c) and only one
node needs to be connected with the controller unit (d). In this
way, developers could easily daisy chain actuators on the clothing
without creating wire messes.

to a pull-up resistor to control the driving current through the actuators. Each
driver can handle a maximum current of 1.4A. All the nodes can be connected
to the controller via the I 2 C protocol (using SDA and SCL pins of an Ardunio
board). A maximum of 62 different addresses can be assigned to PCB nodes to
share the same bus separately. The controller is connected to a 9V power supply,
and based on the required power for each actuator, the system controls the duty
cycle.
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Placing the actuators
in the digital platform

Embedding the actuators
in the clothing

Testing the sensations
w.r.t. the XR content

Simulating and verfying
the actuators

Final dry-run of the
overall application

F IGURE 6.8: The five main steps of the XR development workflow
with XRtic.

6.5.3

Controller Interface

I used Unity C# scripts to control the actuators with the XR content. With the
current set-up, developers only need to import the SerialPort class from the .NET
4.0 C# library to enable USB communication with the actuators. These are activated in Unity by sending a comma separated string with the following parameters: activation duration, the ID of the PCB node, the ID of the channel, and the
Actuator type. The developers can follow an iterative workflow to enable cloth
actuation in sync with virtual contents, as shown in Figure 6.8. This workflow
comprises of five steps that the developers can follow until they are satisfied with
the cloth deformation.

6.6

Applications

Here I present three potential scenarios I developed to highlight the value XRtic
could bring into XR applications.

6.6.1

Body Perception Alternator

The combination of e-textiles and haptic metaphors has been used previously to
alter the perception of the user’s body (Kuusk, Tajadura-Jiménez, and Väljamäe,
2019; Tiest, 2010). Tajadura-Jiménez et al. (2020) employed 2D vibrotactile
array-based textiles to investigate the effects of multiple vibrotactile patterns on
body perceptions (e.g., being heavy, strong). I developed a compressor that can
be placed around the torso area of the user’s clothing, the tightness of the clothing around the abdomen can be used as an indicator to emulate binge eating.
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F IGURE 6.9: I developed three example use case scenarios that
XRtic can enhance the XR experiences: (a, b) body perception alternator that compresses the clothing towards the user’s body to
simulate the volume of the body, (c, d) ambience controller that
controls the connection of the user with environment using the
apertures of the clothing, and (e, f) micro-tactile renderer that generates micro-tactile sensations on the skin in sync with the virtual
contents.
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In the VR application that I built, the abdomen area would expand when the
user takes and eats fruits placed in front of them, depending on the amount of
food eaten by the user. Therefore, I wanted to control the compression levels
of the user’s shirt to simulate tight clothing in the torso area. This application
comprises of Compressor elements connected in a series arrangement (see Figure 6.9a). To have multiple compression levels, I incorporated four Compressor
actuators. Also, maintaining a specific state of an actuator for a more extended
period (e.g., greater than 5 seconds) was a challenge as SMAs get heated over
time and could damage the SMA wires. As such, I reduced the supplied power
of the actuator linearly when it tends to actuate for a longer period.

6.6.2

Ambience Controller

Wind displays that render wind sensations have often been used in VR applications to improve realism (Ito, Ban, and Warisawa, 2019). Most of these systems
utilise multiple wind sources such as fans and pumps to induce blowing air on
different body locations of the users (Feng et al., 2015).
I have created individually controllable apertures on the clothing in different
body locations using Folder actuators. I utilised a t-shirt made from a linen material so that the actuators could achieve the highest range of actuation (compared
to other materials, as in subsection 6.5.1), therefore blocking the airflow when
the apertures are closed. During the simulation, the apertures implemented on
the user’s shirt open up depending on the direction and strength of the wind
in the virtual forest. This setup enables us to provide wind sensations in different body locations using only one fan as the source. For instance, opening
up multiple apertures at the same time can significantly increase the airflow
through the clothing, and it could simulate hot or cold sensations on the skin
of the user (depending on the temperature of the wind blowing through the
source) synchronised with the virtual contents. Further, depending on the driving power, developers can control the actuation speed of the actuators so that
one can mimic rapid or gradual ambience changes on the user’s skin.
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6.6.3

Micro-tactile Renderer

Rendered touches have been investigated in different research domains such
as psychology and neuroscience, and the findings have informed the state-ofthe-art research into technology-mediated touches (Huisman, 2017). It has
been found that C-tactile afferents of the human skin respond strongly to gentle
touches (Björnsdotter, Morrison, and Olausson, 2010).
Inspired by (Hoppe et al., 2018), I simulated the sense of a bird landing on top
of a user’s forearm. I placed two Tapper elements over the forearm area of a shirt
sleeve to render a light tapping sensation on the corresponding location of the
forearm in synchronisation with the virtual bird’s legs. The sensations on the skin
would rely on the features such as the orientation, placement (outside or inside
the clothing), and type of the actuators. The skin sensitivity of the interested
body location also plays a key role when generating micro-tactile touches and
the sensations vary depending on the body location.

6.7

Evaluation

I conducted a user study to gain insights from the XR developers who used XRtic
toolkit for application development.

6.7.1

Study Design

I recruited 8 participants aged between 23 and 35 years (M = 27.6, SD = 3.7),
who are familiar with XR application development. They have a range of 1 to
10 years (M = 4.1, SD = 3.22) of experience in the XR domain. Four participants had previous experience developing XR content incorporating feedback
mechanisms other than visual modality. None of the participants were part of
the previous study, and they were not familiar with fabrication methods related
to shape-changing interfaces.
I let the participants use their own computers that they used to develop XR applications on, and interface XRtic prototypes. The participants were given a box
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TABLE 6.2: Years of experience and self-identified expertise level
of the participants.

Years of
Participant Experience
P1
5
P2
2
P3
1
P4
5
P5
2
P6
1
P7
10
P8
7

Self-identified
Experience in XR
Intermediate
Competent
Intermediate
Proficient
Intermediate
Intermediate
Proficient
Competent

with all the elements that they needed to incorporate cloth actuation with XR
content. This included the four cloth actuators (as mentioned in Section 6.5.1),
custom-made nodes to connect the cloth actuators with the controller bus system, snap fasteners to attach the actuators with the clothes, a central control
unit which includes an Arduino development board to interface the controller
bus system with the computer, connecting cables, 9V power supply, and a USB
drive that has example scripts to control the actuators using serial communication.
The experiment procedure consisted of two stages, a 30-minute familiarisation
session where participants got hands-on experience with XRtic workflow, and a
45-minute open-ended exploration of application development using the XRtic
toolkit.
Stage 1 – Familiarisation with the toolkit: First, I gave each participant
an overview of the XR developers workflow (see Figure 6.8). This included a
demonstration of the techniques of connecting, attaching, and controlling cloth
actuators. They were also given a printed sheet of instructions, with information
needed to connect actuators with nodes, and commands to control the actuators.
I let the participants try all 4 types of actuators (see Table 6.1) on their own. This
session ensured that the participants were familiar with the XRtic and able to
create end-to-end applications.
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F IGURE 6.10: Participants came up with interesting applications
using XRtic: (a) virtual handshake enabler, (b) directional cue
provider, (c) arm sleeve to simulate stroke patients, and (d) elbow
stretch visualiser

Stage 2 – Open-ended exploration: In stage 2, participants were instructed
to brainstorm and develop a potential XR scenario with XRtic integrated. They
could select any virtual context and body location as they preferred, and they
were allowed to choose any type of cloth actuator. Participants were instructed
to follow the workflow (see Figure 6.8) until they were satisfied they had accomplished the task. Initially, they were asked to present three potential XR
scenarios they envisioned, verbally or using sketches. Then, they were asked to
select one of them and develop it from scratch using the XRtic toolkit.
Participants were encouraged to follow a think-aloud behaviour throughout the
evaluation process. I paused the study after each stage to get to know and clarify
the challenges faced by the participants. Furthermore, participants were asked
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to fill out a questionnaire to answer specific questions concerning Creativity Support Index (CSI) (Cherry and Latulipe, 2014) after completing stage 2 of the
study. At the end of stage 2, I conducted a semi-structured interview to understand the feasibility, envisioned concepts, constraints, and limitations of XRtic.
Also, participants rated their satisfaction with the outcome and the perceived
simplicity of the overall system on a 7-point Likert scale (1-lowest to 7-highest).

6.7.2

Results and Discussion

Diverse application scenarios: All participants proposed and successfully implemented a practical application. A theme identified by multiple participants
was simulating the presence of external objects and persons via cloth deformation was one interesting application for XRtic. For instance, To enable the
presence of another person, P1 developed an augmented sleeve with XRtic that
simulates a virtual hand-shake (see Figure 6.10a). P7 proposed to render the
feeling of holding objects in the hand by restricting the movements of the fingers
and palm in a glove according to the type of virtual objects (similar to Wireality (Fang et al., 2020a)). Another interesting type of application was notifying
a specific region to the user. For example, VR boundary notifier [P2], detecting
when colliding with a wall in VR [P3], and cautioning when the user is in a
prohibited region in an XR game [P5]. Providing directional cues was another
proposed application-type. This includes DIY haptic suits, haptics in XR games,
that can simulate ‘moving’ items on the body.
Some participants developed more serious application-types. For example, P7
developed an arm-sleeve with XRtic actuators (see Figure 6.10c) to simulate the
impaired limbs of a stroke survivor during the rehabilitation exercises. Also, he
envisioned using this toolkit to enhance perceptual illusions in a virtual context,
such as the rubber hand illusion (Tsakiris and Haggard, 2005).
Ease of use: Overall, participants were satisfied with the output generated
using XRtic prototyping toolkit. They rated the question, "How satisfied are you
with the outcome of your application developed with our toolkit?" with higher ratings (M = 5.5, SD = 0.76). Also, almost all participants (7/8) reported that the
tool was straightforward to use. After completing all the intended tasks during
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the study, they rated "How easy was the prototyping process?" with reasonably
high scores (M = 5.75, SD = 0.70). P5 identified the ease of use as the most
helpful feature of XRtic by stating, "Once I knew how to use the toolkit, I was
able to produce a result within a short time easily." When initially setting up this
system with a computer, users have to choose the correct COM port assigned to
the device manually. P4 was concerned that he had to deal with the COM ports
when setting up the system and commented, "... not a big deal, but it would be
nice for it to be easy to attach the device from one computer to another without
any changes to the script". Also, P5 initially wanted to actuate a thicker fabric
(> 3mm), but could not achieve that due to the nature of the snap fasteners
used in XRtic actuators. These types of minor alterations can be resolved to
further improve the usability of the XRtic system in the future.
Iterative and rapid prototyping aspects: On average, a participant spent approximately 18.6 minutes (SD = 7.72) on scripting and 14.4 minutes (SD =
4.31) installing actuators on clothing during the application development. I observed that almost every participant followed an iterative prototyping approach.
Some participants (P4, P6, and P7) commenced the open-ended exploration by
placing the cloth actuators on clothing, even before developing the virtual content. They were confident enough about the rapid prototyping aspects of XRtic,
hence, if there was any change, they could fix it easily. Participants tended to
follow the iterative workflow shown in Figure 6.8 while developing prototypes.
For instance, P1, P3, and P8 quickly tested different spatial body locations, body
configurations, and actuation frequency from time to time, to understand the
sensation generated when the cloth is deformed. P7 highlighted the importance
of visualising the actuation in the Unity interface to check the behaviour before
deploying to the cloth. That would encourage participants to explore the cloth
actuation in the digital space, allowing them to be more efficient in iterative
prototyping.
The actuation delay caused by the SMAs was a concern for some of the participants while trying to implement quick actuation scenarios, "the time taken for
the actuator to reset is slightly longer than expected, hard to have a quick pulse,"
said P2. Participants made several comments about the iterative and rapid prototyping aspects enabled by XRtic. P4 mentioned, "The most useful aspect is how
easy to add this hardware to my existing application is. If I wanted to add this to
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TABLE 6.3: CSI (Cherry and Latulipe, 2014) ratings gathered during the post-study questionnaire. Average Factor Counts displays
the number of times each scale was preferred in the pair-wise factor comparisons. The Average Factor Score shows the independent ratings of the different scales in the range from 0 to 20. The
Weighted Factor Score was determined by multiplying each factor
subtotal by its factor comparison count, and based on the Average
Weighted Factor Scores, the overall CSI score was calculated.

Scale

Results Worth Eﬀort
Exploration
Collaboration
Immersion
Expressiveness
Enjoyment

Avg. Factor Avg. Factor Avg. Weighted
Counts (SD) Score (SD) Factor Score

4.25 (0.71)
3.50 (1.19)
0.75 (1.03)
1.25 (0.88)
2.75 (1.67)
2.50 (1.60)

16.12 (2.17)
15.00 (2.33)
13.37 (3.96)
11.87 (4.42)
15.12 (2.75)
15.25 (1.49)

68.75 (16.58)
53.12 (21.09)
09.25 (14.62)
15.87 (15.53)
40.50 (22.39)
37.87 (24.77)

my project, it would not take long to integrate, and I would be able to prototype
quickly and iteratively." Also, P7 stated, "...easy to experiment with different actuator arrangements and rapid prototyping." These comments and observations
reveal XRtic’s ability to quickly achieve various prototypes, allowing developers
to be involved in an iterative prototyping approach.
Creative exploration: Creativity Support Index (CSI) (Cherry and Latulipe,
2014) is a psychometric survey that helps to evaluate the potential of a tool or
a system in terms of assisting the users towards creativity. CSI assesses Exploration, Expressiveness, Immersion, Enjoyment, Results Worth Effort, and Collaboration aspects of creativity support. The participants’ rated CSI for XRtic was
75.21 (range 0 - 100), and the overall results are summarised in Table 6.3. Results Worth Effort (68.75) and Exploration (53.12) characteristics were ranked
highest above other aspects. This further confirms the ability of XRtic to facilitate quick and easy prototyping. The Collaboration aspect was rated the lowest
as the study procedure did not evaluate the system in collaborative contexts.
Overall, it was clear that XRtic’s potential is in supporting creativity, especially
in four aspects: Exploration, Expressiveness, Enjoyment, and Results Worth Effort.
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6.7.3

Limitations and Future Work

1. Actuation Delay in SMAs: XRtic actuators have a slow response as SMAs need
time to dissipate the generated heat to be able to go back to the neutral state.
The technical analysis showed that, ideally, there must be a 2 second gap between two actuations. P2 stated this limitation as he had challenges when trying
to implement an actuator that can perform a quick pulse. However, this could be
achieved by having multiple SMA wires in one actuator (Muthukumarana et al.,
2021b). With the advancement of smart materials, we also could address this
issue in the near future with a faster cool-down mechanism.
2. Effects on Different Thicknesses of Clothing: The current version of the setup
can be used only on clothing less than 3mm thick as the snap fasteners used can
only handle this thickness. P5 wanted to place actuators on a beanie but found
it difficult because it had several layers of thick fabric. In a case like this, the
developers could use an alternative to snap fasteners (e.g., stronger magnets, or
spike rivets) to overcome this constraint.
3. Preview the Actuation Behaviour: P7 asked if there is a way to visualise or simulate the behaviour in the digital platform before deploying the actuators in the
clothing. With the new technologies associated with cloth simulations (Kaldor,
James, and Marschner, 2008), an extended version of this toolkit could have a
method of previewing cloth actuation in a digital platform. This will allow developers to iteratively program the desired cloth deformations in a virtual setup.
4. Intelligent Assistance to Developers: Based on the observations, I learned that
the API should actively provide guidance and warning during the development
process. For instance, it should warn users from placing the actuators closer than
the minimum distances as well as setting up actuation frequency outside of the
optimal operating range. Also, different actuators have unique properties which
could be ideal for different body locations, orientations, or application scenarios.
These aspects could be conveyed using an intelligent interface that can make
just-in-time recommendations to the user during the development process.
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6.8

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, I presented XRtic, a prototyping toolkit to support XR developers
to render cloth deformations synchronised with XR applications. This toolkit
comprises plug-and-play modular cloth actuators developed based on ClothTiles
fabrication technique and a controller interface to control the cloth actuators.
The design requirements of the system were derived based on interviews with
expert XR developers. Based on this, I developed the XRtic toolkit, conducted a
technical analysis to investigate the actuation behaviour of the XRtic actuators,
and developed three proof-of-concept XR application scenarios. I also evaluated
the XRtic toolkit with expert XR developers. Based on the user evaluation results,
I found that this toolkit is easy to use for XR developers, and supports iterative
prototyping to enable the clothing interfaces to be deformed in unique ways in
synchronisation with XR applications.
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7
Conclusion

This thesis presents an exploration of designing novel Augmented Cloth Displays
(ACDs), which I defined as “output interfaces that can seamlessly be integrated
with clothing to modify its properties in order to provide feedback to extend user
capabilities.” I first conducted a comprehensive literature review of prior work
related to ACDs to recognise the challenges and opportunities. I identified several challenges and opportunities in ACDs that prompted me to determine the
research directions I explored in this thesis. Those research directions include:
(1) exploring smart materials such as SMAs in ACDs, (2) overcoming the technological barriers between non-experts and new technologies associated with
ACDs, (3) investigating customisable and parametric integration mechanisms,
and (4) exploring new application scenarios in XR applications. In this chapter, I
have summarised the main contributions in relation to those research directions.
In addition, I offer my thoughts on future direction related to ACDs.

7.1
7.1.1

Summary of Contributions
Smart Materials based ACDs

As elaborated in Chapter 2, new types of smart materials such as SMAs present
an excellent opportunity in ACDs to realise actuation in clothing. Consequently,
I investigated two novel techniques of enabling ACDs based on SMAs. As the
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first technique, I explored PhantomTouch (Muthukumarana et al., 2020b), an
SMA-based ACD that enables the recreation of natural touch sensation by applying shear forces onto the skin. This lightweight and stretchable plaster matrix
design was informed by a series of user evaluations investigating the perceptibility of different sizes, spacing, and attachment mechanisms of plasters on the
forearm as described in Chapter 3. The results from the final user study in this
chapter showed that the recreated touch patterns using this ACD are perceived
reasonably close to natural touch, as users provided positive feedback. In Chapter 5, as the second technique I presented ClothTiles (Muthukumarana et al.,
2021b), a prototyping platform to realise SMA-based ACDs. I introduced this
fabric actuation concept using a base actuator implemented with SMA wires,
and then explored the prospects of aggregating, scaling, and directionality for
extended actuation in clothing.

7.1.2

Lowering the Tech Barrier

Designing ACDs requires a broad range of textile and fabrication related expertise as I mentioned in section 2.7 (Jones et al., 2020). Therefore, I explored
the ways of reducing the technical challenges for non-experts when incorporating new types actuation technologies (i.e. SMAs) with ACDs. I explored
ClothTiles (Muthukumarana et al., 2021b) as one approach that facilitates nonexpert users to easily prototype ACDs. As a validation of this platform, a user
feedback session was conducted, and the results showed that ClothTiles enables multiple actuation types applied across a variety of clothes. As mentioned
in Chapter 5, participants acknowledged both aesthetic and functional actuation
types that can be realised with ClothTiles. Also, based on the ClothTiles actuation technique, I proposed XRtic, a prototyping toolkit for novice users like XR
developers to connect virtual contents with real-world cloth deformations to enable novel application scenarios. Under this investigation, I discussed the details
about the customised actuators and the controller system, including a technical
evaluation of the actuator behaviours. In a user study, participants found XRtic to be an easy-to-use toolkit that supports iterative and rapid prototyping to
enable cloth deformation with XR applications.
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7.1.3

Integration Mechanisms

Although there are several ways of integrating ACDs in clothing (e.g., stitching/sewing (Ueda, Terada, and Tsukamoto, 2018), embroidering (Preindl et al.,
2020)), there is still room to explore a controllable or parametric method to
integrating ACDs. With that motive, I introduced ClothTiles (Muthukumarana
et al., 2021b) an easily customisable and versatile fabrication technique to prototype various actuation types on clothing. I chose 3D printing on clothing as
the integration mechanism, due to its possibility of generating precisely localised
structures, including localised control of the substrate’s rigidity that allows designers to generate versatile actuation types. I concluded this exploration with a
number of insights on how to employ 3D printing with SMAs to enable actuation
on clothes.

7.1.4

Extended Reality (XR) Applications

As mentioned in section 2.6, there are few approaches that involve ACDs with
XR applications (Hinchet et al., 2018; Schorr and Okamura, 2017; Withana,
Groeger, and Steimle, 2018). However, enabling feedback via the user’s clothing has more opportunities in the XR context. Therefore, I explored two application scenarios based on the actuation techniques I proposed in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 5. The first application was Jammify (Muthukumarana et al., 2021c), a
multi-sensory setup that enables a unique digital art-jamming experience. Jammify enables users to share emotive touch via a forearm ACD while engaging
in a collaborative drawing activity on a two-sided large LED wall. Based on the
diverse combinations of both input and output modalities of the system, Jammify enabled multiple interaction possibilities as mentioned in Chapter 4. The
second application is XRtic, a toolkit that enables XR developers to add feedback
via cloth deformations in XR applications. As mentioned in Chapter 6, a set of
semi-structured interviews with XR developers informed XRtic’s fully functional
implementation that comprises modular plug-and-play cloth actuators. XR developers in a user study found it to be a toolkit that supports enabling cloth
deformations in unique ways in synchronisation with different applications in
the XR context.
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7.2

Response to Research Questions

[RQ1a] How can we design an Augmented Cloth Display (ACD) on a forearm that
can recreate the perception of touch? [Technique 1]
To address [RQ1a], I presented PhantomTouch, a forearm augmentation with
a matrix of SMA based plasters, which are silent, unobtrusive, lightweight, and
stretchable. This ACD is attached to the skin and recreates touch sensations by
applying subtle shear forces. As mentioned in Chapter 3, a set of studies investigating the perceptibility of different sizes, spacings, and types of attachments
of plasters on the forearm informed this design. Participants rated the recreated touch sensations as being fairly similar to a natural touch in a user study.
Also, I composed several insights for future designs relying on SMA-based haptic
feedback in ACDs.
[RQ1b] How can we apply an ACD on a forearm for an art-jamming application?
[Use case of Technique 1]
In Chapter 4, I answer [RQ1b] by presenting Jammify, a multi-sensory system
that enables users to share their remote touch sensations using a forearm ACD,
while they engage in a collaborative drawing activity on a jamming-canvas that
consists of a two-sided light display. The overall system provides multi-user
interaction possibilities by enabling users to interact with freehand gestures on
each side of the wall in several modes, such as own-view and shared-view. The
user interactions were promising as this unique art-jamming system delivers an
amusing experience to the users.
[RQ2a] How can we design an easily customisable and versatile fabrication technique to prototype ACDs on clothing? [Technique 2]
The work I present in Chapter 5 addresses [RQ2a] by introducing ClothTiles, a
prototyping platform to fabricate customisable and versatile actuators on clothing using 3D printing and SMAs. I demonstrate the concept of clothing actuation
using a base element, and then systematically explored the ways of aggregating,
scaling, and orienting the prospects to enable an extended actuation in clothing.
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This technique enables various actuation types with different clothes as demonstrated in a user study. Based on the findings, I complied a number of insights
for the Do-It-Yourself community on how to employ 3D printing with SMAs to
enable actuation on clothes.
[RQ2b] How can we integrate cloth actuation mechanisms into a toolkit that enables XR developers to use ACDs with VR? [Use case of Technique 2]
I addressed [RQ2b] by introducing XRtic, a prototyping toolkit to support XR
developers to render cloth deformations synchronised with XR applications. As
mentioned in Chapter 6, this toolkit comprises the plug-and-play modular cloth
actuators developed and a controller interface to control the cloth actuators. The
design requirements of XRtic were derived based on interviews with expert XR
developers. In a user study with a set of XR developers, I found that this toolkit
is easy for XR developers to use, and supports iterative prototyping to enable the
clothing interfaces to be deformed in unique ways in synchronisation with XR
applications.

7.3
7.3.1

Challenges and Opportunities
Seamless Integration

Similar to the stated challenges for human-computer integration (Mueller et al.,
2020), ACDs need to incorporate technology that does not restrict the user’s
natural behaviour or abilities. For integrating technology into everyday clothes,
it is also important to retain the functionality of the clothes themselves, which
includes protective, flexible and aesthetic aspects, but also feel-through capabilities (e.g. in gloves). Particularly in sportswear, airflow and heat insulation
may be critical aspects to consider. However, in contrast to input interfaces,
output interfaces often still rely on cumbersome, non-flexible elements such as
solenoids (Hardy et al., 2015; Tsai, Rekimoto, and Chen, 2019) and pneumatic
pumps (Goncu-Berk, Zhang, and Yilmaz, 2021; Delazio et al., 2018; Pohl et
al., 2017) that can hinder our natural abilities. In response, recent work has
started exploring more compliant materials such as smart materials (Qamar et
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al., 2018) and flexible thin films that could be integrated into cloth (Withana,
Groeger, and Steimle, 2018). Designing ACDs that meet all of the stated requirements above still appears challenging from a technical side. However, I
see ACDs as a promising output class of human-computer interfaces that blurs
the boundary of HInt systems (Mueller et al., 2020) and traditional wearable
devices like smartwatches and head-mounted displays; since clothes already act
as an extension of our bodies, as we spend most of our lives wearing them.

7.3.2

Always-available Interfaces

Researchers have long pointed out the potential benefit of ‘always-on’ interfaces (Starner et al., 1997). ACDs could provide feedback to the user whenever
required through different feedback modalities (Kosmyna et al., 2019). In fact,
integrating actuators onto users’ clothing has an advantage over other feedback
methods as people wear clothes most of the time. Clothing-based interfaces also
have greater accessibility to the skin, the largest sensory organ of the body to
render feedback towards the wearer. Since people are in touch with clothing
most of the time (Kuusk, Väljamäe, and Tajadura-Jiménez, 2018), ACDs can
enable always available feedback.

7.3.3

Information Bandwidth

A system’s ability to transfer information with a higher resolution to the user
is vital for a more realistic and efficient interaction (Linde et al., 2002). ACDs
with a higher information bandwidth can be realised by adopting new technologies in several ways. For instance, flexible displays embedded in clothing
structures (Zadow et al., 2014; Tarun et al., 2011) would provide more information to the user than a simple colour-changing LED. Similarly, a haptic interface
with multiple actuators distributed across a larger body area (Elsayed et al.,
2020; Peiris et al., 2019) would render more complex perceptions than actuating a single actuator on one body site. In general, implementations of feedback
interfaces are informed by the features such as body location (Ueda, Terada,
and Tsukamoto, 2019) and the sensitivity level of the receptors (Kajimoto et al.,
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2004; Bark et al., 2010). Clothing could provide a convenient way to augment
large parts of our body with feedback systems, complementary to traditional
wearable interfaces such as smartwatches. As we noticed in the analysis of prior
work, still most ACDs proposed are lower bandwidth interfaces. Hence, according to the requirements of intended applications, ACDs have greater versatility
to leverage several unique features of ACDs to achieve a higher bandwidth when
conveying information.

7.3.4

Discreet Interaction

Prior work has pointed out the importance of discreetness when interacting with
wearable devices since certain gestures and ways of interacting with mobile interfaces can be misinterpreted in social environments (Dobbelstein, 2016; Gallego Cascón et al., 2019). Although several approaches for enabling discreet
input interfaces associated with clothing have been proposed in prior works (Dementyev, Vega Gálvez, and Olwal, 2019; Honnet et al., 2020), the discreet actuation via clothing has not been widely explored yet. Clothing has a unique
set of physical characteristics that can be employed to realise discreet feedback
options. For instance, Soft Speakers (Nabil, Jones, and Girouard, 2021) utilises
aesthetic and malleable aspects of clothing to realise auditory feedback upon
wearers without being noticeable to others. In GymSoles, (Elvitigala et al., 2021)
feedback was incorporated by embedding actuators to an insole where users can
receive feedback discreetly in a gym setup. In fact, ACDs have a great opportunity to provide discreet feedback, as they can camouflage the technologies
around the user.

7.3.5

Modularity

In HCI, modular design approaches have been proposed to expand interaction
and design spaces as well as to preserve customisation capabilities (Maeda and
Kurahashi, 2019; Nakagaki et al., 2016). For instance, ClothTiles (Muthukumarana et al., 2021b), Bosu (Parkes and Ishii, 2010), NURBSforms (Tahouni,
Qamar, and Mueller, 2020), and Topobo (Raffle, Parkes, and Ishii, 2004)
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are some of the toolkits that enable customisable actuating interfaces. With
ClothTiles (Muthukumarana et al., 2021b), designers can realise diverse actuation types on clothing by varying actuators’ physical parameters, such as
the thickness, length, and orientation. The configurable, replaceable, and
reusable nature of these interfaces would enable a diverse range of user capabilities (Nakagaki et al., 2016). Most of the ACDs we can see in the previous work
do not follow a modular design architecture resulting from being limited only
to a specific use case in each application. Designing ACDs with modular aspects
would expand their potential to be used in a range of diverse applications.

7.3.6

Social and Cultural Acceptance of ACDs

While clothing offers a convenient way to integrate feedback devices on the body,
not all sensory channels can be addressed equally well to provide feedback for
everyday purposes. In everyday contexts, ACDs are expected to align with social
and cultural norms that define which clothes are accepted to be worn at which
body location and in which situation. For example, while clothes covering the
torso, like t-shirts, are fairly common across different cultures, clothes covering
the head and especially the face are not. For example, one could provide visual cues via the most socially-preferred types of clothing, such as on the chest
through a t-shirt. However, the wearer would have to look down actively to
perceive it in this case. In contrast, facial covering that may be less commonly
accepted could provide always-available visual cues within the peripheral vision
conveniently, independent from the user’s head orientation. This has considerable implications for the extent to which clothing can effectively address specific
sensory input channels for the wearer in public and social environments.
Nevertheless, recent history demonstrates that the idea of aesthetics and social
and cultural clothing norms can shift over time. While facial wearing was uncommon in pre-pandemic times (before 2020), wearing masks has become a
new normal in many people’s lives. As a result, the acceptance of masks has
grown, and a market for aesthetically pleasing face coverings is developing. We
believe that this development can form an opportunity for future ACDs worn in
the face that address smell organs and have greater acceptance than imaginable
a few years ago.
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7.4
7.4.1

Future Directions
Adopting the Clothing Metaphor for Wearable Displays

Our everyday clothes have different purposes. We wear them as protection for
different weather conditions or solely as decoration. Usually, we map our clothes
to different contexts and environments. For example, we use jackets, hats, and
shoes for outdoor purposes. Similarly, t-shirts and pyjamas are commonly used
indoors. We wear dresses and suits on special occasions, such as at a workplace
or a restaurant. I believe ACDs can leverage this property when integrated into
clothing. While a clothing piece could integrate all possible functionality and be
used in any context, it could also be tailored to specific functionality that aligns
with the context or environment in which the clothing is worn. For example,
while sports clothes could help pace running speed, a cap could indicate the
UV index. A shirt-sleeve may display the current ink status of the printer at the
working place, and a jacket could indicate the time left to catch the next bus
home or whether a taxi is close by. I envision that this concept of adding contextual meaning to different ACDs could be investigated more in the future and
would allow more convenient and intuitive everyday interactions with clothes.

7.4.2

Better Utilisation of Human Body

Receptor density, receptor type, and the physical nature of the body surface are
some of the essential features to consider when designing feedback interfaces
for humans. Therefore, ACD designs based on human perceptions (Ueda, Terada, and Tsukamoto, 2019; Muthukumarana et al., 2020b) would be a more
appropriate way to realise application-specific implementations. One challenge
of designing interfaces specific to one body location would be the generalisability of the findings to other body locations. Therefore, in the future, there is an
opportunity for researchers and designers to explore the ways of generalising
ACD technologies or designing ACDs to be adaptable for different body locations and applications. This can be achieved by modelling the skin perception in
different body locations and studying the perception of actual ACDs on multiple
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body locations. Furthermore, most of the ACDs we can see in the previous work
aim only on the actuation techniques using a single actuator on a specific body
location rather than expanding the ACD into a larger body-site. Understanding
ways of extending the actuation area on the human body would enable designers
to render more immersive and complex sensations.

7.4.3

Utilisation of Advanced Materials and Fabrication Technologies

As mentioned in the related work section (Section 2.4), the adaptation of new
technologies has expanded the boundaries of ACDs. For instance, smart materials like SMAs, have been widely employed in ACD to realise new actuation types
for various applications (Foo et al., 2019a; Ueda, Terada, and Tsukamoto, 2018).
However, adapting to new technologies might be challenging or time-consuming
for non-expert designers due to the lack of knowledge and experience in the
fabrication domain. In previous works, we could identify a few approaches that
focus on supporting designers in overcoming technological difficulties when realising actuation in clothing (Muthukumarana et al., 2021b; Jones et al., 2020).
As such, there is a greater possibility to enable non-expert users with toolkits to
utilise advanced materials and integration techniques in designing novel ACDs.
Additionally, when designing ACDs, essential design considerations such as energy consumption, safety measures, and convenience (Chen, 2001) need to be
considered carefully, as these interfaces are closely coupled with the users via
clothing. For instance, SMA springs consume a significant amount of power during the activation, and designers need to pay special attention when developing
those interfaces in an entirely wearable form. Also, the factors like durability
have often been overlooked with the implementations associated with ACDs.
Therefore, future designs of ACDs could incorporate new advanced materials to
improve the capabilities of ACDs further.
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7.4.4

Advanced Integration Mechanisms

In general, stitching and embroidering have been widely used to integrate actuation into clothing, while 3D printing on clothing is becoming one of the wellexplored integration mechanisms (Fang et al., 2020c; Muthukumarana et al.,
2021b; Rivera et al., 2017). For instance, 3D printing with composites like
hydrogels has also been investigated (Rivera et al., 2020). Further, there are
technologies that support 3D printing regular clothes (Richardot, 2018), and in
future, the actuation mechanisms also be able to print together with the clothing
itself (e.g., 4D printing (Leist et al., 2017)). While a significant amount of research associated with an ACD has been focused on the actuation technique, the
integration of actuation into clothing has often been ignored or not adequately
specified. This became apparent when analysing the number of instances reported in the Integration Mechanisms class in Section 2.5. A significant amount
of work reported in the related work section has not specified the integration
mechanism of the actuation techniques with the clothing. However, it is important that the actuation mechanism is well integrated into the clothing to assist
the user in many applications described in the previous sections. As mentioned
before, seamless integration, unobtrusiveness, aesthetics and alignment to social
and cultural norms also play an essential role in the appearance of the ACDs,
which is essential for the consumer market. Exploring appropriate integration
mechanisms can therefore help ACDs find a way into the consumer market.

7.4.5

ACDs towards Closed-loop Designs

Closed-loop control of haptic interfaces has been widely explored in interactions
designs (Carignan and Cleary, 2000; Nakagaki et al., 2019). Incorporating a
closed-loop design of a haptic interface can extend its capabilities by having
greater control of output parameters such as vibration intensity (Cohen et al.,
2005). Similarly, a few approaches of ACDs being embedded with input capabilities and realising I/O interfaces have been reported (Zhu et al., 2020; Yoon et
al., 2019). Recent developments in sensing interfaces in smart textiles (Honnet
et al., 2020; Parzer et al., 2018; Kiaghadi et al., 2018) can be connected together with ACDs to create closed-loop control of feedback systems. This would
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considerably expand the haptic interaction space (Nakagaki et al., 2019) of an
ACD. For instance, designers can incorporate pressure sensors to measure the
generated forces on ACD to achieve a closed-loop control interface. Besides enabling precise control of the actuation behaviour in real-time, ACDs with closedloop control capabilities will ultimately overcome several constraints, such as
employing diverse actuation levels of a single actuator. Also, obtaining the actuation level of an ACD as an input to the system would enable applications to
overcome concerns about synchronisation discrepancies.

7.4.6

Designing Assistive Interfaces

Assistive technologies are designed to aid or assist people with different impairments and disabilities to achieve specific tasks (Huber et al., 2018). As discussed earlier, ACDs significantly contribute to sensory substitution or enhancement (Kajimoto, Kanno, and Tachi, 2006; Berning et al., 2015b), providing the
potential to realise assistive technologies. With the emerging sensing technologies that can be seamlessly embedded in clothing surfaces (e.g., textile-based
heart-rate sensors (Koo et al., 2014), chemical sensors (Hatamie et al., 2020),
physiological sensors (Pacelli et al., 2006)), ACDs can significantly contribute
to assistive technologies by enabling more informed feedback. In some conventional ways, sensory substitution or enhancement would cause more difficulties
for the impaired persons by restraining the inherent functions of the substituted
body parts, such as the finger (Shilkrot et al., 2015). In contrast, ACDs can be
customised for specific body locations, avoiding such problems.

7.4.7

ACDs for Cognitive Sciences

There is room for HCI researchers to augment wearable devices and systems
towards augmenting human cognitive capabilities. A few approaches relating
to cognitive augmentation have been proposed recently (Rosello, Exposito, and
Maes, 2016; Kosmyna et al., 2019; Raji et al., 2020), and most of these systems
and devices enable both input and output functionalities in real-time. As we
mentioned earlier, a series of devices such as fitness watches that can infer the
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user’s cognitive context has already been developed. However, there is still room
to investigate the feedback options in such devices. Also, there are numerous
gains for applications in disciplines like neurophysiology and physiology (Fitzek
et al., 2021) from work related to ACDs. For instance, ACDs that can enable
complex perceptions such as a natural sensation of touch would advance the
explorations in neurological or psychological applications (Moenter, 2020; Hale
and Stanney, 2004). Therefore, it would be helpful to implement platforms or
tool kits for researchers from other disciplines who lack expertise in realising
ACDs to expand the use of ACDs to support other research domains (Mueller
et al., 2020).

7.4.8

ACDs for AR-Haptics

Similar to Augmenting the reality seen by our eyes (example AR glasses 1 ), researchers have explored augmenting the reality sensed by our skin. For instance,
Tacttoo (Withana, Groeger, and Steimle, 2018) is a feel-through interface that
can augment the haptic perception sense by our skin by providing high-density
tactile output. Similar to Tacttoo (Withana, Groeger, and Steimle, 2018), ACDs
can be used to augment haptic perception as ACDs are always close to human
skin. One such attempt is GymSoles++ (Elvitigala et al., 2021) which augments the pressure sensation by blending the center of pressure feedback to the
sole. Inspired by these examples, I envision in the future, similar to wearing AR
glasses, ACDs will augment our perceived haptic sensation by acting as an AR
interface.

1

https://www.magicleap.com/en-us
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7.5

Final Remarks

This thesis contributed to a novel concept, of Augmented Cloth Displays (ACDs).
ACDs own a rich design and interaction space, as people spend almost their
entire life span in contact with clothing. In fact, I envision ACDs to become
an integral part of our day-to-day life in the near future. All the work I have
contributed through this thesis, I believe, will provide a strong starting platform
and spark the notion of ACDs among research communities. The timeliness
of this endeavour is perfect and the potential of ACDs as a research field is
enormous.
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